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From Dlunow at aol.com Sun Oct 1 16:46:41 2006
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Sun Oct 1 16:46:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Contact information for Author wanted.
Message-ID: <bcb.4ddc417.32518331@aol.com>

Might any of you wonderful folks fill me in on an author/publisher:
Ellsberry, Elizabeth Prather?
Is she still living?
If so, does anyone have a contact number or address for her?
If not, does anyone have contact information for one of her family members?
Are any of her books still available?
Thanks in advance for the information,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061001/8e8c5e7b/
attachment.html
From MrArchive at aol.com Sun Oct 1 17:02:14 2006
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Sun Oct 1 17:02:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Contact information for Author wanted.
Message-ID: <52b.7a45605.325186d6@aol.com>
In a message dated 10/1/2006 4:47:18 P.M. Eastern Standard Time,
Dlunow@aol.com writes:
Ellsberry, Elizabeth Prather
go to _www.abebooks.com_ (http://www.abebooks.com) and type in her name
just as you see above. There are several of her books listed there for sale and
at what is probably a good price.. Happy Booking.
Steve Seames
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061001/
d28c2e61/attachment.html
From marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org Mon Oct 2 09:54:28 2006
From: marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org (Marge Bardeen)
Date: Mon Oct 2 09:49:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Stats
In-Reply-To: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A349117F5FB@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <009a01c6e62a$48222510$4a5942a6@lchs.lancasterhistory.org>

We receive both AncestryLibraryEdition and HeritageQuest Online statistics
on a monthly basis. We record and tally them on a monthly and annual basis.
It is interesting to see the trends and usage rates.
Marjorie R. Bardeen
Assistant Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 392-4633 ex. 108
www.lancasterhistory.org
-----Original Message----From: Lyles, John [mailto:jlyles@cvrls.net]
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2006 3:10 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Stats
I have browsed the list archives and found mention to all sorts of stats
that we collect but have not seen stats in reference to subscription
databases ie Ancestry and HQ olnine. Do you all collect these numbers?
Also, if you have created a digital collection and/or database, do you count
the number of times the site was accessed or have another way to justify the
resources spent to create?
thanks
John
John Lyles
Archivist
Columbus Public Library
3000 Macon Road
Columbus, GA 31906
706-243-2681
jlyles@cvrls.net
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: winmail.dat
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 2336 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061002/
f2d32413/winmail.bin
From lmorales at alexandria.lib.va.us Mon Oct 2 12:21:58 2006
From: lmorales at alexandria.lib.va.us (Leslie Morales)
Date: Mon Oct 2 12:21:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] FYI: Local History/Special Collections Branch Manager
Message-ID: <45213CA6.70707@alexandria.lib.va.us>

Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Local History New Manager.wpd
Type: application/octet-stream
Size: 11974 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061002/
b41dfc18/LocalHistoryNewManager.obj
From kgaitken at gmail.com Mon Oct 2 12:36:42 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)
Date: Mon Oct 2 12:36:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] FYI: Local History/Special Collections Branch Manager
In-Reply-To: <45213CA6.70707@alexandria.lib.va.us>
References: <45213CA6.70707@alexandria.lib.va.us>
Message-ID: <b66a4ad50610020936i28375f02s2bf3f129f2dfba98@mail.gmail.com>
Congratulations George Combs on your appointment. Under your leadership, may
you never find another gum wrapper book mark, and may your clients never
succeed in smuggling in a ferret. Other than that, may all stupid questions
be handled by sensitive staff, and may every scholar be so astounded by your
staff, collections and services as to mention your team members by name in
their acknowledgements.
Be the kind of boss folks want to work for.
Best wishes and mind those ferrets.
Kenneth G. Aitken, BA, MLS
Family History Education Services
Penticton, BC, Canada
kgaitken@gmail.com
Check out my blog!
www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061002/
e48d0442/attachment.html
From gaelicpilgrim at yahoo.com Mon Oct 2 16:11:08 2006
From: gaelicpilgrim at yahoo.com (Rita Gibson)
Date: Mon Oct 2 16:11:11 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Thank you for your thoughts on library automated systems
Message-ID: <20061002201108.93227.qmail@web42405.mail.scd.yahoo.com>
Many thanks to each of you who responded to my inquiry about library automated
systems. I've passed all your information along to the "powers that be" and we'll
see where our library ends up. Again, thanks muchly for your assistance - it's
greatly appreciated! ~ Rita
--------------------------------How low will we go? Check out Yahoo! Messenger?s low PC-to-Phone call rates.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061002/17edb5eb/
attachment.html

From raleighadams at hotmail.com Mon Oct 2 21:03:01 2006
From: raleighadams at hotmail.com (sherry raleigh-adams)
Date: Mon Oct 2 21:03:08 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Elizabeth Prather Ellsberry
Message-ID: <BAY106-F1868E6F56A4F1AA9125E5EC91C0@phx.gbl>
This author is still living in Chilicothe, MO. She has published in her
long career some 300 books. Her ordering address is 225 15th Street
Chillicothe, MO 64601
I have her latest telephone number too.

(660) 646-4409

_________________________________________________________________
Add fun gadgets and colorful themes to express yourself on Windows Live
Spaces
http://clk.atdmt.com/MSN/go/msnnkwsp0070000001msn/direct/01/?href=http://
www.get.live.com/spaces/features
From mapiro at aurora.lib.il.us Tue Oct 3 08:36:37 2006
From: mapiro at aurora.lib.il.us (Pirone, Mary Ann)
Date: Tue Oct 3 08:36:05 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Collecting and counting statistics
Message-ID: <6D8BEE91433474478D294A8867FFDC6E6EB6BD@WMAIN3.aurorapubliclibrary.org>
Hi
Sorry it has taken me so long to acknowledge everyone who sent
information on the many ways that they collect statistics. I appreciate
all your time and trouble.
Mary Ann Pirone
Genealogy and Local History Specialist
Aurora Public Library
One East Benton St.
Aurora, IL. 60505
FAX:

630-896-3209

Phone :

630-264-4100 ext. 4122

Email:

mapiro@aurora.lib.il.us

From acushing at library.state.nh.us Tue Oct 3 09:15:25 2006
From: acushing at library.state.nh.us (Amber Cushing)
Date: Tue Oct 3 09:04:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ancestrybank
Message-ID: <35E1518FDDB9EE45A215A3F56431C06CF60AE1@finch.nhsl.lib.nh.us>
Sorry for the cross posting,
was originally posted on the
familiar with ancestrybank?
original email the poster on

Amber Cushing
Reference Librarian
New Hampshire State Library

but I am now curious about this myself. This
archives and archivists listserv. Is anyone
Do you find it useful? Below is a copy of the
the archives list received. Thanks in advance.

20 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301
603-271-3302
acushing@library.state.nh.us <mailto:acushing@library.state.nh.us>
http://www.nh.gov/nhsl/index.html <http://www.nh.gov/nhsl/index.html>
<mailto:acushing@library.state.nh.us>

-----Original Message----From: AncestryBank.com [mailto:ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com
<mailto:ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com> ]
Sent: Saturday, September 30, 2006 11:51 PM
Subject: Archive your documents and earn - Historical Societies

Ancestrybank.com is a brand new, user-generated database of original
source documents from private collections. The goal of Ancestrybank.com is
to encourage people who own pre-1885 documents to archive them and make them
available to the public. By doing so, we are able to offer a new resource
for family researchers that might have otherwise never been available.

Make money by archiving.
The concept is simple. If you own a pre-1885 original source
document, register on the site, scan your document, and archive the document
using the fields provided in your account. The document image will then be
made available for people searching using the criteria used to archive the
document. Each time the document image is purchased, the archivist/document
image owner is given $2.50

Historical Societies
If your membership owns historical letters, court documents,
indentures, any primary source document with genealogical value, please let
them know about Ancestrybank.com. The greater the amount of documents
uploaded, the greater the opportunity to earn extra income. At the same
time, Ancestrybank.com can be a great way to raise funds for historical

societies. A member may want to donate the earning power of their archived
documents. If a historical society refers a member who archives their
document, a quarter will be given to the society every time one of their
document images is purchased.

Earn transcribing documents
Ancestrybank.com also has a unique feature that allows registered
users to transcribe document images that do not have a transcript attached
to them. When document images are archived, a document submitter has the
option to attach a word file with a transcript of the document image. If
they do not transcribe the document, the image is sent to a transcription
bank, where anyone can transcribe a document, attach the word file and earn
a quarter every time that document is purchased. This feature is offered to
access collective help of many people.

We hope you have a moment to visit this growing site. Let's preserve
the world's documents. Thank you for your time!

www.ancestrybank.com

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
email: ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Forward email

UnsolvedAncestry.com | 824 South Hill Street #163 | Griffin |
GA | 30224

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061003/607c56fd/
attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Tue Oct 3 12:16:18 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Tue Oct 3 12:14:01 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ancestrybank
In-Reply-To: <35E1518FDDB9EE45A215A3F56431C06CF60AE1@finch.nhsl.lib.nh.us>
Message-ID: <023d01c6e707$4278fb10$3102060a@rpl.org>
A word of warning is in order. When I clicked on the "web page" link, it
tried to download and install an exe file. Trashed the email ASAP.

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Amber Cushing
Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 9:15 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] ancestrybank

Sorry for the cross posting,
was originally posted on the
familiar with ancestrybank?
original email the poster on

but I am now curious about this myself. This
archives and archivists listserv. Is anyone
Do you find it useful? Below is a copy of the
the archives list received. Thanks in advance.

Amber Cushing
Reference Librarian
New Hampshire State Library
20 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301
603-271-3302
acushing@library.state.nh.us
http://www.nh.gov/nhsl/index.html <mailto:acushing@library.state.nh.us>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061003/
dd96a171/attachment.html
From scperkins at gmail.com Tue Oct 3 14:17:15 2006
From: scperkins at gmail.com (steven perkins)
Date: Tue Oct 3 14:17:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ancestrybank
In-Reply-To: <023d01c6e707$4278fb10$3102060a@rpl.org>
References: <35E1518FDDB9EE45A215A3F56431C06CF60AE1@finch.nhsl.lib.nh.us>
<023d01c6e707$4278fb10$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <da404fe10610031117y5148b1f3g62119e02f37d52ea@mail.gmail.com>
Hello:
I was able to get to the site and read the terms of use. Basically if
you send them a scanned "original" "handwritten" document from 1885 or
earlier, they will sell others a copy of the document for $5 and give
you $2.50 when your earnings reach $25 or more. They get the
exclusive right to sell that document image on the INTERNET. The
buyer is expressly forbidden to put the image on the INTERNET or
otherwise sell it without express permission from AncestryBank.
In a way I can see this as a method to try to get control of the
reproduction of public domain historical documents. I'd be very wary
of this.
Regards,
Steven C. Perkins
On 10/3/06, Larry Naukam <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us> wrote:
>
> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
> Of Amber Cushing
> Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 9:15 AM
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: [Genealib] ancestrybank
>
> Sorry for the cross posting, but I am now curious about this myself. This
> was originally posted on the archives and archivists listserv. Is anyone
> familiar with ancestrybank? Do you find it useful? Below is a copy of the
> original email the poster on the archives list received. Thanks in advance.
>
>
>
> Amber Cushing
>
> Reference Librarian
>
> New Hampshire State Library
>
> 20 Park Street
>
> Concord, NH 03301
>
> 603-271-3302
>
> acushing@library.state.nh.us
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

http://www.nh.gov/nhsl/index.html
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Steven C. Perkins
SCPerkins@gmail.com
http://stevencperkins.com/
http://intelligent-internet.info/law/ipr2.html
kttp://iemlnews.blogspot.com/
http://jgg-online.blogspot.com/
http://stevencperkins.com/genealogy.html
From FamRSearch at aol.com Tue Oct 3 14:21:11 2006
From: FamRSearch at aol.com (FamRSearch@aol.com)
Date: Tue Oct 3 14:22:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ancestrybank
Message-ID: <c4f.4543408.32540417@aol.com>
So if they have a copy of the original deed, they can prevent the county
clerk office from selling and copying their copy from their deed book? I
think so.

do not

Julia
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061003/2ac7bb02/
attachment.html
From ehayes at lclsonline.org Tue Oct 3 16:18:49 2006
From: ehayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Tue Oct 3 16:40:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Recent Website Additions link on A.L.E.
Message-ID: <s5227161.043@lclsonline.org>
There is a link on Ancestry Library Edition to "recent website
additions" but it takes you to a blank page. Does anyone know another
way to find these recent additions? Am I doing something wrong? Or is
it just a local problem in our library? To see what I'm talking about
open ALE and click on the search tab at the top of the page. After that
page loads,look in the lower right hand corner where there is a link
that says "recent database editions" right below "all databases". If we
click on this we get a blank page. I've tried to find the new editions
in other ways with no luck. Any suggestions?
Thanks,
Elaine Jones Hayes MLS
Special Collections Librarian
Family and Local History
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561 x132

"There is a history in all men's lives." -- William Shakespeare
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061003/454ce787/
attachment.html
From cheryls at plano.gov Tue Oct 3 16:54:26 2006
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Tue Oct 3 16:54:29 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Recent Website Additions link on A.L.E.
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A4B3@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
Elaine,
I get an empty page also. But on the home page under the "More
collections," it says "list recent or all databases." The recent
databases shows when they were updated or posted. So, you can see the
newest databases there.
Does that help you?
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine
Hayes
Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 3:19 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Recent Website Additions link on A.L.E.

There is a link on Ancestry Library Edition to "recent website
additions" but it takes you to a blank page. Does anyone know another
way to find these recent additions? Am I doing something wrong? Or is
it just a local problem in our library? To see what I'm talking about
open ALE and click on the search tab at the top of the page. After that
page loads,look in the lower right hand corner where there is a link
that says "recent database editions" right below "all databases". If we
click on this we get a blank page. I've tried to find the new editions
in other ways with no luck. Any suggestions?
Thanks,

Elaine Jones Hayes MLS
Special Collections Librarian
Family and Local History
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561 x132

"There is a history in all men's lives." -- William Shakespeare

<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061003/24da548b/
attachment.html
From ehayes at lclsonline.org Tue Oct 3 16:58:05 2006
From: ehayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Tue Oct 3 16:58:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Recent Website Additions link on A.L.E.
Message-ID: <s5227a8c.049@lclsonline.org>
Thanks Cheryl that does help.
Elaine Jones Hayes MLS
Special Collections Librarian
Family and Local History
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561 x132
"There is a history in all men's lives." -- William Shakespeare

>>> cheryls@plano.gov 10/3/2006 2:54 PM >>>
Elaine,I get an empty page also. But on the home page under the "More
collections," it says "list recent or all databases." The recent
databases shows when they were updated or posted. So, you can see the
newest databases there.Does that help you?Cheryl SmithPublic Services
Librarian Senior
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine
Hayes
Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 3:19 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Recent Website Additions link on A.L.E.
There is a link on Ancestry Library Edition to "recent website
additions" but it takes you to a blank page. Does anyone know another
way to find these recent additions? Am I doing something wrong? Or is
it just a local problem in our library? To see what I'm talking about
open ALE and click on the search tab at the top of the page. After that
page loads,look in the lower right hand corner where there is a link

that says "recent database editions" right below "all databases". If we
click on this we get a blank page. I've tried to find the new editions
in other ways with no luck. Any suggestions?
Thanks,
Elaine Jones Hayes MLS
Special Collections Librarian
Family and Local History
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561 x132
"There is a history in all men's lives." -- William Shakespeare

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061003/
bc16d7c1/attachment.html
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Tue Oct 3 17:27:26 2006
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Tue Oct 3 17:25:11 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Recent Website Additions link on A.L.E.
In-Reply-To: <s5227161.043@lclsonline.org>
Message-ID: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A1E5D66@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
hi---our library has been experiencing the same problem.
deena
glenview P L
<< There is a link on Ancestry Library Edition to "recent website
additions" but it takes you to a blank page. Does anyone know another
way to find these recent additions? Am I doing something wrong? Or is
it just a local problem in our library? To see what I'm talking about
open ALE and click on the search tab at the top of the page. After that
page loads,look in the lower right hand corner where there is a link
that says "recent database editions" right below "all databases". If we
click on this we get a blank page. I've tried to find the new editions
in other ways with no luck. Any suggestions? >>
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061003/79041d5b/
attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Oct 4 10:08:53 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Oct 4 10:06:36 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Recent Website Additions link on A.L.E.
In-Reply-To: <s5227161.043@lclsonline.org>
Message-ID: <02a601c6e7be$a00c4900$3102060a@rpl.org>

--tried and verified here in Rochester. No go.
---->There is a link on Ancestry Library Edition to "recent website
additions" but it takes you to a blank page. Does anyone know another way
to find these recent additions? Am I doing something wrong? Or is it just
a local problem in our library? To see what I'm talking about open ALE and
click on the search tab at the top of the page. After that page loads,look
in the lower right hand corner where there is a link that says "recent
database editions" right below "all databases". If we click on this we get
a blank page.
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061004/
c4478f4f/attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Oct 4 12:05:35 2006
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed Oct 4 12:05:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ABC-CLIO Online History Award
In-Reply-To: <1039240062.1158065331@LMLREFDESK-RT.itorg.ad.buffalo.edu>
References: <1039240062.1158065331@LMLREFDESK-RT.itorg.ad.buffalo.edu>
Message-ID: <b63c86520610040905m3aa352ffpd5796f989551e051@mail.gmail.com>
Plese excuse cross postings. Mary Mannix
---------- Forwarded message ---------Fr: "David A. Lincove" <lincove.1@osu.edu>
Date: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 10:09 AM -0400
Re: ABC-CLIO Online History Award
The ABC-CLIO Online History Award of $3,000 is offered biennially to
developers of freely available and sustainable online history resources
that are useful and innovative. The award is administered by the History
Section of the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA) of the
American Library Association. It is the first American Library Association
(ALA) award of its kind to acknowledge the importance of Internet-based
historical resources. Submissions are due December 15, 2006.
For complete information visit
<http://www.ala.org/RUSATemplate.cfm?Section=rusaawards&Template=/ContentMa
nagement/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=135902>http://www.ala.org/RUSATemplat
e.cfm?Section=rusaawards&Template=/ContentManagement/ContentDisplay.cfm&Con
tentID=135902
David Lincove
Chair, ABC-CLIO Online History Award Committee
Professor
History, Political Science & Philosophy Librarian
Rm. 110, Sullivant Hall
Ohio State University Libraries
1813 N. High St.
Columbus, Oh. 43210
lincove.1@osu.edu
614-292-2393

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Chair, ALA\RUSA\History Section
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061004/
be5cb76c/attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Oct 4 12:45:37 2006
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed Oct 4 12:45:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ABC-CLIO Online History Award (with clarification)
Message-ID: <b63c86520610040945v472bcbc0s645ad7d3adf8c363@mail.gmail.com>
Again, please excuse cross-postings.
Nominated individuals do not need to be members of ALA or necessarily
working out of a library. As stated on the webpage listed below: "The
nominee(s) must be employed by a library or educational institution during
the year prior to nomination for the award; institutions do not qualify.
There is no restriction on the nominating individual."
Mary M.
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Chair, ALA\RUSA\History Section
---------- Forwarded message ---------Fr: "David A. Lincove" < lincove.1@osu.edu>
Date: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 10:09 AM -0400
Re: ABC-CLIO Online History Award
The ABC-CLIO Online History Award of $3,000 is offered biennially to
developers of freely available and sustainable online history resources
that are useful and innovative. The award is administered by the History
Section of the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA) of the
American Library Association. It is the first American Library Association
(ALA) award of its kind to acknowledge the importance of Internet-based
historical resources. Submissions are due December 15, 2006.
For complete information visit
< http://www.ala.org/RUSATemplate.cfm?Section=rusaawards&Template=/ContentMa
nagement/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=135902> http://www.ala.org/RUSATemplat
e.cfm ?Section=rusaawards&Template=/ContentManagement/ContentDisplay.cfm&Con
tentID=135902
David Lincove
Chair, ABC-CLIO Online History Award Committee

Professor
History, Political Science & Philosophy Librarian
Rm. 110, Sullivant Hall
Ohio State University Libraries
1813 N. High St.
Columbus, Oh. 43210
lincove.1@osu.edu
614-292-2393
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Oct 4 14:44:01 2006
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed Oct 4 14:44:03 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ABC-CLIO Online History Award (with clarification and
working link! Sorry)
Message-ID: <b63c86520610041144w62afe7a1m426e3f071ba8eb6@mail.gmail.com>
Sorry!! for the many messages, hopefully the link (which is long, difficult
to retype, and\or cut and paste) will work this time. Apologizes to all and
thanks for your patience. No more, I promise. :)
Again, please excuse cross-postings.
Nominated individuals do not need to be members of ALA or necessarily
working out of a library. As stated on the webpage listed below: "The
nominee(s) must be employed by a library or educational institution during
the year prior to nomination for the award; institutions do not qualify.
There is no restriction on the nominating individual."
Mary M.
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Chair, ALA\RUSA\History Section
Fr: "David A. Lincove" < lincove.1@osu.edu>
Date: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 10:09 AM -0400
Re: ABC-CLIO Online History Award
The ABC-CLIO Online History Award of $3,000 is offered biennially to
developers of freely available and sustainable online history resources that
are useful and innovative. The award is administered by the History Section
of the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA) of the American
Library Association. It is the first American Library Association (ALA)
award of its kind to acknowledge the importance of Internet-based historical
resources. Submissions are due December 15, 2006.
For complete information visit
http://www.ala.org/RUSATemplate.cfm?Section=rusaawards&Template=/

ContentManagement/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=135902
David Lincove
Chair, ABC-CLIO Online History Award Committee
Professor
History, Political Science & Philosophy Librarian
Rm. 110, Sullivant Hall
Ohio State University Libraries
1813 N. High St.
Columbus, Oh. 43210
lincove.1@osu.edu
614-292-2393
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From William.Forsyth at il.proquest.com Thu Oct 5 15:19:13 2006
From: William.Forsyth at il.proquest.com (Forsyth, William)
Date: Thu Oct 5 15:19:17 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Recent Website Additions link on A.L.E.
Message-ID: <AA29A27627F842409E1D18FB19CDCF2706F9E2E3@AABO-EXCHANGE02.bos.il.pqe>
To All ALE Subscribers:

MyFamily.com -- makers of Ancestry Library Edition -- is aware of the
bad link that goes to a blank page and they are taking steps to correct
it. As Cheryl Smith kindly noted, you can also reach the Recent Website
Additions page by clicking on the "Recent" link found near the bottom of
the ALE home page, under the subheading "More Collections".

I'd also like to take this opportunity to notify subscribers that the
Card Catalog and expanded Advanced Search features are now available.
To access the features, please follow these two steps:

1. At the top of the ALE home page, you'll see three tabs: Home, Search,
Charts and Forms. Click on the Search tab. The "Search for Your
Ancestors" screen will appear.

2. In the top right corner of the screen, you'll see a box titled,
"Search Resources." Inside this box are the hyperlinks to the Card
Catalog and Advanced Search. Click on the link of your choice.

Regards,

Bill Forsyth

William Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest Information and Learning
Phone: 801.298.5358 ext. 6732
Fax: 801.298.5468
Email: william.forsyth@il.proquest.com
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine
Hayes
Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 2:19 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Recent Website Additions link on A.L.E.
There is a link on Ancestry Library Edition to "recent website
additions" but it takes you to a blank page. Does anyone know another
way to find these recent additions? Am I doing something wrong? Or is
it just a local problem in our library? To see what I'm talking about
open ALE and click on the search tab at the top of the page. After that
page loads,look in the lower right hand corner where there is a link
that says "recent database editions" right below "all databases". If we
click on this we get a blank page. I've tried to find the new editions
in other ways with no luck. Any suggestions?
Thanks,
Elaine Jones Hayes MLS
Special Collections Librarian
Family and Local History
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561 x132
"There is a history in all men's lives." -- William Shakespeare
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
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From Lorie.Burningham at il.proquest.com Thu Oct 5 15:26:45 2006
From: Lorie.Burningham at il.proquest.com (Burningham, Lorie)
Date: Thu Oct 5 15:26:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Recent Website Additions link on A.L.E.
In-Reply-To: <AA29A27627F842409E1D18FB19CDCF2706F9E2E3@AABO-EXCHANGE02.bos.il.pqe>
Message-ID: <AA29A27627F842409E1D18FB19CDCF2708D699C5@AABO-EXCHANGE02.bos.il.pqe>

Thanks much, I'll pass the info along.
Lorie
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Forsyth,
William
Sent: Thursday, October 05, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Recent Website Additions link on A.L.E.
To All ALE Subscribers:

MyFamily.com -- makers of Ancestry Library Edition -- is aware of the
bad link that goes to a blank page and they are taking steps to correct
it. As Cheryl Smith kindly noted, you can also reach the Recent Website
Additions page by clicking on the "Recent" link found near the bottom of
the ALE home page, under the subheading "More Collections".

I'd also like to take this opportunity to notify subscribers that the
Card Catalog and expanded Advanced Search features are now available.
To access the features, please follow these two steps:

1. At the top of the ALE home page, you'll see three tabs: Home, Search,
Charts and Forms. Click on the Search tab. The "Search for Your
Ancestors" screen will appear.

2. In the top right corner of the screen, you'll see a box titled,
"Search Resources." Inside this box are the hyperlinks to the Card
Catalog and Advanced Search. Click on the link of your choice.

Regards,

Bill Forsyth

William Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest Information and Learning
Phone: 801.298.5358 ext. 6732

Fax: 801.298.5468
Email: william.forsyth@il.proquest.com
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine
Hayes
Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 2:19 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Recent Website Additions link on A.L.E.
There is a link on Ancestry Library Edition to "recent website
additions" but it takes you to a blank page. Does anyone know another
way to find these recent additions? Am I doing something wrong? Or is
it just a local problem in our library? To see what I'm talking about
open ALE and click on the search tab at the top of the page. After that
page loads,look in the lower right hand corner where there is a link
that says "recent database editions" right below "all databases". If we
click on this we get a blank page. I've tried to find the new editions
in other ways with no luck. Any suggestions?
Thanks,
Elaine Jones Hayes MLS
Special Collections Librarian
Family and Local History
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561 x132
"There is a history in all men's lives." -- William Shakespeare
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
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From boljace at and.lib.in.us Thu Oct 5 15:30:36 2006
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Thu Oct 5 15:31:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing program
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200610051530.AA30367626@and.lib.in.us>
One of my customers has put together a family history and now wants to
buy some computer software to create an index. Does anyone have any
recommendations?
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
From daysa at oplin.org

Thu Oct

5 17:13:32 2006

From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Thu Oct 5 17:13:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing program
References: <WorldClient-F200610051530.AA30367626@and.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <001601c6e8c3$1cb9c040$ae01a8c0@Ohio>
Beth
I am replying to the list for everyone's use. I suggest Sky Index. It is
really easy to use.
Sandy Day
Local Historian/Genealogist
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: "Beth Oljace" <boljace@and.lib.in.us>
To: <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 05, 2006 3:30 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing program
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

One of my customers has put together a family history and now wants to
buy some computer software to create an index. Does anyone have any
recommendations?
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From comanchepl at verizon.net Thu Oct 5 17:38:06 2006
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Comanche Public Library)
Date: Thu Oct 5 17:38:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing program
Message-ID: <003001c6e8c6$8bede470$1d01a8c0@comanche.local>
Sandy Day's suggestion of Sky Indexing is excellent. I indexed a multi-volume set
of gravestone inscriptions, about 22,000 entries. It was easy to accomplish in
scraps of evening time. The end result was most satisfactory.
Margaret Waring
Director
Comanche Public Library
Comanche, Texas
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From director at perry.lib.ok.us Thu Oct 5 17:55:02 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Thu Oct 5 17:55:13 2006

Subject: [Genealib] Indexing program
In-Reply-To: <003001c6e8c6$8bede470$1d01a8c0@comanche.local>
References: <003001c6e8c6$8bede470$1d01a8c0@comanche.local>
Message-ID: <f8a0a0eb136a4.136a4f8a0a0eb@onenet.net>
I might have to look into something similar. We have binders with
photocopies and no central index.
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Comanche Public Library <comanchepl@verizon.net>
Date: Thursday, October 5, 2006 4:38 pm
Subject: Re:[Genealib] Indexing program
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Sandy Day's suggestion of Sky Indexing is excellent. I indexed a
> multi-volume set of gravestone inscriptions, about 22,000 entries.
> It was easy to accomplish in scraps of evening time. The end
> result was most satisfactory.
>
> Margaret Waring
> Director
> Comanche Public Library
> Comanche, Texas
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
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Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url :
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From kakmiller at yahoo.com Thu Oct 5 19:55:44 2006
From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Thu Oct 5 19:55:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing program
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F200610051530.AA30367626@and.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <20061005235544.55979.qmail@web52210.mail.yahoo.com>
Cindex is an excellent "professional" indexing program
that specializes in "back of the book" type indexes.
There is something of a learning curve, however, and
it's not inexpensive.
Karen Miller

Wilmette Public Library
--- Beth Oljace <boljace@and.lib.in.us> wrote:
> One of my customers has put together a family
> history and now wants to
> buy some computer software to create an index. Does
> anyone have any
> recommendations?
>
> Beth E. Oljace
> Indiana Room Librarian
> Anderson Public Library
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
From ECole at oakville.ca Fri Oct 6 10:21:35 2006
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Fri Oct 6 10:21:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing program
In-Reply-To: <20061005235544.55979.qmail@web52210.mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <OF61D8A5F1.D01D0195-ON852571FF.004ED060-852571FF.004EE1A3@oakville.ca>
Are there any programs that offer trials and/or shareware versions?
Warmest regards,
Elise
Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs? Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
Click on AskUs? if you have a question!
Librarians Helping Canadian Genealogists Climb Family Trees Blog

Karen Miller <kakmiller@yahoo.com>
Sent by: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
10/05/2006 07:55 PM
Please respond to
Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
To

Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
cc
Subject
Re: [Genealib] Indexing program

Cindex is an excellent "professional" indexing program
that specializes in "back of the book" type indexes.
There is something of a learning curve, however, and
it's not inexpensive.
Karen Miller
Wilmette Public Library
--- Beth Oljace <boljace@and.lib.in.us> wrote:
> One of my customers has put together a family
> history and now wants to
> buy some computer software to create an index. Does
> anyone have any
> recommendations?
>
> Beth E. Oljace
> Indiana Room Librarian
> Anderson Public Library
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From Dlunow at aol.com Fri Oct 6 10:38:29 2006
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 6 10:38:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing program
Message-ID: <c0d.64f82f0.3257c465@aol.com>

Elise:
I JUST looked at the "Cindex" web site.
There is a really good guide to "what to look for"
http://indexres.com/soft_info.php
indexing software...

for information on what to look for in

And they have different programs for PC and Mac.
they also have several versions depending on your need.
I do not Presently, use them. But it looks like a good site.
Now am going to check out a few others.
Good luck,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 CR 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676
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From gjhan at pacbell.net Fri Oct 6 15:44:06 2006
From: gjhan at pacbell.net (Gloria Hanson)
Date: Fri Oct 6 15:44:11 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals available for the price of postage
Message-ID: <20061006194407.50358.qmail@web82805.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Hi all,
Hopefully this is the last batch of periodicals that I will need to get rid of for
awhile. If you want any of them for your library please reply to my personal email. If you request some issues it may be awhile before I can get them sent so
please be patient.
Bulletin of the Maryland Genelaogical Society
v. 10, no. 1 (Feb. 1969)-v. 13, no. 4 (Nov. 1972)
The Connecticut Nutmegger
v. 16, no. 1 (June 1983)-v. 32, no. 3 (Dec. 1999)
Filson Club History Quarterly
v. 72, no. 3 (July 1998)-v. 73, no. 2 (Apr. 1999)
Genealogists' Magazine
v. 18, no. 5 (Mar.
v. 21, no. 9 (Mar.
v. 24, no. 1 (Mar.
v. 24, no. 6 (June

1976)-v.
1985)-v.
1992)-v.
1993)-v.

18,
23,
24,
25,

no.
no.
no.
no.

7 (Spt. 1976)
10 (June 1991)
4 (Dec. 1992)
5 (Mar. 1996)

v. 25, no. 7 (Sept. 1996)-v. 26, no. 2 (June 1998)
Historical Society of Southern California and Pioneer Register
v. 4, 1898
Historical
v. 30,
v. 32,
v. 34,
v. 35,
v. 37,
v. 39,
v. 41,
v. 41,
v. 42,
v. 52,

Society of Southern California Quarterly
no. 3 (Sept. 1948)-v. 31, no. 3 (Sept. 1949)
no. 2 (June 1950)-v. 33, no. 4 (Dec. 1951)
no. 1 (Mar. 1952)
no. 2 (June 1953)
no. 2 (June 1955)-v. 38, no. 1 (Mar. 1956)
no. 1 (Mar. 1957)v. 39, no. 4 (Dec. 1957)
no. 1 (Mar. 1959)-v. 41, no. 2 (June 1959)
no. 4 (Dec. 1959)-v. 42, no. 2 (June 1960)
no. 4 (Dec. 1960)-v. 51, no. 3 (Sept. 1969)
no. 1 (Mar. 1970)-v. 52, no. 4 (Dec. 1970)

Ohio Records and Pioneer Families
v. 1, no. 1(Jan./Mar. 1960)-v. 4, no. 4 (Oct./Dec. 1963)
v. 6, no. 1 (Jan./Mar. 1965)-v. 6, no. 4 (Oct./Dec 1965)
I have offered the following title before but I am listing it one last time before
tossing it. They are in 3 ring binders with the title on each binder.
Pennsylvania Mennonite Heritage Magazine
v. 8,, no. 1 (Jan./Apr. 1985)
v. 9. no. 1 (Jan. 1986)
v. 9, no. 3 (July 1986)
v. 10, no. 2 (Apr. 1987)-v. 11, no. 1 (Jan. 1988)
v. 11, no. 3 (July 1988)-v. 12, no. 2 (Apr. 1989)
v. 12, no. 4 (Oct. 1989)-v. 13, no. 2 (June 1990)
v. 13, no. 4 (Oct. 1990)
v. 14, no. 2 (Apr. 1991)
v. 16, no. 1 (Jan 1993)-v. 17, no. 1 (Jan. 1994)
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From bleattm at yahoo.com Fri Oct 6 17:17:40 2006
From: bleattm at yahoo.com (Mercedes Bleattler)
Date: Fri Oct 6 17:17:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Job Posting - Largo Public Library
Message-ID: <20061006211741.51903.qmail@web53701.mail.yahoo.com>
Hello,
I was asked to distribute this job posting to the
list. I would like to add that this was my old
position at the library and it was a great job. Largo
Public Library is very supportive of their Genealogy
Center and librarian. The Pinellas Genealogy Society
has had a partnership with the library for the last
ten years and has their office in the department.
Interested applicants are encouraged to apply at: City
of Largo, Human Resources Department, 201 Highland
Avenue, P.O. Box 296, Largo, Fl 33779-0296. Online
application and information available at www.largo.com
Genealogy Librarian

Location: Largo, Fl
Compensation: $32,219 - $35,440 per year
Job Description: This librarian oversees the work of
the Genealogy Center. They supervise the genealogy
volunteers, provide reference assistance to library
users, initiate and respond to outreach opportunities
with genealogy groups around the county and state, and
select materials for the genealogy collection.
Responsibilities:
Identify and select library resources for the
genealogy collection.
Research questions using a variety of formats for
information (print, microforms and electronic
resources)
Develop familiarity with genealogy-related materials
in all collections of the library, in addition to
knowledge of family history related
materials/collections available for viewing in other
genealogy centers.
Work with the Volunteer Coordinator of the Pinellas
Genealogy Society to plan work projects, distribute
communications to volunteers, and plan and carry out
recognition activities.
Provide library tours; plan and present workshops;
create listing of recommended genealogy sources; and
provide bibliographic instruction in the use of
genealogy materials.
Apply for grants.
Requirements: Experience in genealogy field
preferred. Skill in customer service work and
knowledge of the attributes of excellent customer
service. Required Qualifications: ALA-accredited
Master's degree in Library or Information Science.

Mercedes Bleattler
Youth Services Manager
Largo Library
120 Central Park Drive
Largo, Fl 33771
727-587-6715 Ex. 2508
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
From ehayes at lclsonline.org Fri Oct 6 18:30:58 2006
From: ehayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Fri Oct 6 18:31:25 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Help! I need the "correct" Supplement to the Churchill
Family in America.
Message-ID: <s52684da.022@lclsonline.org>
Hello fellow listmembers,
For about 2 months now I've been trying to get a book by Asaph
Churchill called Supplement to the Churchill Family in America on

Interlibrary Loan and have been partially successful on a number of
occassions. I've been sent about 4 different books by that title from
various libraries but it's always been the wrong supplement. The
problem is that there are at least 13 of these (apparently unnumbered)
supplements with very similar titles but including information about
different branches of the Churchill family and I don't really know which
one I want. I do however know that I want the one that includes the
descendants of Cyrus CHURCHILL born 11 Dec 1826 who was the son of
Solomon CHURCHILL born 20 Oct 1791. In these books every person is
assigned a number and Cyrus CHURCHILL is number 485. Putting this
information in the OCLC request and asking for copies is not getting
what I need. If any of you have a copy of one of these supplements I'd
appreciate very much if you would look through them quickly to see if
you have information about Cyrus CHURCHILL (#485) or Solomon (#234) or
Cyrus's siblings (William #483 or Gilbert #484). If you do please let
me know and I will gladly submit an ILL in any form you choose and pay
for the loan or copies, etc. if necessary. I'm starting to get
desperate/frustrated.
Thanks so much for your help,
Elaine Hayes
Elaine Jones Hayes MLS
Special Collections Librarian
Family and Local History
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561 x132
"There is a history in all men's lives." -- William Shakespeare
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From annes_1961 at yahoo.com Fri Oct 6 19:04:34 2006
From: annes_1961 at yahoo.com (Anne Shaughnessy)
Date: Fri Oct 6 19:04:35 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Hoover and Julian families in Indiana
Message-ID: <20061006230434.13193.qmail@web34203.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Hello:
I am trying to help a patron locate a publication by Isaac Hoover Julian called
"Outline History of the Julian and Hoover Families." I found mention of this work
in a brief biographical entry reprinted on a web site. I subsequently searched
World Cat with no luck then tried Heritage Quest and Ancestry LE to see what I
could find. I did find a couple of articles in PERSI related to the Julian family
and another biographical entry for Isaac H. in ALE but nothing referred to that
history of the two families. I'm hoping that someone out there from Indiana might
be familiar with these families.
I would appreciate any guidance.
Sincerely,

Anne V. Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
annes@mppl.org
--------------------------------Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. Make PC-to-Phone Calls to the US (and 30+ countries)
for 2?/min or less.
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From Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov Fri Oct 6 20:57:16 2006
From: Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov (Carol Anderson)
Date: Fri Oct 6 20:57:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy After Hours
Message-ID: <76DDBB19-495A-45E3-B5B4-5EA9FC228299@mimectl>
The Leesburg Public Library is proud to announce our second Genealogy After Hours
program, to be held
Saturday, 21 October 2006 from 5 to 9 pm at the Leesburg Public Library (address
below).
For a $10 donation to the Friends of the Library, participants get a full evening
of genealogy, including:
?
6:00 pm "Those Elusive Female Ancestors" presented by Joan Holloway,
past-president of the Kinseekers Genealogical Society
of Lake County, FL.
?
7:00 pm "Researching Native American Ancestry" presented by Patricia Wickman,
noted ethnohistorian and author of several books, including "So You Think There's a
Seminole in Your Family Tree?" Dr. Wickman serves as Consultant in Cultural
Preservation to the Seminole Tribe of Florida.
?
5 - 9 pm Library staff members and genealogy volunteers will be available to
provide assistance. Participants will have full access to print materials,
microfilm equipment, copiers, and computer programs. The Friends of the Library
will provide light refreshments in the Meeting Room.
Library doors will be locked and only those with tickets admitted; participants may
leave at any time. Tickets may be purchased in advance with cash or check to
Friends of the Leesburg Library. For further information, please call: 352-7289790 or E-mail Carol.Anderson@leesburgflorida.gov
Carol Anderson
Adult Services Librarian
Leesburg Public Library
204 N. 5th Street
Leesburg, Florida 34748
352-728-9790
Carol.Anderson@Leesburgflorida.gov
Please note:
Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
government officials regarding government business are public records available to
the public and media upon request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be
subject to public disclosure.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061006/
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From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Sat Oct 7 07:23:43 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Sat Oct 7 07:13:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] new copier??
Message-ID: <005e01c6ea03$0ca32de0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Interesting!
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
Member, Association of Professional Genealogists
>From Dick Eastman - Oct 6, 2006
The Espresso Book Machine is a device about the size of an office photocopier and
it could easily fit into a local Borders bookstore, a Barnes & Noble bookstore, at
the local public library or . Heck, someone could even install one at the local 711 store. You could walk up to the machine, insert a few dollars or a credit card
and then tell the device to print a book for you. It will print any book, as long
as the book is available in a database. The Espresso Book Machine could print a
genealogy book, or a novel, or the sheet music for Beethoven's Symphony No. 7 Movement 2, or 17 recipes for shrimp gumbo, or a reference manual for your 1971
Ford Pinto.
This Espresso Book Machine contains two s ...
http://blog.eogn.com/eastmans_online_genealogy/2006/10/espresso_book_m.html
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From rklittle at wisc.edu Sat Oct 7 09:32:24 2006
From: rklittle at wisc.edu (Rollie Littlewood)
Date: Sat Oct 7 09:33:04 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Hoover and Julian families in Indiana
In-Reply-To: <20061006230434.13193.qmail@web34203.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
References: <20061006230434.13193.qmail@web34203.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20061007074051.14ab2cd0@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
At 04:04 PM on 10/6/2006 Anne Shaughnessy wrote:
>... I am trying to help a patron locate a publication by Isaac Hoover
Julian called "Outline History of the Julian and Hoover Families." I
found mention of this work in a brief biographical entry reprinted on a
web site. I subsequently searched World Cat with no luck then tried
Heritage Quest and Ancestry LE to see what I could find. I did find a
couple of articles in PERSI related to the Julian family and another
biographical entry for Isaac H. in ALE but nothing referred to that
history of the two families....
I doubt that you are going to find a publication by this name in any
"normal" library. Perhaps in the historical society of the county
(Wayne, Indiana?) where these families were located. I find just two
primary references to this publication when I do a google search. In
one, the phrase
outline history of the Julian and Hoover families
is used without italics or quote marks, serving (IMHO) only as a
description of something written by this author. In the other,
'Outline History of the Julian and Hoover Families'
appears in quotes, an editorial style sometimes used for, for example,

a magazine article.
Has your patron participated in the HOOVER online discussion group?
See <http://homepages.rootsweb.com/~desloan/> for some commentary on
this group.
Rollie
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061007/
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From ancestry at bellsouth.net Sat Oct 7 13:39:06 2006
From: ancestry at bellsouth.net (Ancestry)
Date: Sat Oct 7 13:40:59 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Hoover and Julian families in Indiana
References: <20061006230434.13193.qmail@web34203.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <001901c6ea37$7de81360$0c01a8c0@net>
We do not have the 'Outline History of the Julian and Hoover
Families' so I am suggesting that your patron try to find History of Wayne County,
Indiana 1872 by Andrew W. Young. We have a 1967 reprint by Eastern Indiana
Publishing Co. Knightstown, IN.
On page 181 begins the history of Isaac Julian and goes on to tell the history of
his sons through page 188. On page 66 is a letter written by his wife Rebecca
Hoover Julian describing events during her lifetime. Also a pencil sketch of her
likeness. I would think your patron could start her own story from this work. I
can't attest to the documentation.
Lorraine M. Lentsch, Librarian
Palm Beach County Genealogical Society
P. O. Box 1746
West Palm Beach, FL 333402-1746
----- Original Message ----From: Anne Shaughnessy
To: Librarians serving genealogists
Sent: Friday, October 06, 2006 7:04 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Hoover and Julian families in Indiana
Hello:
I am trying to help a patron locate a publication by Isaac Hoover Julian called
"Outline History of the Julian and Hoover Families." I found mention of this work
in a brief biographical entry reprinted on a web site. I subsequently searched
World Cat with no luck then tried Heritage Quest and Ancestry LE to see what I
could find. I did find a couple of articles in PERSI related to the Julian family
and another biographical entry for Isaac H. in ALE but nothing referred to that
history of the two families. I'm hoping that someone out there from Indiana might
be familiar with these families.
I would appreciate any guidance.
Sincerely,
Anne V. Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
annes@mppl.org

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. Make PC-to-Phone Calls to the US (and 30+ countries)
for 2?/min or less.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From joyrichny at earthlink.net Sat Oct 7 17:01:58 2006
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Sat Oct 7 17:01:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] IAJGS Conference Lectures and Syllabus Available
Message-ID: <025c01c6ea53$d41e79b0$6501a8c0@DELL>
Conference Lectures and Syllabus Available
Audio CDs of sessions presented at the International Association of Jewish
Genealogical
Societies' 26th Annual International Conference on Jewish Genealogy, held in New
York City
in August, can now be ordered online. The sessions were recorded live and are
unedited. A
CD of an individual session sells for $14; a double session sells for $25.
Individual and
double sessions can also be downloaded as MP3s for the same cost. An MP3 CD with
all of
the recorded sessions on it costs $149. It is not downloadable.
A 10% discount will be applied to orders for individual or double CDs that cost a
total of
$100 or more. Shipping costs $2 per CD within the United States with a maximum
charge of
$10. For orders shipped outside of North America, a 25% surcharge will be added.
After the order form was programmed to charge Canadians the same shipping rate as
residents of other countries, the recording company reduced Canada's shipping rate
to a
flat rate of $10. Canadian customers ordering online will have the 25% surcharge
added,
and a credit will be issued to their credit cards. Canadian orders placed by phone
will
have the flat shipping rate applied immediately.
MP3 CDs will be shipped with all of the components that need to be installed in
computers
that do not already have the necessary software. MP3 CDs can only be played on MP3
players, PCs, and MP3-capable CD or DVD players. Place orders through the
conference
website at http://www.jgsny2006.org/conference_recording.cfm.

The conference syllabus can also be ordered online. Included in the syllabus are
paper
copies of the speakers' handouts, information about doing research in New York
City, and a
searchable audio CD version. Shipments within North America cost $45 for the paper
version, the CD version, and the cost of delivery. Within the United States,
delivery is
through the U.S. Postal Service. Delivery to Canada is via UPS Surface. For orders
outside
of North America, paper copies of the syllabus cannot be delivered due to the high
cost of
shipping; only the CD version of the syllabus is available. The cost is $10,
including
airmail delivery. The syllabus can be ordered at
http://www.jgsny2006.org/book_link.cfm.
Joy Rich
Co-chair, Repositories Committee
26th IAJGS International Conference on Jewish Genealogy
From librarian at sgesjax.com Sun Oct 8 16:32:43 2006
From: librarian at sgesjax.com (librarian@sgesjax.com)
Date: Sun Oct 8 16:32:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] new publication
Message-ID: <cb0873d2b35346aa82495f29eca437e7.librarian@sgesjax.com>
To All Genealogy Libraries and Interested others:
The Southern Genealogist's Exchange Society announces the publication of "Pioneers
of Florida's First Coast, Volume II". The
volume is 8 1/2 X 11, hardbound, and consists of 282 pages of genealogical data on
pioneers of Florida's northeast coastal
counties (Nassau, Duval, St. Johns, Clay and Baker Counties). Also has 26 page
index. Cost $45 + $5 S&H. Orders may be mailed to:
SGES, Inc.;PO Box 2801; Jacksonville, FL 32203. Please enclose check or money order
with order for prompt delivery.
Note: Volume I has sold out, but will probably be reprinted at a later date. If
interested in Volume I, please let us know and we
will notify you when it is available.
Questions : Contact president@sgesjax.com
Thank you,
C. Mellott
SGES
From dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org Tue Oct 10 14:32:03 2006
From: dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org (Debra Capponi)
Date: Tue Oct 10 14:32:11 2006
Subject: [Genealib] John Hagaman Branch booklet
Message-ID: <000501c6ec9a$64c245d0$7404a8c0@chestateelibrary.net>
Book-more like a pamphlet, really-available for postage:

A History and Genealogy of The John Hagaman Branch Of The Hagaman Families
Since the Beginning of the Eighteenth Century. Written and Compiled in The
Year 1938 By Nellie O. Hagaman Stark--Benjamin F. Hagaman.

Intro identifies Hagamans of Pennsylvania who moved into Ohio area in the
early 18th Century.

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org Tue Oct 10 15:10:06 2006
From: dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org (Debra Capponi)
Date: Tue Oct 10 15:10:10 2006
Subject: [Genealib] AL Marriage & Death Notices book
Message-ID: <000001c6ec9f$b26cd570$7404a8c0@chestateelibrary.net>
Available for postage:

Marriage & Death Notices from Alabama Newspapers & Family Records 1819-1890,
compiled by Helen. S. Foley (ISBN 0893082082 (Reprint 2005)).

You may respond to the email below.

Debra

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill

Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061010/3f19bc58/
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From dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org Tue Oct 10 17:49:09 2006
From: dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org (Debra Capponi)
Date: Tue Oct 10 17:49:11 2006
Subject: [Genealib] FW: AL Marriage & Death Notices book
Message-ID: <001501c6ecb5$eaaadde0$7404a8c0@chestateelibrary.net>
AL Marriage & Death Notices has been spoken for. Thanks.

Debra

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-----Original Message----From: Debra Capponi [mailto:dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org]
Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2006 3:10 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: AL Marriage & Death Notices book

Available for postage:

Marriage & Death Notices from Alabama Newspapers & Family Records 1819-1890,
compiled by Helen. S. Foley (ISBN 0893082082 (Reprint 2005)).

You may respond to the email below.

Debra

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From 5150 at e-isco.com Tue Oct 10 18:44:44 2006
From: 5150 at e-isco.com (Kathi Meyers)
Date: Tue Oct 10 18:44:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] AL Marriage & Death Notices book
References: <000001c6ec9f$b26cd570$7404a8c0@chestateelibrary.net>
Message-ID: <009f01c6ecbd$aeb8ab70$6401a8c0@user479ab8af27>
Dear Deb;
I would like this if it is not gone.
Kathi Meyers
----- Original Message ----From: Debra Capponi
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2006 12:10 PM
Subject: [Genealib] AL Marriage & Death Notices book
Available for postage:

Marriage & Death Notices from Alabama Newspapers & Family Records 1819-1890,
compiled by Helen. S. Foley (ISBN 0893082082 (Reprint 2005)).

You may respond to the email below.

Debra

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From 5150 at e-isco.com Tue Oct 10 18:45:37 2006
From: 5150 at e-isco.com (Kathi Meyers)
Date: Tue Oct 10 18:45:41 2006
Subject: [Genealib] FW: AL Marriage & Death Notices book
References: <001501c6ecb5$eaaadde0$7404a8c0@chestateelibrary.net>
Message-ID: <00ae01c6ecbd$cdcc9a30$6401a8c0@user479ab8af27>
Dear Deb;
I would like this one if it is not gone.
Kayhi Meyers
----- Original Message ----From: Debra Capponi
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2006 2:49 PM
Subject: [Genealib] FW: AL Marriage & Death Notices book
AL Marriage & Death Notices has been spoken for. Thanks.

Debra

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library

342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-----Original Message----From: Debra Capponi [mailto:dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org]
Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2006 3:10 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: AL Marriage & Death Notices book

Available for postage:

Marriage & Death Notices from Alabama Newspapers & Family Records 1819-1890,
compiled by Helen. S. Foley (ISBN 0893082082 (Reprint 2005)).

You may respond to the email below.

Debra

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------
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From genlib at srlsys.org Wed Oct 11 08:59:14 2006
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy Department)
Date: Wed Oct 11 08:57:35 2006
Subject: [Genealib] FW: AL Marriage & Death Notices book
In-Reply-To: <00ae01c6ecbd$cdcc9a30$6401a8c0@user479ab8af27>
Message-ID: <001b01c6ed35$10df3130$7a00140a@ComputerC>
I would like this if not gone.

Thanks,
Lydia

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathi
Meyers
Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2006 5:46 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FW: AL Marriage & Death Notices book

Dear Deb;
I would like this one if it is not gone.
Kayhi Meyers
----- Original Message ----From: Debra Capponi <mailto:dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2006 2:49 PM
Subject: [Genealib] FW: AL Marriage & Death Notices book

AL Marriage & Death Notices has been spoken for. Thanks.

Debra

Debra Capponi

Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-----Original Message----From: Debra Capponi [mailto:dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org]
Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2006 3:10 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: AL Marriage & Death Notices book

Available for postage:

Marriage & Death Notices from Alabama Newspapers & Family Records
1819-1890, compiled by Helen. S. Foley (ISBN 0893082082 (Reprint 2005)).

You may respond to the email below.

Debra

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

_____
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org Wed Oct 11 10:07:24 2006
From: dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org (Debra Capponi)
Date: Wed Oct 11 10:07:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] FW: John Hagaman Branch booklet
Message-ID: <000501c6ed3e$93c69c60$7404a8c0@chestateelibrary.net>
The Hagaman book has been taken. Thank you.

Debra

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-----Original Message----From: Debra Capponi [mailto:dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org]
Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2006 2:32 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: John Hagaman Branch booklet

Book-more like a pamphlet, really-available for postage:

A History and Genealogy of The John Hagaman Branch Of The Hagaman Families
Since the Beginning of the Eighteenth Century. Written and Compiled in The
Year 1938 By Nellie O. Hagaman Stark--Benjamin F. Hagaman.

Intro identifies Hagamans of Pennsylvania who moved into Ohio area in the
early 18th Century.

Debra Capponi

Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From boljace at and.lib.in.us Thu Oct 12 09:27:25 2006
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Thu Oct 12 09:29:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Scan or index?
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200610120927.AA27250096@and.lib.in.us>
How many of you have scanned high school annuals and made them available
on your webpage?
Our town had three high schools. A former teacher made a large,
composite annual of the graduates of the oldest, but the other two
schools are still unfamiliar territory. My staff and I have discussed
creating an student index for each school, but I now wonder if it
wouldn't be more usefull to scan the items and make them available. I
was wondering what other people had done.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
From mford at kokomo.lib.in.us Thu Oct 12 09:39:41 2006
From: mford at kokomo.lib.in.us (Marcia K. Ford)
Date: Thu Oct 12 09:42:49 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Scan or index?
Message-ID: <E6D48BF531A99C45AB20587B8CA4E8FD45A12C@lychee.kokomo.lib.in.us>
Beth,
We have an ongoing project called the Howard County Memory Project and
the yearbook portion of it now contains139 yearbooks from 15 area
schools. You can view it at www.HowardCountyMemory.net .
Marcia K. Ford
Head, Genealogy & Local History
Kokomo-Howard County Public Library
220 N Union St
Kokomo, IN 46901
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Beth Oljace

Sent: Thursday, October 12, 2006 8:27 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Scan or index?
How many of you have scanned high school annuals and made them available
on your webpage?
Our town had three high schools. A former teacher made a large,
composite annual of the graduates of the oldest, but the other two
schools are still unfamiliar territory. My staff and I have discussed
creating an student index for each school, but I now wonder if it
wouldn't be more usefull to scan the items and make them available. I
was wondering what other people had done.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From MVanHorn at chplnj.org Thu Oct 12 10:16:59 2006
From: MVanHorn at chplnj.org (Miranda Van Horn)
Date: Thu Oct 12 10:17:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Scan or index?
References: <WorldClient-F200610120927.AA27250096@and.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <4AE4C2E5C721B54DB6931B9C922B52E73B57BB@CHTEXCHANGE1.chtdomain.org>
The local high schools here have always donated copies of their year books to our
collection ...until recently when concerns about privacy made them hesitant to do
so. Of course, the fact that the adresses of the students were listed in the year
books made that more of a worry. We no longer collect them though we maintain the
collection of past editions.
If the annuals are being put on the web, does that mean info about living persons
is being put up for all to see?
Miranda VanHorn
________________________________
From: Beth Oljace [mailto:boljace@and.lib.in.us]
Sent: Thu 10/12/2006 9:27 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Scan or index?

How many of you have scanned high school annuals and made them available
on your webpage?

Miranda Van Horn
Reference Librarian
Cherry Hill Public Library

1100 Kings Hwy
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
Work: (856) 667-0300
Fax: (856) 903-1219
www.chplnj.org

Proud to be one of Money Magazine?s Top 50 'Best Places to Live? 2006
Cherry Hill Township provides a secure environment for all information concerning
our residents and all other business concerns. The information contained in this
email is intended only for genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu and may contain privileged
and/or confidential information that is exempt from disclosure under applicable
law. View our privacy policy here.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Oct 12 10:25:00 2006
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Oct 12 10:34:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Scan or index?
Message-ID: <45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B3C2E65@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
We have the hard copies but do not digitize them or index them. They do
not have personal addresses in them.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Beth Oljace
Sent: Thursday, October 12, 2006 8:27 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Scan or index?
How many of you have scanned high school annuals and made them available
on your webpage?
Our town had three high schools. A former teacher made a large,
composite annual of the graduates of the oldest, but the other two
schools are still unfamiliar territory. My staff and I have discussed
creating an student index for each school, but I now wonder if it
wouldn't be more usefull to scan the items and make them available. I
was wondering what other people had done.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Thu Oct 12 10:41:37 2006
From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Thu Oct 12 10:41:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Scan or index?
In-Reply-To: <4AE4C2E5C721B54DB6931B9C922B52E73B57BB@CHTEXCHANGE1.chtdomain.org>
References: <WorldClient-F200610120927.AA27250096@and.lib.in.us>
<4AE4C2E5C721B54DB6931B9C922B52E73B57BB@CHTEXCHANGE1.chtdomain.org>
Message-ID: <32c265400610120741t407ffb74re72e9c24e7de0183@mail.gmail.com>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The local high schools here have always donated copies of their year
books to our collection ...until recently when concerns about privacy made
them hesitant to do so. Of course, the fact that the adresses of the
students were listed in the year books made that more of a worry. We no
longer collect them though we maintain the collection of past editions.
If the annuals are being put on the web, does that mean info about *living
persons* is being put up for all to see?
Miranda VanHorn
------------------------------

Not only that, there would be enough rights issues involved to make this a
nightmare.
I've discussed this with our historical society from a preservation angle;
the yearbooks have a high mortality rate and it would be nice to always have
a pristine copy. It would also be nice to have the time and money to do...
One of the local high schools refused to even sell us a yearbook for a long
time, and I have heard of at least one other in a neighboring county. We
felt that if we ever did such a project, the collection would have to be for
in-library use only (except for perhaps the pre-1923 editions), with
possibly a name index online, to avoid privacy and copyright problems. Your
mileage may vary.
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061012/
f2348a05/attachment.html
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Thu Oct 12 10:41:41 2006
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon Centanne)
Date: Thu Oct 12 11:34:17 2006
Subject: [Genealib] [Fwd: [BuffaloHistory] A web service to avoid]
Message-ID: <452E5425.37410CE7@tampabay.rr.com>

-------- Original Message -------Subject: [BuffaloHistory] A web service to avoid
Date: Thu, 05 Oct 2006 19:41:37 -0700 (PDT)
From: Cynthia Van Ness <bettybarcode@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: BuffaloHistory@yahoogroups.com
To: NYERIE <nyerie@rootsweb.com>,Buffalo History
<BuffaloHistory@yahoogroups.com>
>From one of my lists, AncestryBank looks like a web service to
avoid.
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Tue, 3 Oct 2006 13:17:15 -0500
From: "steven perkins" <scperkins@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestrybank
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Hello:
I was able to get to the site and read the terms of use.
Basically if you send them a scanned "original" "handwritten"
document from 1885 or earlier, they will sell others a copy of
the document for $5 and give you $2.50 when your earnings reach
$25 or more. They get the exclusive right to sell that document
image on the INTERNET. The buyer is expressly forbidden to put
the image on the INTERNET or otherwise sell it without express
permission from AncestryBank.
In a way I can see this as a method to try to get control of the
reproduction of public domain historical documents. I'd be very
wary of this.
Regards,
Steven C. Perkins
On 10/3/06, Larry Naukam <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
wrote:
>
> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
> Of Amber Cushing
> Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 9:15 AM

> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: [Genealib] ancestrybank
>
> Sorry for the cross posting, but I am now curious about this
myself. This
> was originally posted on the archives and archivists listserv.
Is anyone
> familiar with ancestrybank? Do you find it useful?
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living.
City living by its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other
people. It is dependent on a sophisticated population that makes a
hundred compromises daily so that they can benefit from the collective
energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis, Jr., May 4, 2004
To unsubscribe from BuffaloHistory, send a blank email message to:
BuffaloHistory-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
Yahoo! Groups Links
<*> To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/BuffaloHistory/
<*> Your email settings:
Individual Email | Traditional
<*> To change settings online go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/BuffaloHistory/join
(Yahoo! ID required)
<*> To change settings via email:
mailto:BuffaloHistory-digest@yahoogroups.com
mailto:BuffaloHistory-fullfeatured@yahoogroups.com
<*> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
BuffaloHistory-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
<*> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
From poconnor at marysvillelib.org Thu Oct 12 12:55:42 2006
From: poconnor at marysvillelib.org (Patty O'Connor)
Date: Thu Oct 12 12:55:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] high school yearbooks
Message-ID: <000e01c6ee1f$408babd0$6c11a8c0@MPLASV24D03>
The Marysville Public Library has just finished a scanning project of the
Marysville High School yearbooks from 1936-2000 as part of the Photohio.org
project. They are accessible on our website at
http://www.marysvillelib.org/yearbook.htm. We found it less expensive to
outsource the actual scanning to Assured Microservices of Worthington, OH
and use ContentDM as our managing software. Funding was shared by the
library, the Union County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society, and the
Union County Historical Society. Yearbooks that aren't in our collection

were loaned to us for scanning by the Marysville Alumni Association. The
school district granted copyright permission. The project has been a huge
hit.
I can take no credit for the project; my Reference Assistant, Sue Kienbaum,
did all the legwork.
Patty O'Connor
Head of Adult Services & Reference
Marysville Public Library
231 S. Plum Street
Marysville, OH 43040
937-642-1876, ext. 32
poconnor@marysvillelib.org
From RRoberts at cslib.org Thu Oct 12 16:58:10 2006
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Thu Oct 12 16:57:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Access to CT State Library this Saturday
Message-ID: <452E7421.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
On Sat. Oct. 14, the State Library will be open. However, Elm St. and
Trinity St. will be closed for the running of the Hartford Marathon.
If you're coming from I-91, please take I-84 West to Exit 47,
Sigourney St. Turn Left under Interstate 84; Left again back onto
Interstate 84 eastbound. Take Exit 48, Capitol Ave. The Library is
diagonally across Capitol Ave. at the end of the exit ramp.
See map at http://www.cslib.org/directions.htm

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Thu Oct 12 17:09:10 2006
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Thu Oct 12 17:09:13 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Scan or index?
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF740341F41B@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
We have not scanned them but have made an inhouse index to pre-1970
yearbooks that are in our collection. In case you aren't all aware
Ancestry has some year books available on their web site.
Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/
Suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov
From RRoberts at cslib.org Thu Oct 12 17:29:04 2006

From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Thu Oct 12 17:27:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Librarians Day at New England Regional Genealogical
Conference
Message-ID: <452E7B5F.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
New England CONNECTions, the Ninth New England Regional Genealogical
Conference, will be held 26-29 April 2007 at the Connecticut Convention
Center in Hartford. Featured conference speakers include Cyndi Howells,
owner and webmaster of Cyndi's List of Genealogy Sites on the
Internet, Patricia Law Hatcher, and Henry Z "Hank" Jones, Jr.
In conjunction with the conference, there will be a special
pre-conference Librarians Day on Wednesday, 25 April 2007, at the
Hartford Marriott Downtown. Librarians attending this program will hear
several excellent speakers who will help to enhance their knowledge of
genealogical resources and applications. All librarians who work with
family history patrons or genealogy-related research materials will
benefit from this special event. The cost is for Librarians Day is $35
per librarian, which includes lunch compliments of ProQuest.
Now is the time to start making your plans to attend Librarians Day or perhaps the entire conference. For more information, see
http://www.nergc.org/ or the NERGC Blog at
http://nergchartford2007.blogspot.com/

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From SKirby at boelter-yates.com Thu Oct 12 17:49:23 2006
From: SKirby at boelter-yates.com (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Thu Oct 12 17:50:25 2006
Subject: [Genealib] WI Hist Society Genealogy Collection to Be Digitized
Message-ID: <77FB5F1F51C21C44A690DCCE990B670401DC86AE@mercury.boelter-yates.com>
See the news at CNN
-http://www.cnn.com/2006/TECH/internet/10/12/google.library.reut/index.h
tml.
In case the link is too long, here is a TinyURL version http://tinyurl.com/ymoo8h
My heart is racing just thinking about this. Who will finish first FHL
or Google? It doesn't matter. It's a wonderful time to be a
genealogist!!!
Even better - it will all be FREE. :-)
____________________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Corporate Librarian
skirby@boelter-yates.com
(847) 685-9284

(267) 295-7384 (fax)
From genealogy at loganutah.org Thu Oct 12 21:13:54 2006
From: genealogy at loganutah.org (genealogy genealogy)
Date: Thu Oct 12 21:14:05 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
Message-ID: <452E93F1.90D2.0031.0@loganutah.org>
Hi all,
I was recently hired to manage the Everton Genealogy Collection which
is now at the Logan City Public Library in Logan, Utah. As many of you
probably know the collection of over 80,000 local history and genealogy
materials was donated to the Logan library about two years ago, and it
finally opened to the public two days ago! We're so excited to make this
really great collection available to the public! In some respects it's
one-of-a-kind.
The collection came in a total disarray, and it's been a major project
even just to get to this point. The items are in a rough Dewey Decimal
order, and we have a title-author database to search the collection. It
is available, incidentally, at http://library.loganutah.org/genealogy/
I am currently half way finished with my MLS degree and some aspects of
the job I've found very daunting (I'm the only employee working on the
collection). I've decided to make some of my assignments directly
related to the collection and to genealogy librarianship. Currently I'm
collecting information on cataloging genealogy materials not only with
the idea of properly cataloging the collection sometime in the future
but also to fill an assignment.
Does anyone have any ideas that they'd like to share? I'm particularly
interested in some of the challenges that genealogy poses in cataloging
and how they're overcome. I'd also love to know about any genealogy
specific resources for cataloging.
Thanks,
Jason E. Cornelius-Associate Librarian
Everton Genealogy Collection
Logan Public Library
Logan, Utah 84321
From cheryls at plano.gov Thu Oct 12 21:28:14 2006
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Thu Oct 12 21:28:16 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A4F9@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
80,000 materials! I would hire an assistant. If I lived near Utah I'd
come help you. I catalog for our genealogy collection for 8 years. I
cataloged for Albuquerque genealogy collection for 2 years. I'd prefer
to send you information directly and not on the listserv. Please email
me directly.
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.

Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genealogy
genealogy
Sent: Thursday, October 12, 2006 8:14 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
Hi all,
I was recently hired to manage the Everton Genealogy Collection which
is now at the Logan City Public Library in Logan, Utah. As many of you
probably know the collection of over 80,000 local history and genealogy
materials was donated to the Logan library about two years ago, and it
finally opened to the public two days ago! We're so excited to make this
really great collection available to the public! In some respects it's
one-of-a-kind.
The collection came in a total disarray, and it's been a major project
even just to get to this point. The items are in a rough Dewey Decimal
order, and we have a title-author database to search the collection. It
is available, incidentally, at http://library.loganutah.org/genealogy/
I am currently half way finished with my MLS degree and some aspects of
the job I've found very daunting (I'm the only employee working on the
collection). I've decided to make some of my assignments directly
related to the collection and to genealogy librarianship. Currently I'm
collecting information on cataloging genealogy materials not only with
the idea of properly cataloging the collection sometime in the future
but also to fill an assignment.
Does anyone have any ideas that they'd like to share? I'm particularly
interested in some of the challenges that genealogy poses in cataloging
and how they're overcome. I'd also love to know about any genealogy
specific resources for cataloging.
Thanks,
Jason E. Cornelius-Associate Librarian
Everton Genealogy Collection
Logan Public Library
Logan, Utah 84321
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From kgaitken at gmail.com Thu Oct 12 21:29:20 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)
Date: Thu Oct 12 21:29:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
In-Reply-To: <452E93F1.90D2.0031.0@loganutah.org>
References: <452E93F1.90D2.0031.0@loganutah.org>

Message-ID: <b66a4ad50610121829n356b4c3fic9ca1b10d7ae31e2@mail.gmail.com>
Jason,
Congrats on your appointment. You have indeed a great learning lab to work
in. Cataloging was never my strength, but it is absolutely vital to access.
Here are my thoughts
1. classification
If your library director will concur, I would suggest you follow the
modified dewey system used by the family history library. This should extend
to the Cutter numbers used.
You can use the FHL catalogue to copy class info. I am sure they'd give you
a crash course to help you classify unique items.
2. bibliographic description. Your library may already have standards for
non-fiction material,
Personally I think your collection will be treated
more seriously if the bib descriptions are more detailed
3. subject analyis. I personally favor lots of subject assignments. if your
on-line catalog has a searcghable note field, put every possible locality
not in the subjects in there
You can probably do this all in cycles through the collection.
Ken
Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Member,
Association of Professional Genealogists
Check out my blog!
http:// www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061012/4bd72487/
attachment.html
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Thu Oct 12 22:16:51 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Thu Oct 12 22:16:57 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
In-Reply-To: <452E93F1.90D2.0031.0@loganutah.org>
Message-ID: <007b01c6ee6d$a5051ee0$640fa8c0@Drew>
Jason,
The subject of cataloguing genealogical materials has come up a number of
different times on the GENEALIB list, so you may find it especially helpful
to search the archives.
Regards,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
Member, Association of Professional Genealogists
>
>
>
>

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
genealogy genealogy
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Sent: Thursday, October 12, 2006 9:14 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
Hi all,
I was recently hired to manage the Everton Genealogy
Collection which is now at the Logan City Public Library in
Logan, Utah. As many of you probably know the collection of
over 80,000 local history and genealogy materials was donated
to the Logan library about two years ago, and it finally
opened to the public two days ago! We're so excited to make
this really great collection available to the public! In some
respects it's one-of-a-kind.
The collection came in a total disarray, and it's been a
major project even just to get to this point. The items are
in a rough Dewey Decimal order, and we have a title-author
database to search the collection. It is available,
incidentally, at http://library.loganutah.org/genealogy/
I am currently half way finished with my MLS degree and some
aspects of the job I've found very daunting (I'm the only
employee working on the collection). I've decided to make
some of my assignments directly related to the collection and
to genealogy librarianship. Currently I'm collecting
information on cataloging genealogy materials not only with
the idea of properly cataloging the collection sometime in
the future but also to fill an assignment.
Does anyone have any ideas that they'd like to share? I'm
particularly interested in some of the challenges that
genealogy poses in cataloging and how they're overcome. I'd
also love to know about any genealogy specific resources for
cataloging.
Thanks,
Jason E. Cornelius-Associate Librarian
Everton Genealogy Collection
Logan Public Library
Logan, Utah 84321

From MrArchive at aol.com Fri Oct 13 08:42:14 2006
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 13 08:42:29 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
Message-ID: <c2a.2ee4fc7.3260e3a6@aol.com>
Jason:
you lucky dog.... what a treasure... I suggest that you contact Nancy Noble
at the Maine Historical Society at Portland Maine 207-774-1822 ..The
collection there in family history and local history is one of the oldest in the
country.. it has a simple on the shelf system that any researcher with 1/2 a
brain can use those without 1/2 a brain ( and there are many of those out
there)will of course chase you around the stacks asking for you to find a book
for them..

M is Maine U is Utah on the first line the second for a town history
were Salt Lake City vitals
U
SLC
#'s

if it

the cutter listing for that area or group

Is Simple and mostly alpha numeric.. since you are probably not loaning form
that collection you need not be LC or other Library compatible .
Contact if off line if you like I can forward some catalogue sheets that I
have from my tours of duty at MHS..
Steve
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061013/27cfff3f/
attachment.html
From jmcman at millinocket.lib.me.us Fri Oct 13 09:11:49 2006
From: jmcman at millinocket.lib.me.us (jmcman)
Date: Fri Oct 13 09:16:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
References: <c2a.2ee4fc7.3260e3a6@aol.com>
Message-ID: <000e01c6eec9$24930590$254ef4a9@ctg1104>
Regarding Steve's reply to Jason's request, I agree that the MHS method is simple
and easy to use. However, I should think that using only one letter for a state
might get confusing. Using M for Maine as an example, what would differentiate
Maine from Massachusetts, Montana, Maryland,... and so on.
Just a thought.
John
John L. McManus MAT, MLIS
Director
Millinocket Memorial Library
5 Maine Avenue
Millinocket, ME 04462
PH: (207) 723-7020
FAX: (207) 723-7020
email: jmcman@millinocket.lib.me.us
Internet: http://www.millinocket.lib.me.us
----- Original Message ----From: MrArchive@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, October 13, 2006 8:42 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
Jason:
you lucky dog.... what a treasure... I suggest that you contact Nancy Noble at
the Maine Historical Society at Portland Maine 207-774-1822 ..The collection there
in family history and local history is one of the oldest in the country.. it has a
simple on the shelf system that any researcher with 1/2 a brain can use those
without 1/2 a brain ( and there are many of those out there)will of course chase
you around the stacks asking for you to find a book for them..
M is Maine U is Utah on the first line the second for a town history if it were

Salt Lake City vitals
U
SLC
#'s

the cutter listing for that area or group

Is Simple and mostly alpha numeric.. since you are probably not loaning form that
collection you need not be LC or other Library compatible .
Contact if off line if you like I can forward some catalogue sheets that I have
from my tours of duty at MHS..
Steve
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061013/94a09dac/
attachment.html
From 4dicknsallye at ispwest.com Fri Oct 13 09:19:44 2006
From: 4dicknsallye at ispwest.com (Sally & Dick Emerson)
Date: Fri Oct 13 09:17:24 2006
Subject: [Genealib] unscribe
Message-ID: <004101c6eeca$3f7b7da0$6401a8c0@sally>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061013/26a5b2e7/
attachment.html
From MrArchive at aol.com Fri Oct 13 12:15:57 2006
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 13 12:16:09 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
Message-ID: <c0c.6af9dfd.326115bd@aol.com>
Since there are no other state that begin with U it was U in the other cases
M is Maine MS is Mass NH is New Hampshire. You could probably spell our UTAH
on the spine of a book considering it is small ... the name not the state
that is... STS
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061013/
f4109f54/attachment.html
From ggrunow at ci.newport-news.va.us Sat Oct 14 14:14:54 2006
From: ggrunow at ci.newport-news.va.us (Gregg Grunow)
Date: Sat Oct 14 14:15:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] HVAC Systems
Message-ID: <web-172958372@visi.net>
Hello,

Do any of you have a dedicated HVAC system to your special
collections? Does it provide heat, cooling and humidity
control? What brand are you using and do you recommend it?
Thanks,
Gregg Grunow
Virginiana Room Librarian
Newport News Public Library System
Main Street Library
110 Main St.
Newport News, VA 23601
757-591-4858 (phone)
757-591-4826 (fax)
ggrunow@nngov.com
From pm_mclaughlin at yahoo.com Sun Oct 15 15:53:19 2006
From: pm_mclaughlin at yahoo.com (P.M. McLaughlin)
Date: Sun Oct 15 15:53:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Scan or index?
In-Reply-To: <45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B3C2E65@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <20061015195319.29778.qmail@web36508.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
All of ours are post-1923, so we just assume that
copyright protections apply. A local author loaned us
some issues from the early 1930s, which we scanned ,
but these digital copies are only available for use in
the library.
In a related issue, a few years ago our local high
school printed an alumni directory - which was only
sold to alumni. I hope someday we'll get a donated
copy.
Pam McLaughlin
Fremont Public Library
Mundelein, IL
--- Tracy Luscombe <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We have the hard copies but do not digitize them or
index them. They do
not have personal addresses in them.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On
Behalf Of Beth Oljace
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Sent: Thursday, October 12, 2006 8:27 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Scan or index?
How many of you have scanned high school annuals and
made them available
on your webpage?
Our town had three high schools. A former teacher
made a large,
composite annual of the graduates of the oldest, but
the other two
schools are still unfamiliar territory. My staff
and I have discussed
creating an student index for each school, but I now
wonder if it
wouldn't be more usefull to scan the items and make
them available. I
was wondering what other people had done.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
From kgaitken at gmail.com Sun Oct 15 19:01:40 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)
Date: Sun Oct 15 19:01:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Improving materials collections in small genealogy
libraries
Message-ID: <b66a4ad50610151601n2c2d8eebx6adb90956ad0fde3@mail.gmail.com>
Dear colleagues,
First I do apologize for cross postings, an unfortunate problem.
I thought you might be interested in a recent posting on the
Genealogy-Education
<http://www.genealogy-education.com/2006/09/22/mentoring-a-local-genealogy-societylibrarian/>blog
on small genealogy collections. Check it out at
http://genealogyeducation.wordpress.com/2006/09/22/mentoring-a-local-genealogysociety-librarian/
Your comments on the posting are always welcome
-Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Member,
Association of Professional Genealogists
Check out my blog!
http:// www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From kristie_boucher at hotmail.com Mon Oct 16 09:51:02 2006
From: kristie_boucher at hotmail.com (Kristie Boucher)
Date: Mon Oct 16 09:51:04 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
Message-ID: <BAY124-W407E6F674B7D27390A45688F090@phx.gbl>
Why not just use the United States Postal Service state abbreviations?
Kristie Boucher Associate Director of Library Services Crawford County Library
System 111 North Twelfth Street Van Buren, AR 72956 479-471-3226
_________________________________________________________________
All-in-one security and maintenance for your PC.? Get a free 90-day trial!
http://www.windowsonecare.com/purchase/trial.aspx?sc_cid=wl_wlmail
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From chuxley at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Mon Oct 16 10:07:19 2006
From: chuxley at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Carleen Huxley)
Date: Mon Oct 16 10:07:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Unsubscribe
In-Reply-To: <000e01c6eec9$24930590$254ef4a9@ctg1104>
Message-ID: <009601c6f12c$660de700$050210ac@refassistant>
Please unsubscribe me from this list.

Carleen Huxley
Reference Assistant
Bartlesville Public Library
918-337-5334
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of jmcman
Sent: Friday, October 13, 2006 8:12 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials

Regarding Steve's reply to Jason's request, I agree that the MHS method is
simple and easy to use. However, I should think that using only one letter
for a state might get confusing. Using M for Maine as an example, what
would differentiate Maine from Massachusetts, Montana, Maryland,... and so
on.

Just a thought.

John

John L. McManus MAT, MLIS
Director
Millinocket Memorial Library
5 Maine Avenue
Millinocket, ME 04462
PH: (207) 723-7020
FAX: (207) 723-7020
email: jmcman@millinocket.lib.me.us
Internet: http://www.millinocket.lib.me.us
----- Original Message ----From: MrArchive@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, October 13, 2006 8:42 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials

Jason:

you lucky dog.... what a treasure... I suggest that you contact Nancy Noble
at the Maine Historical Society at Portland Maine 207-774-1822 ..The
collection there in family history and local history is one of the oldest in
the country.. it has a simple on the shelf system that any researcher with
1/2 a brain can use those without 1/2 a brain ( and there are many of
those out there)will of course chase you around the stacks asking for you to
find a book for them..
M is Maine U is Utah on the first line the second for a town history if it
were Salt Lake City vitals

U
SLC
#'s

the cutter listing for that area or group

Is Simple and mostly alpha numeric.. since you are probably not loaning form
that collection you need not be LC or other Library compatible .
Contact if off line if you like I can forward some catalogue sheets that I
have from my tours of duty at MHS..

Steve
_____
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From Arthur.Erickson at greensboro-nc.gov Mon Oct 16 11:14:04 2006
From: Arthur.Erickson at greensboro-nc.gov (Erickson, Arthur)
Date: Mon Oct 16 11:14:10 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials--Postal Codes
Message-ID: <038ECED6C286904CA93C8A76ABC45DF505B57BA5@VENUS.greensboronc.org>
That's what we do at my library. I like postal codes because they are
universal-- normal people have encountered them in real life-- unlike
Cutters, of which users don't have an innate understanding. Anything
that taps into normal human intuition is a good thing.

The only hitch to postal codes is that the abbreviations defy the
alphabetic order of the names they signify-ME=Maine comes before
MA=Massachusetts. This seems to cause little problem among users
though, as they seem to be familiar with the common convention whereby
they are in order by name not by code. It causes more problems with my
shelvers, which is why I also put stickers with the state names on the
shelves.

Arthur

Arthur Erickson
Genealogy Librarian
Greensboro Public Library
219 N. Church St.
PO Box 3178
Greensboro, NC 27402-3178
(336) 574-4099
arthur.erickson@greensboro-nc.gov
www.greensborolibrary.org/

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kristie
Boucher
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2006 9:51 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials

Why not just use the United States Postal Service state abbreviations?
Kristie Boucher
Associate Director of Library Services
Crawford County Library System
111 North Twelfth Street
Van Buren, AR 72956
479-471-3226
=======================================================
Please note that email sent to and from this address is subject
to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to
third parties.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From kgaitken at gmail.com Mon Oct 16 11:21:47 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)
Date: Mon Oct 16 11:21:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
In-Reply-To: <BAY124-W407E6F674B7D27390A45688F090@phx.gbl>
References: <BAY124-W407E6F674B7D27390A45688F090@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <b66a4ad50610160821o3cb197ecwd4047144a3bdeac5@mail.gmail.com>
Sounds interesting, kristie. how would this classification system handle
counties indivdual and combined? how would you cluster cemetary gravestone
inscriptions seperate from school histories, from maps?within a county or
state.
Or did I miss something
Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Member,
Association of Professional Genealogists
Check out my blog!
http:// www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061016/4b2a50f1/
attachment.html
From kristie_boucher at hotmail.com Mon Oct 16 11:29:13 2006
From: kristie_boucher at hotmail.com (Kristie Boucher)

Date: Mon Oct 16 11:29:16 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
Message-ID: <BAY124-W3737733EB329B2B3CE2AB58F090@phx.gbl>
I wasn't saying *only* use USPS state abbreviations. But there was some discussion
on this thread about state abbreviations...using U for Utah...and abbreviations for
all the "M" states. I was only stating that on the line of the label where you
label the state, why not use the USPS system. Then you can still have call number
or cutter number or collection abbreviations on the label as well.
Kristie Boucher Associate Director of Library Services Crawford County Library
System 111 North Twelfth Street Van Buren, AR 72956 479-471-3226
Date: Mon, 16 Oct 2006 08:21:47 -0700From: kgaitken@gmail.comTo:
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.eduSubject: Re: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy
MaterialsSounds interesting, kristie. how would this classification system handle
counties indivdual and combined? how would you cluster cemetary gravestone
inscriptions seperate from school histories, from maps?within a county or state.
Or did I miss somethingKenneth G. Aitken, MLSFamily History Education
ServicesMember, Association of Professional GenealogistsCheck out my blog! http://
www.genealogy-education.com
_________________________________________________________________
Use Messenger to talk to your IM friends, even those on Yahoo!
http://ideas.live.com/programpage.aspx?versionId=7adb59de-a857-45ba-81cc685ee3e858fe
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From kgaitken at gmail.com Mon Oct 16 11:47:24 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)
Date: Mon Oct 16 11:47:28 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
In-Reply-To: <BAY124-W3737733EB329B2B3CE2AB58F090@phx.gbl>
References: <BAY124-W3737733EB329B2B3CE2AB58F090@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <b66a4ad50610160847v559dc4c2i535c6f7c7cc65122@mail.gmail.com>
Ah, Kristie, I was indeed asleep. Now I am awake and understand.
I personally have a lot of problems with the idea of inventing new class
systems rather than adapting present one like Dewey or LC. as it confuses
staff and skilled library users. But putting a state code prefix above the
class number on the spine could be useful.
Ken
Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Member,
Association of Professional Genealogists
Check out my blog!
http:// www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061016/5afffc2e/
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Oct 16 11:50:22 2006
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon Oct 16 11:50:26 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
In-Reply-To: <452E93F1.90D2.0031.0@loganutah.org>
References: <452E93F1.90D2.0031.0@loganutah.org>
Message-ID: <b63c86520610160850j5fb57fbeq3ffd2ca4ace6c089@mail.gmail.com>
Hey Jason,
Cataloging is one of the few topics that I do not have deep thoughts on, but
I am very excited to hear about your collection. I had not heard that the
Everton materials were going there. Very exciting!!! Is your collection
completely non-circulating? Any plans for ILL potential now or in the
future? Mary

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Chair, ALA\RUSA\History Section
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From moakes at mvlc.org Mon Oct 16 11:52:42 2006
From: moakes at mvlc.org (Marnie Oakes)
Date: Mon Oct 16 11:57:24 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Microsoft Access Template
Message-ID: <008901c6f13b$2f73cac0$55550a0a@Reuben>
Does anyone have an Access template for a vital records
database that they would be willing to share? If so, please
email me directly. I hate to spend time developing one if
some of you already have good templates that I might adapt
to our needs.
Marnie Oakes, Director
Reuben Hoar Library
41 Shattuck Street
Littleton, MA 01460
Phone: 978-486-4046
Fax: 978-952-2323
moakes@mvlc.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From kristie_boucher at hotmail.com Mon Oct 16 14:19:54 2006
From: kristie_boucher at hotmail.com (Kristie Boucher)

Date: Mon Oct 16 14:19:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
Message-ID: <BAY124-W292A63DDA9BF196F38D12C8F090@phx.gbl>
That's ok. I don't know where you are located, but here it is dark and rainy and I
think all of us are half asleep. :)
Kristie Boucher Associate Director of Library Services Crawford County Library
System 111 North Twelfth Street Van Buren, AR 72956 479-471-3226
Date: Mon, 16 Oct 2006 08:47:24 -0700From: kgaitken@gmail.comTo:
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.eduSubject: Re: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy
MaterialsAh, Kristie, I was indeed asleep. Now I am awake and understand.I
personally have a lot of problems with the idea of inventing new class systems
rather than adapting present one like Dewey or LC. as it confuses staff and
skilled library users. But putting a state code prefix above the class number on
the spine could be useful. KenKenneth G. Aitken, MLSFamily History Education
ServicesMember, Association of Professional GenealogistsCheck out my blog! http://
www.genealogy-education.com
_________________________________________________________________
Search from any Web page with powerful protection. Get the FREE Windows Live
Toolbar Today!
http://get.live.com/toolbar/overview
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From history at eok.lib.ok.us Mon Oct 16 14:26:50 2006
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Mon Oct 16 14:25:50 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
In-Reply-To: <b66a4ad50610160847v559dc4c2i535c6f7c7cc65122@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <003601c6f150$a61e2930$af28a8c0@genealogy>
We use USPS codes above the Dept/Dewey/Cutter/Vol numbers because our
patrons find it helpful to identify resources by state. Even though our
non-USPS coded volumes number almost as many as our state volumes, it is
a constant sales job to get people to look at what we shelve as
non-state or multi-state. On the flip side, I see more usage of
non-genealogy and non-history works because they are state labeled.
IF all who enter our library were library-trained patrons, I would have
to find another job. I was a reluctant convert to the use of state
codes because it breaks up the Dewey order into separate 000 to 999
groups for the different states. My coworkers hate the idea because
there is not just one place to look for a call number. Yet usage seems
to be higher as a consequence of having a state arrangement.
Wally
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
205.

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kenneth
Aitken
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2006 10:47 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
Ah, Kristie, I was indeed asleep. Now I am awake and understand.
I personally have a lot of problems with the idea of inventing new class
systems rather than adapting present one like Dewey or LC. as it
confuses staff and skilled library users. But putting a state code
prefix above the class number on the spine could be useful.
Ken
Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Member,
Association of Professional Genealogists
Check out my blog!
http:// www.genealogy-education.com
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From lcarter at arlsmail.org Mon Oct 16 14:41:26 2006
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Mon Oct 16 14:41:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] HVAC Systems
In-Reply-To: <web-172958372@visi.net>
References: <web-172958372@visi.net>
Message-ID: <4533D256.3070401@arlsmail.org>
Yes, we have one. I want two though. We are going to be doing an
addition and will expand some and probably move to another area of the
library. Would like to see 2 systems in Heritage Room.
One for
reading room and work areas that we can keep low humidity and at a
comfortable temp for sitting still and working.; another for the storage
area I hope to have for the fragile materials and papers that we will
keep much cooler. Right now we freeze our users and our staff most of
the year. .
One of our users made us several polartec throws that
people can wear.
In the winter it feels fine at the same temp, but the
humidity is lots lower.
I do not know what brand it is. I'm not sure that I can recommend any
HVAC system in this building since there are constant problems. Much
better now though than in the first 3 years when something was ALWAYS
going wrong.
Laura
Gregg Grunow wrote:

>Hello,
>
>Do any of you have a dedicated HVAC system to your special
>collections? Does it provide heat, cooling and humidity
>control? What brand are you using and do you recommend it?
>
>
>Thanks,
>
>
>Gregg Grunow
>Virginiana Room Librarian
>Newport News Public Library System
>Main Street Library
>110 Main St.
>Newport News, VA 23601
>757-591-4858 (phone)
>757-591-4826 (fax)
>ggrunow@nngov.com
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Mon Oct 16 14:46:39 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Mon Oct 16 14:46:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Memorials of the Dead in Boston
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061016144413.0bb85bc8@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------Internal Virus Database is out-of-date.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.407 / Virus Database: 268.13.0/464 - Release Date: 10/5/2006
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Mon Oct 16 15:07:01 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Mon Oct 16 15:04:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
In-Reply-To: <BAY124-W292A63DDA9BF196F38D12C8F090@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <05d801c6f156$432d1fb0$3102060a@rpl.org>

We here in Rochester have a double filing system - one for G which is
Genealogy, and for R which is (Rochester) local history. Each one goes 000
to 999.

That's not too bad, although the patrons do ask about it. What is really
weird is that the catalogers (over the years) have arbitrarily decided what
is local and what is not, so that New England materials are in the G section
even if they are historical in nature, while Westchester County in NY which
is 400 plus miles from us, is in the Local section.

No jury in the world..
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Mon Oct 16 15:09:42 2006
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Mon Oct 16 15:09:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Does anyone have Tennessee Historical Magazine?
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF740341F457@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
I am looking for a copy of an article in the Tennessee Historical
Magazine, Series II, Vol. 2 No. 3 (1932), pp.187-194,
entitled
Washington's Old Mill-book by William A. Provine
I am kind of in a rush and need it for a bibliography this week. It
isn't at our local university or the DAR Library so I was wondering if
anyone out there has it if you could fax it to me?
Thanks so much.
Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/
Fax 703-385-1911
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov
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From Lwest at GPTX.org Mon Oct 16 15:57:37 2006
From: Lwest at GPTX.org (Leah West)
Date: Mon Oct 16 15:57:53 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Adventures of Purse and Person
Message-ID: <77A02F82940DB346A89A9A5E9986CFCDD1DE9C@gptx-ch-mail01.gptx.org>
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From crscott at HeritageBooks.com Mon Oct 16 16:02:13 2006
From: crscott at HeritageBooks.com (Craig Scott)
Date: Mon Oct 16 16:02:27 2006
Subject: E: [Genealib] Adventures of Purse and Person
In-Reply-To: <77A02F82940DB346A89A9A5E9986CFCDD1DE9C@gptx-ch-mail01.gptx.org>
Message-ID: <200610162002.k9GK2IbQ013322@host4.redundant-webservers.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
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From kgaitken at gmail.com Mon Oct 16 17:06:20 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)

Date: Mon Oct 16 17:06:22 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
In-Reply-To: <05d801c6f156$432d1fb0$3102060a@rpl.org>
References: <BAY124-W292A63DDA9BF196F38D12C8F090@phx.gbl>
<05d801c6f156$432d1fb0$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <b66a4ad50610161406u41829b03q94c14b304475f57@mail.gmail.com>
Larry, et al
when visiting Calgary public library's local historyb room years ago, I met
with the local history librarian and her assigned cataloguer. I was
immensely jealous. Imagine having a cataloguer who you could train!
Year by year all the weird classifications could be eliminated. And in
calgary's collection up to 20 searchable locality based subjects could be
assigned to a local history.
When my library laid off
it was time to go myself.

my most reasonable contact in cataloging, I knew

May all your Gs and Rs sort themselves out.
Ken
Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Member,
Association of Professional Genealogists
Check out my blog!
http:// www.genealogy-education.com
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From bonjann at yahoo.com Mon Oct 16 17:31:42 2006
From: bonjann at yahoo.com (Bonnie Anderson)
Date: Mon Oct 16 17:31:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] African American Genealogy Database
Message-ID: <20061016213142.21257.qmail@web35615.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
I noticed that this site no longer sells CDs on African American Genealogy but
offers libraries the full database to run on their computer networks.
African American Genealogy 1850 - 1880

Database

Black History now online searchable
Track from birth location to final location.
ISBN 1-892868-06-7

ISBN 1-892868-06-7 - Birth and Death information extracted from Federal Census
records. Names, ages, birth location and in some cases parents names, and final
location. Cities, Town, Counties are shown and printing of reports is available.
Great resource for tracing birth area and final location.
Alabama; Arkansas; Arizona; California; Colorado; Connecticut; District of
Columbia;
Dakota Territory (see North Dakota also); Delaware; Florida;Georgia; Idaho;

Illinois;
Indiana;Iowa; Kansas; Kentucky; Louisiana; Michigan; Minnesota;
Mississippi;Montana;
Nebraska; Nevada; New Hampshire; North Dakota (see Dakota Territory also);Ohio;
Oregon; Pennsylvania; South Dakota; Tennessee; Texas; Utah; Vermont; Washington;
West Virginia; and Wyoming.
http://www.gencd.com/sx010001.htm
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061016/
f6f0bdbf/attachment.html
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Mon Oct 16 18:59:12 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Mon Oct 16 18:59:13 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Adventures of Purse and Person
In-Reply-To: <77A02F82940DB346A89A9A5E9986CFCDD1DE9C@gptx-ch-mail01.gptx.org>
Message-ID: <017e01c6f176$b2a6ab20$640fa8c0@Drew>
Leah West asks: "I'm confused about the publication history of Adventures of
Purse and Person, Virginia 1607-1625. Genealogical Publishing is showing a
three volume set listed as the fourth edition. According to WorldCat (see
below) there are several different editions in print. Are they really new
editions with new information or are they only republications of the
original edition?"
According to the book description at the GPC website, it is really a new
edition with extended information.
Drew Smith
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Instructor
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa
dsmith@mail.usf.edu
work: (813) 974-6849
cell: (813) 263-2028
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Mon Oct 16 23:24:13 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Mon Oct 16 23:24:25 2006
Subject: [Genealib] TAKEN: Memorials of the Dead in Boston
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061016232348.08a5ea88@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------Internal Virus Database is out-of-date.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.407 / Virus Database: 268.13.0/464 - Release Date: 10/5/2006
From egrundset at dar.org Tue Oct 17 07:50:13 2006
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Tue Oct 17 07:50:20 2006
Subject: =?iso-8859-1?Q?RE:_=5BGenealib=5D_Adventures_of_Purse_and_Person?=

Message-ID: <06FFCCE0640FA94E8CC6EC8C4AC588720125A639@mail2.darlib.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 165 bytes
Desc: image002.gif
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061017/
ebf70bdb/attachment.gif
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 201 bytes
Desc: image003.gif
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061017/
ebf70bdb/attachment-0001.gif
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 5675 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061017/
ebf70bdb/attachment.jpe
From helms_m at lib.chattanooga.gov Wed Oct 18 10:07:34 2006
From: helms_m at lib.chattanooga.gov (Helms Mary)
Date: Wed Oct 18 10:07:36 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Does anyone have Tennessee Historical Magazine?
Message-ID: <17BA6CE243F86A4D89767BB3653146D39BB025@antigua.chattanoogatn.gov>
I faxed the article to you.

Let me know if it did not arrive.

Mary
Mary M. Helms
Head, Local History and Genealogy Department
Chattanooga-Hamilton County Bicentennial Library
1001 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2652
423-757-5448
helms_m@lib.chattanooga.gov
The Smartest Card. Get it. Use it.
@Chattanooga-Hamilton County Bicentennial Library
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Levy, Suzanne S.
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2006 3:10 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Does anyone have Tennessee Historical Magazine?
I am looking for a copy of an article in the Tennessee Historical Magazine, Series
II, Vol. 2 No. 3 (1932), pp.187-194,
entitled

Washington's Old Mill-book by William A. Provine
I am kind of in a rush and need it for a bibliography this week. It isn't at our
local university or the DAR Library so I was wondering if anyone out there has it
if you could fax it to me?
Thanks so much.
Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/
Fax 703-385-1911
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061018/74426cb7/
attachment.html
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Thu Oct 19 23:00:36 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Thu Oct 19 23:00:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] GSG Directory offer (respond by October 26)
Message-ID: <00fa01c6f3f3$eafb0640$640fa8c0@Drew>
The Genealogical Speakers Guild (GSG) has recently published the latest
edition of its directory of speakers.
If you would like a free copy for your library, please follow these
instructions:
1. Send a new e-mail to drewsmithtpa@gmail.com no later than October 26.
2. Use a subject line along the lines of "GSG Directory".
3. In the body, put your name and the mailing address for your library.
After October 26, I'll send a compiled list to GSG.
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
Member, Genealogical Speakers Guild
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Fri Oct 20 01:11:08 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 20 01:11:07 2006
Subject: [Genealib] GSG Directory - one additional instruction
Message-ID: <000a01c6f406$26eb1700$640fa8c0@Drew>
GSG is also planning to send a free copy of the GSG Directory to every
member society of the Federation of Genealogical Societies, so if you are
representing a library of an FGS member society, you won't need to contact
me to receive your copy. You'll get one automatically.
Drew Smith
From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org

Fri Oct 20 09:59:25 2006

From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Fri Oct 20 09:59:28 2006
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends
Message-ID: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F701F502A6@mail.DMCPL.local>
We recently shifted some of our microfilm into new drawers and now we
have half-filled drawers. The microfilm falls over into the back area
and we need a way to prop up the last box of film in the drawer. We had
just a few microfilm "bookends", but would like to buy more. Does
anyone know where to buy these? Regular bookends are too big to fit in
the drawer. The ones that we have already are simple L shaped pieces of
metal just the right width and height for microfilm boxes.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061020/39d2cdc9/
attachment.html
From earlea at stjohns.edu Fri Oct 20 11:09:32 2006
From: earlea at stjohns.edu (April Earle)
Date: Fri Oct 20 11:09:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends
Message-ID:
<FF0BFAC51CA2FB43BC92B94C2465AFD4051CB5AB@SQNEWMAIL.admin.ads.stjohns.edu>
Shawna,

I do not know where you buy these bookends from, but I am checking to
see if my library has an excess of these ends. We have just done a
massive weeding of our collection and I know we had an abundance of
regular bookends. We MAY have some that meet your needs. I will let you
know.

-April

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006 9:59 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends

We recently shifted some of our microfilm into new drawers and now we
have half-filled drawers. The microfilm falls over into the back area
and we need a way to prop up the last box of film in the drawer. We had
just a few microfilm "bookends", but would like to buy more. Does
anyone know where to buy these? Regular bookends are too big to fit in
the drawer. The ones that we have already are simple L shaped pieces of
metal just the right width and height for microfilm boxes.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061020/1f31e28e/
attachment.html
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Fri Oct 20 11:50:13 2006
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Fri Oct 20 11:49:11 2006
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends
In-Reply-To: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F701F502A6@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <000c01c6f45f$6f572390$af28a8c0@genealogy>
Shawna,
"Bookends" for microfilm stored in cabinets come in two styles. The old
style used mechanical stops in a track along the bottom of each row.
The new style has magnets on the bottoms of each bookend. Generally,
the magnetic type works in both types of cabinets. The old style will

not work in drawers that do not have the mechanical stops in a track.
These bookends are provided at the time each cabinet is purchased. If
you need the old style bookends, they may only be found by donation from
someone who is not needing them any longer. The magnetic bookends
should be purchasable from any vendor who is selling cabinets. You
might have to get a special quote for the bookends only since their cost
is usually included in the purchase price of a cabinet.
Wally
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
205.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006 8:59 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends
We recently shifted some of our microfilm into new drawers and now we
have half-filled drawers. The microfilm falls over into the back area
and we need a way to prop up the last box of film in the drawer. We had
just a few microfilm "bookends", but would like to buy more. Does
anyone know where to buy these? Regular bookends are too big to fit in
the drawer. The ones that we have already are simple L shaped pieces of
metal just the right width and height for microfilm boxes.
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061020/94f7856a/
attachment.html
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Fri Oct 20 12:03:58 2006
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Fri Oct 20 12:02:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends
In-Reply-To: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F701F502A6@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94C443E8@magneto.wals.local>
Shawna,

We put empty boxes behind the microfilm. Best ones are the ones the
films are shipped in, meaning 4 x 4 by a foot long or so. Doesn't look
as nice , but it works.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006 8:59 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends

We recently shifted some of our microfilm into new drawers and now we
have half-filled drawers. The microfilm falls over into the back area
and we need a way to prop up the last box of film in the drawer. We had
just a few microfilm "bookends", but would like to buy more. Does
anyone know where to buy these? Regular bookends are too big to fit in
the drawer. The ones that we have already are simple L shaped pieces of
metal just the right width and height for microfilm boxes.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.

-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061020/
dff939c5/attachment.html
From ellen at barrfinancial.com Fri Oct 20 12:17:54 2006
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (Ann Ellen Barr)
Date: Fri Oct 20 12:17:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends
In-Reply-To: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94C443E8@magneto.wals.local>
Message-ID: <0564DAA184A3FF438ADE091D9EC7CDC20CD6E3@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
We sometimes use 2 x 4s cut to varying lengths to be used as needed.
Cheap way to
solve the problem.
ellen@BarrFinancial.com
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006 11:04 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] microfilm bookends

Shawna,

We put empty boxes behind the microfilm. Best ones are the ones the
films are shipped in, meaning 4 x 4 by a foot long or so. Doesn't look
as nice , but it works.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006 8:59 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends

We recently shifted some of our microfilm into new drawers and now we
have half-filled drawers. The microfilm falls over into the back area
and we need a way to prop up the last box of film in the drawer. We had

just a few microfilm "bookends", but would like to buy more. Does
anyone know where to buy these? Regular bookends are too big to fit in
the drawer. The ones that we have already are simple L shaped pieces of
metal just the right width and height for microfilm boxes.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061020/
ad94e383/attachment.html
From dlitzer at acpl.lib.in.us Fri Oct 20 12:44:55 2006
From: dlitzer at acpl.lib.in.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 20 12:45:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends
In-Reply-To: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F701F502A6@mail.DMCPL.local>
References: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F701F502A6@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <4538C4C7.1236.0001.0@acpl.lib.in.us>
Last time I looked, metal replacement microfilm bookends could be had,
but at extortionist prices.
While employed in a previous position, our library had acquired
microform capacity at the same time I was restoring a 1898-vintage Queen
Anne home, which we were residing with 3" cedar siding. From scrap
pieces of siding (sanded slightly to get the roughness out), I cut 3
inch-long pieces, screwed pairs of them together at right angles, and
then glued, to the assembled units' bottoms, pieces of magnetized
plastic like that used in refrigerator magnets. The same philosophy as
the 2x4s, but a little more elegant--and worked like a charm!
Don Litzer
Reference Librarian, Historical Genealogy Department
Allen County Public Library
200 East Berry Street, P.O. Box 2270
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46801-2270
e-mail: dlitzer@acpl.info
phone (reference desk): 260.421.1225
Happiness = Reality - Expectations

>>> SWoodard@daytonmetrolibrary.org 10/20/2006 9:59 AM >>>
We recently shifted some of our microfilm into new drawers and now we
have half-filled drawers. The microfilm falls over into the back area
and we need a way to prop up the last box of film in the drawer. We
had
just a few microfilm "bookends", but would like to buy more. Does
anyone know where to buy these? Regular bookends are too big to fit
in
the drawer. The ones that we have already are simple L shaped pieces
of
metal just the right width and height for microfilm boxes.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.

From Dlunow at aol.com Fri Oct 20 13:24:24 2006
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 20 13:24:30 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for Dodson Family book
Message-ID: <576.7b5bc51.326a6048@aol.com>
Might anyone know where we can fine (to purchase - new or used is fine):
VOLUME 2: The Dodson Family of North Farnham Parish, Richmond Co. Va: A
History and Genealogy of Their Descendants
? ? ? ?
Author(s): Lucas, S. Emmett; Williams, Sherman
ISBN:? 0893085995
I have searched all of the USUAL sources.
Thanks for you help,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061020/1cf4461c/

attachment.html
From SCorey7289 at aol.com Fri Oct 20 13:31:49 2006
From: SCorey7289 at aol.com (SCorey7289@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 20 13:31:55 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for Dodson Family book
Message-ID: <bdd.58af2da.326a6205@aol.com>
_http://www.higginsonbooks.com/dickinson-dowlerSC4.html_
(http://www.higginsonbooks.com/dickinson-dowlerSC4.html)
Higginson Book Company
148 Washington Street
Salem,MA. 01970
Phone: 978-745-7170 Fax: 978-745-8025
CONTACT US
_email_ (mailto:orders@higginsonbooks.com)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061020/5fdd25ca/
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From earlea at stjohns.edu Fri Oct 20 14:24:34 2006
From: earlea at stjohns.edu (April Earle)
Date: Fri Oct 20 14:24:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends
Message-ID:
<FF0BFAC51CA2FB43BC92B94C2465AFD4051CB5B0@SQNEWMAIL.admin.ads.stjohns.edu>
Shawna,

No word yet on if we have such ends to spare, I will let you know when I
hear something.

-April

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006 9:59 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends

We recently shifted some of our microfilm into new drawers and now we
have half-filled drawers. The microfilm falls over into the back area
and we need a way to prop up the last box of film in the drawer. We had
just a few microfilm "bookends", but would like to buy more. Does
anyone know where to buy these? Regular bookends are too big to fit in
the drawer. The ones that we have already are simple L shaped pieces of
metal just the right width and height for microfilm boxes.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061020/
fef5ec1a/attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Fri Oct 20 15:27:05 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Fri Oct 20 15:27:36 2006
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902871240@mail.wvculture.local>
Our microfilm archivist says painted or varnished wood is better than
unfinished wood in terms of not holding moisture, etc. Painted metal is
best. Also, we sometimes fill in drawers with extra plastic reels from
diazo film stock.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ann Ellen
Barr
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006 11:18 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] microfilm bookends
Importance: Low
We sometimes use 2 x 4s cut to varying lengths to be used as
needed. Cheap way to
solve the problem.

ellen@BarrFinancial.com
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006 11:04 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] microfilm bookends

Shawna,

We put empty boxes behind the microfilm. Best ones are the ones
the films are shipped in, meaning 4 x 4 by a foot long or so. Doesn't
look as nice , but it works.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006 8:59 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] microfilm bookends

We recently shifted some of our microfilm into new drawers and
now we have half-filled drawers. The microfilm falls over into the back
area and we need a way to prop up the last box of film in the drawer.
We had just a few microfilm "bookends", but would like to buy more.
Does anyone know where to buy these? Regular bookends are too big to
fit in the drawer. The ones that we have already are simple L shaped
pieces of metal just the right width and height for microfilm boxes.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian

Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high
school and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our
collection gladly accepted.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From ancestrybank at ancestrybank.com Fri Oct 20 17:41:10 2006
From: ancestrybank at ancestrybank.com (ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com)
Date: Fri Oct 20 17:41:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestrybank clarification
Message-ID: <20061020174110.nbwdkuct5ws00ogg@www.ancestrybank.com>
Dear list,
I wanted to respond to comments made in a couple of posts and provide
some clarification about Ancestrybank.com. Ancestrybank.com is going
after documents held in private hands - individuals. It is not trying
to obtain documents that are readily available to the public or public
domain (aka libraries/clerk offices). This is why we ask historical
societies and others if they know of members that have documents to
please inform them of this service.
If you personally own pre-1885 documents, you can archive your
document images and earn from them. The concept of the exclusive
right to sell the document image is for the benefit of the document
owner, the company, and visitors, so that what is being offered is not
duplicated elsewhere as so many resources on the web are,
deteriorating the value of the site as a resource that will offer
something new to visitors (for example, there are a lot of places to
find the same census document). The person archiving their document
image owns that image. If they choose to make their image available
elsewhere, that is perfectly fine, we would just remove it from the
Ancestrybank database so that a person purchasing a document knows
that the document image is new to them and can?t be found elsewhere ?
which makes the site?s database more marketable and more beneficial to
those archiving their personal collection. To stress, a person has
full control over their document images.
The site has nothing to do with trying to gain control of public
domain historical documents. The buyer of a document image is
forbidden to distribute the image because the copyright belongs to the
owner of the document image. If people start distributing document
images on their websites, it takes away from the effort that the
document owner has put in to digitize and archive the document.
Ancestrybank is simply a site that is trying to encourage people to
make documents available to the public that they own by providing an

incentive to archive and preserve them. The site allows people to
earn from their documents rather than taking someone else?s
information submitted and repackaging it for sale without providing
any benefit to the information owner. Our goal is for the site to be
recognized as a creative and hopefully innovative way to get access to
genealogical information that might otherwise stay hidden in someone?s
collection forever!
Thank you for taking the time to read,
Ryan McLemore
Ancestrybank.com
P.S. Please feel free to write anytime for greater clarification or
just to talk about genealogy! Genealogy is a great community and we
are proud to be a part of that community.
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Sat Oct 21 09:10:55 2006
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Sat Oct 21 09:10:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Maryland Women
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA8946D@mail.irclibrary.org>
We are trying to catalog a set of books and having a difficult time
determining which volume is which. We have:

Maryland Women (1931-1942) 444 pages v.1?

and 479 pages v.2?

We tried worldcat.org and most libraries do not list the number of pages
for each volume. Does anyone have the three volume set and can tell me
how many pages are in the 3rd volume --- and if I have the volumes
marked correctly?

Confused in Vero!

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org

Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061021/
dee23570/attachment.html
From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Sat Oct 21 10:19:59 2006
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Sat Oct 21 10:20:05 2006
Subject: [Genealib] freebies
Message-ID: <008001c6f51b$ff3567d0$1701a8c0@P08NO>
Freebie-A Research Guide for the New York 1910 Federal Census
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061021/
f0215d8d/attachment.html
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Sat Oct 21 10:27:06 2006
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Sat Oct 21 10:26:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Maryland Women
In-Reply-To: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA8946D@mail.irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <000f01c6f51c$fc896530$af28a8c0@genealogy>
A few years ago I was examining a "duplicate" volume of a state history
that was full of biographical sketches. Inadvertently, I noticed that
the publication date was off by two years. When I examined the two
copies of that volume, I found that there were sketches in both that
were not in the other volume. Apparently un-noticed by historians for
decades, the second printing dropped some sketches and added others
without any indication of the changes. I would call this a "cataloger's
nightmare." We called the second printing "Vol. 2A."
Wally
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257

"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
205.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Saturday, October 21, 2006 8:11 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Maryland Women
We are trying to catalog a set of books and having a difficult time
determining which volume is which. We have:
Maryland Women (1931-1942) 444 pages v.1?

and 479 pages v.2?

We tried worldcat.org and most libraries do not list the number of pages
for each volume. Does anyone have the three volume set and can tell me
how many pages are in the 3rd volume --- and if I have the volumes
marked correctly?
Confused in Vero!
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org
Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061021/905ae14e/
attachment.html
From JJohnson at plcmc.org Sat Oct 21 14:44:27 2006
From: JJohnson at plcmc.org (Johnson, Jane)
Date: Sat Oct 21 14:44:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Minolta 503 Microfilm reader/printer lenses for trade or
purchase
Message-ID: <B0A995C3D1FD0A40982788C07411B9280287B531@voyager.plcmc.net>
Since we recently purchased some new machines, we have 14.5x (3 lenses),
23.5x (2 lenses) and 38x (1 lense) for trade or purchase.

If you wish to trade books, microfilm, or periodicals for any or all of
these, please send your list and which lense(s) you want.

If you wish to purchase, please send us your best offer.

Thanks,

Jane Johnson
Librarian / Carolina Room
Public Library of Charlotte & Mecklenburg Co.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061021/5e698609/
attachment.html
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Sat Oct 21 19:14:08 2006
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon Centanne)
Date: Sat Oct 21 19:04:53 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestrybank clarification
References: <20061020174110.nbwdkuct5ws00ogg@www.ancestrybank.com>
Message-ID: <453AA9C0.2A9DCFF8@tampabay.rr.com>
Why not just share all our documents for free rather than letting someone
make a fast buck off of them???

ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear list,
I wanted to respond to comments made in a couple of posts and provide
some clarification about Ancestrybank.com. Ancestrybank.com is going
after documents held in private hands - individuals. It is not trying
to obtain documents that are readily available to the public or public
domain (aka libraries/clerk offices). This is why we ask historical
societies and others if they know of members that have documents to
please inform them of this service.
If you personally own pre-1885 documents, you can archive your
document images and earn from them. The concept of the exclusive
right to sell the document image is for the benefit of the document
owner, the company, and visitors, so that what is being offered is not
duplicated elsewhere as so many resources on the web are,
deteriorating the value of the site as a resource that will offer
something new to visitors (for example, there are a lot of places to
find the same census document). The person archiving their document
image owns that image. If they choose to make their image available
elsewhere, that is perfectly fine, we would just remove it from the
Ancestrybank database so that a person purchasing a document knows
that the document image is new to them and can?t be found elsewhere ?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

which makes the site?s database more marketable and more beneficial to
those archiving their personal collection. To stress, a person has
full control over their document images.
The site has nothing to do with trying to gain control of public
domain historical documents. The buyer of a document image is
forbidden to distribute the image because the copyright belongs to the
owner of the document image. If people start distributing document
images on their websites, it takes away from the effort that the
document owner has put in to digitize and archive the document.
Ancestrybank is simply a site that is trying to encourage people to
make documents available to the public that they own by providing an
incentive to archive and preserve them. The site allows people to
earn from their documents rather than taking someone else?s
information submitted and repackaging it for sale without providing
any benefit to the information owner. Our goal is for the site to be
recognized as a creative and hopefully innovative way to get access to
genealogical information that might otherwise stay hidden in someone?s
collection forever!
Thank you for taking the time to read,
Ryan McLemore
Ancestrybank.com
P.S. Please feel free to write anytime for greater clarification or
just to talk about genealogy! Genealogy is a great community and we
are proud to be a part of that community.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From ancestrybank at ancestrybank.com Sun Oct 22 14:12:05 2006
From: ancestrybank at ancestrybank.com (ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com)
Date: Sun Oct 22 14:12:08 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestrybank clarification reply
Message-ID: <20061022141205.7nzjor4gzk0kgwsk@www.ancestrybank.com>
Dear Sharon,
That would be wonderful if people took the time to digitize their
collection and offer it for free. They can absolutely do so and
create a site/program and offer it to everyone. I think we might be
waiting a while for that to happen, but we can hope. At the same
time, let's ask the US National Archives and the British National
Archives to make thier digitized images free as well. It would also
be nice if creating the website didn't cost a small fortune and
marketing/hosting/time were nice and free. Ancestry.com, Newsbank,
Proquest and dozens of libraries that offer images should make what
they offer free. I guess these libraries are trying to make a fast
buck off the collections donated to them...or are they just trying to
raise revenue with what they have while providing information to the
public to help them? I have seen a website that asked people to scan
their documents and put them on the site...a perfectly free site, the
site has about ten documents and has been in existence several years.
Ancestrybank offers a chance to earn from your documents in a way that
has never been given before. Seeing how many commercial services are

out there for genealogy, I'm not sure I would consider a viable
service that actually allows people to earn from what they have and
the time they have put in as trying to make a fast buck. The first
criticism made was about restricting the use of "public domain"
documents, which you have found out has absolutely nothing to do with
the site...so instead of seeing it as a new service that a lot of hard
work was put into in order to further the field of genealogy, a
comment is made to try to find something else wrong. I don't think
people are coming to your library trying to find things wrong with it
and I don't think that your library is costless to operate either.
P.S. Scanning and archiving documents is anything but fast!
Message: 2
Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2006 19:14:08 -0400
From: Sharon Centanne <centans@tampabay.rr.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestrybank clarification
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>,
ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com
Message-ID: <453AA9C0.2A9DCFF8@tampabay.rr.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Why not just share all our documents for free rather than letting someone
make a fast buck off of them???
From reminder at comcast.net Sun Oct 22 15:46:44 2006
From: reminder at comcast.net (Ceya)
Date: Sun Oct 22 15:46:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Some genealogy items in Estate sale...
References: <20061022160010.6BAB13E40BC@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <004601c6f612$ce376960$6401000a@minder>
A friend of mine, who was in UDC, DAR, Colonial Dames, etc. died about a
month ago and left her grandson in charge of her estate.
He doesn't know
what to do with all her genealogy books, genealogy magazines, etc.
Several of her friends and I are trying to help him.
If you would like an inventory of the items he will have for sale, please
send me a request to notify you when the inventory is complete. This lady
has some Virginia, Maryland, Georgia material, as well as, southeast Alabama
material.
Mrs. Ceya Minder, Librarian
Southeast Alabama Genealogical & Historical
Society, Inc.
SEAGHS
Dothan, Alabama
Reminder@comcast.net
From mksnell at arn.net Sun Oct 22 17:52:19 2006
From: mksnell at arn.net (Mary Kay Snell)
Date: Sun Oct 22 17:41:59 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Some genealogy items in Estate sale...
In-Reply-To: <004601c6f612$ce376960$6401000a@minder>
References: <20061022160010.6BAB13E40BC@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>,
<004601c6f612$ce376960$6401000a@minder>
Message-ID: <453BA1C3.19782.14584CB@mksnell.arn.net>

Dear Ceya,
I am very interested in list of books for sale from your friend's estate.
Mary Kay Snell***************************
Mary Kay Snell
mksnell@arn.net
***************************
From walters at alaweb.com Sun Oct 22 18:02:52 2006
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Sun Oct 22 18:02:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Some genealogy items in Estate sale...
Message-ID: <380-220061002222252188@alaweb.com>
Dear Ceya,
I am very interested in list of books for sale from your friend's
estate.
David Walters
From genlib at srlsys.org Mon Oct 23 07:42:40 2006
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy Department)
Date: Mon Oct 23 07:40:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Some genealogy items in Estate sale...
In-Reply-To: <004601c6f612$ce376960$6401000a@minder>
Message-ID: <003501c6f698$5b714690$7a00140a@ComputerC>
Please send us a list.
Thanks,
Lydia Lott
Genealogy Department
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ceya
Sent: Sunday, October 22, 2006 2:47 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Some genealogy items in Estate sale...
A friend of mine, who was in UDC, DAR, Colonial Dames, etc. died about
a
month ago and left her grandson in charge of her estate.
He doesn't
know
what to do with all her genealogy books, genealogy magazines, etc.
Several of her friends and I are trying to help him.
If you would like an inventory of the items he will have for sale,
please
send me a request to notify you when the inventory is complete. This
lady
has some Virginia, Maryland, Georgia material, as well as, southeast
Alabama
material.

Mrs. Ceya Minder, Librarian
Southeast Alabama Genealogical & Historical
Society, Inc.
SEAGHS
Dothan, Alabama
Reminder@comcast.net
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From genlib at srlsys.org Mon Oct 23 07:50:21 2006
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy Department)
Date: Mon Oct 23 07:48:25 2006
Subject: [Genealib] freebies
In-Reply-To: <008001c6f51b$ff3567d0$1701a8c0@P08NO>
Message-ID: <003601c6f699$6b20aad0$7a00140a@ComputerC>
Yes I would like the freebie.

Lydia Lott
Genealogy Department
Satilla Regional Library

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Local
History
Sent: Saturday, October 21, 2006 9:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] freebies

Freebie-A Research Guide for the New York 1910 Federal Census

Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/7d030c55/
attachment.html
From traci.thompson at gmail.com Mon Oct 23 09:35:49 2006
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Mon Oct 23 09:35:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Still have a problem with Ancestrybank
Message-ID: <efca8b2a0610230635h4bd524c9w938677a8268cbe88@mail.gmail.com>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If you personally own pre-1885 documents, you can archive your
document images and earn from them. The concept of the exclusive
right to sell the document image is for the benefit of the document
owner, the company, and visitors, so that what is being offered is not
duplicated elsewhere as so many resources on the web are,
deteriorating the value of the site as a resource that will offer
something new to visitors (for example, there are a lot of places to
find the same census document).

Why should the owner and the company benefit financially from information
that should be in the public domain, and would be if it were housed in a
library, archives, museum, or government repository? And more visitors
would benefit if the information were widely accessible. The fact that
researchers can now find the same census document in many places is a *good*
thing.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The person archiving their document
image owns that image. If they choose to make their image available
elsewhere, that is perfectly fine, we would just remove it from the
Ancestrybank database so that a person purchasing a document knows
that the document image is new to them and can?t be found elsewhere ?
which makes the site?s database more marketable and more beneficial to
those archiving their personal collection. To stress, a person has
full control over their document images.

In other words, this is about making money and not about sharing information
(which is the business of libraries and archives.)
Ancestrybank is simply a site that is trying to encourage people to
> make documents available to the public that they own by providing an
> incentive to archive and preserve them.
The incentive to archive and preserve historical documents should be a love
of history and a desire to educate and enlighten, not a hope of monetary
gain.
Our goal is for the site to be
> recognized as a creative and hopefully innovative way to get access to
> genealogical information that might otherwise stay hidden in someone?s
> collection forever!

Sorry, but making a fast buck off documents that should be freely shared is
hardly "creative" or "innovative". Better to educate people about the
difference between monetary and historical value, to encourage them to take
steps to appropriately preserve their privately-held records (keep in mind
that a digital image does not replace an original and is definitely NOT a
preservation measure for original documents), and to either place documents
in a appropriate repository or allow copies of the document to be made
public rather than have the information remain in private hands and run the
risk (which is great) of losing the information to everyone forever.
Genealogy is a great community and we
> are proud to be a part of that community.
Yes, it is a great community - mainly because genealogists usually share
information with each other without a price tag attached.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/12307ca8/
attachment.html
From cribbswh at gmail.com Mon Oct 23 10:38:53 2006
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (cribbswh@gmail.com)
Date: Mon Oct 23 10:39:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Still have a problem with Ancestrybank
In-Reply-To: <efca8b2a0610230635h4bd524c9w938677a8268cbe88@mail.gmail.com>
References: <efca8b2a0610230635h4bd524c9w938677a8268cbe88@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <4058421b0610230738i285d6140kfdf49090ce768f4d@mail.gmail.com>
I'm not sure that I agree with the term "fast buck".
It is very
tedious to seek out, purchase, and scan documents...then to maintain
webspace, bandwidth, and build websites to accomodate these documents.
The word "fast" doesn't fit the picture.
It isn't cheap to undertake these projects.
Yes, many of these
images are free and once you download them to your computer you can
use them as you wish.
However, when you pay for a subscription to
access these images, you are:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

reimbursing the company for the purchase of these documents
helping to pay the employees who scan and process the images
helping to maintain the servers and expenses that are involved
helping to pay the employees who design and maintain the websites

In a perfect world, every genealogy document would be freely
accessible.
Now, a person who lives hundreds of miles from the
nearest genealogy library can have, through the internet, access to
ALL of the released census images, thousands of historical books,
millions of obituaries, etc....for relatively little...
Compare this to the expensive pilgrimages that used to be common to a
library, a country, a cemetery, a courthouse, etc.
Then, when the
library closes...you have to go home.
Now you can research in your

pajamas.
Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
On 10/23/06, Traci Thompson <traci.thompson@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> >
> > If you personally own pre-1885 documents, you can archive your
> > document images and earn from them. The concept of the exclusive
> > right to sell the document image is for the benefit of the document
> > owner, the company, and visitors, so that what is being offered is not
> > duplicated elsewhere as so many resources on the web are,
> > deteriorating the value of the site as a resource that will offer
> > something new to visitors (for example, there are a lot of places to
> > find the same census document).
>
> Why should the owner and the company benefit financially from information
> that should be in the public domain, and would be if it were housed in a
> library, archives, museum, or government repository? And more visitors
> would benefit if the information were widely accessible. The fact that
> researchers can now find the same census document in many places is a *good*
> thing.
>
>
> > The person archiving their document
> > image owns that image. If they choose to make their image available
> > elsewhere, that is perfectly fine, we would just remove it from the
> > Ancestrybank database so that a person purchasing a document knows
> > that the document image is new to them and can?t be found elsewhere ?
> > which makes the site?s database more marketable and more beneficial to
> > those archiving their personal collection. To stress, a person has
> > full control over their document images.
>
>
> In other words, this is about making money and not about sharing information
> (which is the business of libraries and archives.)
> > Ancestrybank is simply a site that is trying to encourage people to
> > make documents available to the public that they own by providing an
> > incentive to archive and preserve them.
>
> The incentive to archive and preserve historical documents should be a love
> of history and a desire to educate and enlighten, not a hope of monetary
> gain.
>
> > Our goal is for the site to be
> > recognized as a creative and hopefully innovative way to get access to
> > genealogical information that might otherwise stay hidden in someone?s
> > collection forever!
>
>
> Sorry, but making a fast buck off documents that should be freely shared is
> hardly "creative" or "innovative". Better to educate people about the
> difference between monetary and historical value, to encourage them to take
> steps to appropriately preserve their privately-held records (keep in mind
> that a digital image does not replace an original and is definitely NOT a
> preservation measure for original documents), and to either place documents
> in a appropriate repository or allow copies of the document to be made
> public rather than have the information remain in private hands and run the

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

risk (which is great) of losing the information to everyone forever.
> Genealogy is a great community and we
> are proud to be a part of that community.
Yes, it is a great community - mainly because genealogists usually share
information with each other without a price tag attached.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
Fax: 1-832-553-2796
From 5150 at e-isco.com Mon Oct 23 11:47:39 2006
From: 5150 at e-isco.com (Kathi Meyers)
Date: Mon Oct 23 11:47:41 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Some genealogy items in Estate sale...
References: <20061022160010.6BAB13E40BC@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<004601c6f612$ce376960$6401000a@minder>
Message-ID: <001901c6f6ba$91aef4b0$6401a8c0@user479ab8af27>
I would donate them to a Genealogy Library.
Kathi
----- Original Message ----From: "Ceya" <reminder@comcast.net>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sunday, October 22, 2006 12:46 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Some genealogy items in Estate sale...
>A friend of mine, who was in UDC, DAR, Colonial Dames, etc. died about a
>month ago and left her grandson in charge of her estate.
He doesn't know
>what to do with all her genealogy books, genealogy magazines, etc. Several
>of her friends and I are trying to help him.
>
> If you would like an inventory of the items he will have for sale, please
> send me a request to notify you when the inventory is complete. This lady
> has some Virginia, Maryland, Georgia material, as well as, southeast
> Alabama material.
>
>
> Mrs. Ceya Minder, Librarian
> Southeast Alabama Genealogical & Historical
>
Society, Inc.
SEAGHS
> Dothan, Alabama
> Reminder@comcast.net
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From tuleroots at sbcglobal.net Mon Oct 23 11:32:38 2006
From: tuleroots at sbcglobal.net (Sequoia Genealogical Society)
Date: Mon Oct 23 11:48:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Some genealogy items in Estate sale...
References: <20061022160010.6BAB13E40BC@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<004601c6f612$ce376960$6401000a@minder>
Message-ID: <000e01c6f6b8$7e1a5c70$6401a8c0@CPQ44101446100>
Please send us a list.
Thank You,
----- Original Message ----From: "Ceya" <reminder@comcast.net>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sunday, October 22, 2006 12:46 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Some genealogy items in Estate sale...
>A friend of mine, who was in UDC, DAR, Colonial Dames, etc. died about a
>month ago and left her grandson in charge of her estate.
He doesn't know
>what to do with all her genealogy books, genealogy magazines, etc. Several
>of her friends and I are trying to help him.
>
> If you would like an inventory of the items he will have for sale, please
> send me a request to notify you when the inventory is complete. This lady
> has some Virginia, Maryland, Georgia material, as well as, southeast
> Alabama material.
>
>
> Mrs. Ceya Minder, Librarian
> Southeast Alabama Genealogical & Historical
>
Society, Inc.
SEAGHS
> Dothan, Alabama
> Reminder@comcast.net
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From MrArchive at aol.com Mon Oct 23 11:48:57 2006
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Mon Oct 23 11:49:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Estate Items
Message-ID: <c61.524994e.326e3e69@aol.com>
Dear Ceya:
We too would be interested in viewing the list of items available.
Thank you STS
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/9c944f3d/
attachment.html
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Mon Oct 23 12:01:34 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Mon Oct 23 12:01:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Estate Items
In-Reply-To: <c61.524994e.326e3e69@aol.com>
Message-ID: <01d801c6f6bc$83e75be0$640fa8c0@Drew>
Folks, if you're interested in the list, please contact the person
*directly*. Don't merely reply and send your response to the list.
(and over 900 others will also thank you).

Thanks

Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/96433171/
attachment.html
From stirkk at juno.com Mon Oct 23 12:41:14 2006
From: stirkk at juno.com (Kate Stirk)
Date: Mon Oct 23 12:43:09 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Some genealogy items in Estate sale...
Message-ID: <20061023.094148.11827.1261605@webmail44.lax.untd.com>
The Alabama State Daughters of the American Revolution has a State Librarian who
would be glad to see the books got a good library home.
I've made a note with my will to give my collection of books to a library
Kate Stirk
StirkK@Juno.com

________________________________________________________________________
Try Juno Platinum for Free! Then, only $9.95/month!
Unlimited Internet Access with 1GB of Email Storage.
Visit http://www.juno.com/value to sign up today!
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/0898dad6/
attachment.html
From ellen at barrfinancial.com Mon Oct 23 12:43:42 2006
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (Ann Ellen Barr)
Date: Mon Oct 23 12:43:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Estate Items
In-Reply-To: <c61.524994e.326e3e69@aol.com>
Message-ID: <0564DAA184A3FF438ADE091D9EC7CDC20CD70F@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
I would like to view the list of items but clickong on the attachment
only shows
your routing. Help please.
ellen@BarrFinancial.com

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
MrArchive@aol.com
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 10:49 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Estate Items
Dear Ceya:
We too would be interested in viewing the list of items available.
Thank you STS
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/6aea07a9/
attachment.html
From ECole at oakville.ca Mon Oct 23 13:35:39 2006
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Mon Oct 23 13:35:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Subscriptions
Message-ID: <OF701D02FB.3265EE27-ON85257210.005F8B01-85257210.0060A564@oakville.ca>
I'm looking into how most libraries, especially those in the US and
provinces outside of Ontario, purchase their subscriptions to Ancestry
Library Edition? Are there subscriptions purchased at the State or
Provincial level for all libraries in that state/province? Are libraries
purchasing their subscriptions via other consortia or individually? Is
access only available in-library or does remote access exist in your
library?
With the amount of Canadian content being added, I've had a number of
patrons asking about having access via our library rather than taking out
a personal subscription. Our neighbouring library systems who do have it
charge non-resident fees for access to their libraries, so it's garnering
a lot of attention for our community.
Warmest regards,
Elise
Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs? Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
Click on AskUs? if you have a question!
Librarians Helping Canadian Genealogists Climb Family Trees Blog
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/
aa3e2517/attachment.html
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Mon Oct 23 13:50:40 2006
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)

Date: Mon Oct 23 13:50:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Subscriptions
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF740341F509@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
OUr subscription is purchased by our system and is available in all
branches. Anyone who walks in to the building, resident or not, may use
Ancestry.
I would love to hear the results of your query. Please share the
details if you can.
Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
ECole@oakville.ca
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 1:36 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Subscriptions

I'm looking into how most libraries, especially those in the US and
provinces outside of Ontario, purchase their subscriptions to Ancestry
Library Edition? Are there subscriptions purchased at the State or
Provincial level for all libraries in that state/province? Are
libraries purchasing their subscriptions via other consortia or
individually? Is access only available in-library or does remote access
exist in your library?
With the amount of Canadian content being added, I've had a number of
patrons asking about having access via our library rather than taking
out a personal subscription. Our neighbouring library systems who do
have it charge non-resident fees for access to their libraries, so it's
garnering a lot of attention for our community.
Warmest regards,
Elise
Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs? Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024

Click on AskUs? <http://www.opl.on.ca/AskUs.php> if you have a
question!
Librarians Helping Canadian Genealogists Climb Family Trees Blog
<http://canadianlibgenie.blogspot.com/>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/4eef9018/
attachment.html
From tclibrary at psci.net Mon Oct 23 13:51:48 2006
From: tclibrary at psci.net (Larry Oathout)
Date: Mon Oct 23 13:51:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Subscriptions
In-Reply-To: <OF701D02FB.3265EE27-ON85257210.005F8B0185257210.0060A564@oakville.ca>
Message-ID: <NPEPIODPLBLGHEGMHFGIAEMGCKAA.tclibrary@psci.net>
Elise
We purchase by ourselves for $1165...no remote access
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry Co. Public Library
2328 Tell Street
Tell City , IN 47586
Phone: 812-547-2661
Fax:
812-547-3038
http://www.psci.net/tcpublib/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of
ECole@oakville.ca
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 12:36 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Subscriptions

I'm looking into how most libraries, especially those in the US and
provinces outside of Ontario, purchase their subscriptions to Ancestry
Library Edition? Are there subscriptions purchased at the State or
Provincial level for all libraries in that state/province? Are libraries
purchasing their subscriptions via other consortia or individually? Is
access only available in-library or does remote access exist in your
library?
With the amount of Canadian content being added, I've had a number of
patrons asking about having access via our library rather than taking out a
personal subscription. Our neighbouring library systems who do have it
charge non-resident fees for access to their libraries, so it's garnering a
lot of attention for our community.
Warmest regards,
Elise

Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs? Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
Click on AskUs? if you have a question!
Librarians Helping Canadian Genealogists Climb Family Trees Blog
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/4d0b3d83/
attachment.html
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Mon Oct 23 14:00:14 2006
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Mon Oct 23 14:00:35 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Subscriptions
Message-ID: <45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B42BA53@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
I believe remote access is not available per the "rules" of MyFamily.com
which is the owner of Ancestry.com.
Ours is on our library computers and available to anyone who wants to
sit down and use those computers.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
ECole@oakville.ca
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 12:36 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Subscriptions

I'm looking into how most libraries, especially those in the US and
provinces outside of Ontario, purchase their subscriptions to Ancestry
Library Edition? Are there subscriptions purchased at the State or
Provincial level for all libraries in that state/province? Are
libraries purchasing their subscriptions via other consortia or
individually? Is access only available in-library or does remote access
exist in your library?
With the amount of Canadian content being added, I've had a number of
patrons asking about having access via our library rather than taking
out a personal subscription. Our neighbouring library systems who do
have it charge non-resident fees for access to their libraries, so it's
garnering a lot of attention for our community.

Warmest regards,
Elise
Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs? Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
Click on AskUs? <http://www.opl.on.ca/AskUs.php> if you have a
question!
Librarians Helping Canadian Genealogists Climb Family Trees Blog
<http://canadianlibgenie.blogspot.com/>

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/11e3c26b/
attachment.html
From tclibrary at psci.net Mon Oct 23 14:06:02 2006
From: tclibrary at psci.net (Larry Oathout)
Date: Mon Oct 23 14:05:59 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Subscriptions
In-Reply-To: <OF701D02FB.3265EE27-ON85257210.005F8B0185257210.0060A564@oakville.ca>
Message-ID: <NPEPIODPLBLGHEGMHFGIGEMHCKAA.tclibrary@psci.net>
Anyone who walks in can use ours, and they do.....no problem with that
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry Co. Public Library
2328 Tell Street
Tell City , IN 47586
Phone: 812-547-2661
Fax:
812-547-3038
http://www.psci.net/tcpublib/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of
ECole@oakville.ca
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 12:36 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists

Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Subscriptions

I'm looking into how most libraries, especially those in the US and
provinces outside of Ontario, purchase their subscriptions to Ancestry
Library Edition? Are there subscriptions purchased at the State or
Provincial level for all libraries in that state/province? Are libraries
purchasing their subscriptions via other consortia or individually? Is
access only available in-library or does remote access exist in your
library?
With the amount of Canadian content being added, I've had a number of
patrons asking about having access via our library rather than taking out a
personal subscription. Our neighbouring library systems who do have it
charge non-resident fees for access to their libraries, so it's garnering a
lot of attention for our community.
Warmest regards,
Elise
Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs? Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
Click on AskUs? if you have a question!
Librarians Helping Canadian Genealogists Climb Family Trees Blog
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/
f01cc4ba/attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Mon Oct 23 14:24:28 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Mon Oct 23 14:21:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Subscriptions
In-Reply-To: <NPEPIODPLBLGHEGMHFGIGEMHCKAA.tclibrary@psci.net>
Message-ID: <07e701c6f6d0$7a0b4ff0$3102060a@rpl.org>
In our situation there are 35 libraries in the system. Only 1 (us) decided
to go with Ancestry. They charge, I believe, by audience, and with a city of
250,000, the smaller towns (the one room libraries) didn't feel they could
make the financial requirement. I am not on the group that decides such
things (but used to be). The way it works by us is system by system; not by
consortia; and anyone who comes in can sit down and use it, no library card
required. Available only in house.

Heritage Quest, by contrast, does allow remote access via internet, provided
that they have a valid library card which is entered at login. That too has
a subscription fee, but in this case the towns all went for it, so it's a
choice off one of the database pages.

_____
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/7b2cfc33/
attachment.html
From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Mon Oct 23 15:49:48 2006
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Mon Oct 23 15:50:01 2006
Subject: [Genealib] freebies
References: <008001c6f51b$ff3567d0$1701a8c0@P08NO>
Message-ID: <027201c6f6dc$68fc6fd0$1701a8c0@P08NO>
item is gone!
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
----- Original Message ----From: Local History
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Saturday, October 21, 2006 10:19 AM
Subject: [Genealib] freebies
Freebie-A Research Guide for the New York 1910 Federal Census
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061023/
ee07804e/attachment.html
From kdr at ckls.org Mon Oct 23 15:52:08 2006
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)

Date: Mon Oct 23 15:50:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Genealogy Materials
In-Reply-To: <452E93F1.90D2.0031.0@loganutah.org>
References: <452E93F1.90D2.0031.0@loganutah.org>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061023142916.05687bd0@ckls.org>
This is somewhat belated...
One source about using analytics in genealogy and local history is at:
http://www.kslib.info/ref/misc/analytics.html
I believe Bill created this for a session he gave at the Kansas
Tri-Conference a number of years ago.
Kathy
At 08:13 PM 10/12/2006, you wrote:
>Hi all,
>
>I was recently hired to manage the Everton Genealogy Collection which
>is now at the Logan City Public Library in Logan, Utah. As many of you
>probably know the collection of over 80,000 local history and genealogy
>materials was donated to the Logan library about two years ago, and it
>finally opened to the public two days ago! We're so excited to make this
>really great collection available to the public! In some respects it's
>one-of-a-kind.
>
>The collection came in a total disarray, and it's been a major project
>even just to get to this point. The items are in a rough Dewey Decimal
>order, and we have a title-author database to search the collection. It
>is available, incidentally, at http://library.loganutah.org/genealogy/
>
>I am currently half way finished with my MLS degree and some aspects of
>the job I've found very daunting (I'm the only employee working on the
>collection). I've decided to make some of my assignments directly
>related to the collection and to genealogy librarianship. Currently I'm
>collecting information on cataloging genealogy materials not only with
>the idea of properly cataloging the collection sometime in the future
>but also to fill an assignment.
>
>Does anyone have any ideas that they'd like to share? I'm particularly
>interested in some of the challenges that genealogy poses in cataloging
>and how they're overcome. I'd also love to know about any genealogy
>specific resources for cataloging.
>
>Thanks,
>
>
>Jason E. Cornelius-Associate Librarian
>Everton Genealogy Collection
>Logan Public Library
>Logan, Utah 84321
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Kathy Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv,
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(800-362-2642) toll-free, KS
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
***********************************************************************************
*********
I'm currently reading: Body of opinion, by Susannah Stacey
I'm currently listening to: RootsWorks: Excel for genealogists, by
Beau Sharbrough
From ancestrybank at ancestrybank.com Mon Oct 23 18:17:53 2006
From: ancestrybank at ancestrybank.com (ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com)
Date: Mon Oct 23 18:17:57 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Still have a problem with Ancestrybank reply
Message-ID: <20061023181753.dovjdxd0xwkgog8o@www.ancestrybank.com>
Dear Traci,
Very good comments. And Bill Cribb, thank you for yours...you summed
up a reply nicely. This site has to be recognized as just one more
option. Right now, because of the site, there are several thousand
documents (and many thousand more than have not been archived yet but
scanned) that simply would not be available otherwise. I admire
people that make their collections readily available...but not
everyone wants to donate to a library or repository. If people want
to make money from their documents, that is their choice...this site
is just one more option out there that they have that is not currently
available. I want to address each of your comments.
Why should the owner and the company benefit? Why not? Who are we to
say that all documents owned by individuals have to go to a library,
archive, museum or repository? You need to remember, there are a lot
of repositories out there charging for access to their images. How do
you think the US and British National Archives would respond? They
charge as do many libraries. So who makes the decision that a library
should make a "fast buck" versus the person who actually owns the
document and puts in all the work? Obviously, there are costs
attached to providing this information as Bill stated. Would more
visitors benefit if it went to a library? Someone can download a
document image they found on the site for $5 or they can drive to the
library/repository...or the library/repository could send the info to
them and charge a fee for copies like most do. Finding the census
document in many places is a good thing...what isn't a good thing is
having to subscribe to a bunch of different services and then find out
that all they have are the same databases. That is the point of this,
is that when someone visits the site, they know this will be a
completely new database that they haven't explored.
Second comment, yes we want to make money. It is a company.
Companies are not usually created with the intent to fail. I believe

it is okay to make a hopefully useful company and actually earn from
the idea. I'm not sure why Ancestrybank would be a target of this
question...you do realize how many companies are out there for the
field of genealogy...it's the second largest hobby in the world. I'm
not sure why people would think that a person would take an idea,
spend a great deal of time and money, and not hope to do well just
because the company is in the field of genealogy versus any other
industry.
Third comment about incentive to archive should be for love of history
and to educate and enlighten...that is correct. I love history as
well. The site is just another option. Sometimes people need more
than just a love to make it worth their time to share what they
have...doesn't make them bad.
Fourth comment about fast buck hardly creative or innovative. I go
back to there are going to be thousands of documents available to the
genealogy community that would never have been available otherwise.
It has taken a great deal of time and money to create this concept.
It is creative/innovative in that it taps into a large market of
people who can earn from documents that they own if they choose not to
donate their collection. It also pools people together to encourage
them to transcribe documents. Educating is great. Please continue to
do so. I beg to differ that a digital image is a preservation measure
for original documents. If it isn't that, then what is it? You are
right that it doesn't maintain or restore the integrity of the orginal
documents, but at least we will have people doing something versus
nothing.
Last comment about genealogy being a great community because they
share information without a price tag. That is absolutely true. I
won't bother to list the genealogy companies, national archives, and
libraries that do have a price tag though...I hope you are writing on
the message boards about them as well. If you need a list of these
libaries and national archives(for example
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline/), I will send
them. Again, it's just another option.
Before I close this email I would like to point out that the next
messages on this listserve are about the Ancestry Library Edition
Subscription. Are they trying to make a fast buck? I hope you write
messages about this because based on the premise of these messages,
the information in their databases should be free.
Thank you for taking the time to write.
Ryan
ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com
From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Mon Oct 23 20:13:48 2006
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Mon Oct 23 20:13:57 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Still have a problem with Ancestrybank reply
References: <20061023181753.dovjdxd0xwkgog8o@www.ancestrybank.com>
Message-ID: <038001c6f701$48e89d70$1701a8c0@P08NO>
While we all have our personal opinions about this subject, this discussion
has been great as I think that we all struggle with access issues and boards
and donors complaining "why isn't that online yet?" I know several other
listservs that prohibit vendors from replying to open discussions such as

they one that has been going on with Ancestrybank. I appreciate that this
list is open to this as it has clarified and provided more information (as
well as raised ethical concerns). I also appreciate that Ancestry.com/My
family staff reads the lists and responds to postings. Keep reading and
listening to our feedback!
Julie
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
----- Original Message ----From: <ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 6:17 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Still have a problem with Ancestrybank reply
Dear Traci,
Very good comments. And Bill Cribb, thank you for yours...you summed
up a reply nicely. This site has to be recognized as just one more
option. Right now, because of the site, there are several thousand
documents (and many thousand more than have not been archived yet but
scanned) that simply would not be available otherwise. I admire
people that make their collections readily available...but not
everyone wants to donate to a library or repository. If people want
to make money from their documents, that is their choice...this site
is just one more option out there that they have that is not currently
available. I want to address each of your comments.
Why should the owner and the company benefit? Why not? Who are we to
say that all documents owned by individuals have to go to a library,
archive, museum or repository? You need to remember, there are a lot
of repositories out there charging for access to their images. How do
you think the US and British National Archives would respond? They
charge as do many libraries. So who makes the decision that a library
should make a "fast buck" versus the person who actually owns the
document and puts in all the work? Obviously, there are costs
attached to providing this information as Bill stated. Would more
visitors benefit if it went to a library? Someone can download a
document image they found on the site for $5 or they can drive to the
library/repository...or the library/repository could send the info to
them and charge a fee for copies like most do. Finding the census
document in many places is a good thing...what isn't a good thing is
having to subscribe to a bunch of different services and then find out
that all they have are the same databases. That is the point of this,
is that when someone visits the site, they know this will be a
completely new database that they haven't explored.
Second comment, yes we want to make money. It is
Companies are not usually created with the intent
it is okay to make a hopefully useful company and
the idea. I'm not sure why Ancestrybank would be

a company.
to fail. I believe
actually earn from
a target of this

question...you do realize how many companies are out there for the
field of genealogy...it's the second largest hobby in the world. I'm
not sure why people would think that a person would take an idea,
spend a great deal of time and money, and not hope to do well just
because the company is in the field of genealogy versus any other
industry.
Third comment about incentive to archive should be for love of history
and to educate and enlighten...that is correct. I love history as
well. The site is just another option. Sometimes people need more
than just a love to make it worth their time to share what they
have...doesn't make them bad.
Fourth comment about fast buck hardly creative or innovative. I go
back to there are going to be thousands of documents available to the
genealogy community that would never have been available otherwise.
It has taken a great deal of time and money to create this concept.
It is creative/innovative in that it taps into a large market of
people who can earn from documents that they own if they choose not to
donate their collection. It also pools people together to encourage
them to transcribe documents. Educating is great. Please continue to
do so. I beg to differ that a digital image is a preservation measure
for original documents. If it isn't that, then what is it? You are
right that it doesn't maintain or restore the integrity of the orginal
documents, but at least we will have people doing something versus
nothing.
Last comment about genealogy being a great community because they
share information without a price tag. That is absolutely true. I
won't bother to list the genealogy companies, national archives, and
libraries that do have a price tag though...I hope you are writing on
the message boards about them as well. If you need a list of these
libaries and national archives(for example
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline/), I will send
them. Again, it's just another option.
Before I close this email I would like to point out that the next
messages on this listserve are about the Ancestry Library Edition
Subscription. Are they trying to make a fast buck? I hope you write
messages about this because based on the premise of these messages,
the information in their databases should be free.
Thank you for taking the time to write.
Ryan
ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From tomm at cclib.org Tue Oct 24 09:16:21 2006
From: tomm at cclib.org (Tom Mueller)
Date: Tue Oct 24 09:16:26 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 17th to 19th Century Massachusetts town records
In-Reply-To: <01d801c6f6bc$83e75be0$640fa8c0@Drew>

Message-ID: <007401c6f76e$99f102d0$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
Eight titles related to 17th - 19th Century Massachusetts town records have
been donated to us.
If interested, please email me *off list* for the title list.
Postage reimbursement will be appreciated.

Thank you,

Tom Mueller, Librarian I
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fx: 352 726-2814
http://www.cclib.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061024/
f1805172/attachment.html
From jmcman at millinocket.lib.me.us Tue Oct 24 10:09:09 2006
From: jmcman at millinocket.lib.me.us (jmcman)
Date: Tue Oct 24 10:10:22 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 17th to 19th Century Massachusetts town records
References: <007401c6f76e$99f102d0$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
Message-ID: <001c01c6f775$f9d359d0$254ef4a9@ctg1104>
Tom,
Call me crazy or clueless but without knowing your email address, I have no
recourse but to reply "on-list". My apologies.
I would be interested in the title list.
John
John L. McManus MAT, MLIS
Director
Millinocket Memorial Library
5 Maine Avenue
Millinocket, ME 04462
PH: (207) 723-7020

FAX: (207) 723-7020
email: jmcman@millinocket.lib.me.us
Internet: http://www.millinocket.lib.me.us
----- Original Message ----From: Tom Mueller
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2006 9:16 AM
Subject: [Genealib] 17th to 19th Century Massachusetts town records
Eight titles related to 17th - 19th Century Massachusetts town records have been
donated to us.
If interested, please email me *off list* for the title list.
Postage reimbursement will be appreciated.

Thank you,

Tom Mueller, Librarian I
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fx: 352 726-2814
http://www.cclib.org

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061024/9016f1c9/
attachment.html
From tomm at cclib.org Tue Oct 24 10:32:33 2006

From: tomm at cclib.org (Tom Mueller)
Date: Tue Oct 24 10:32:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 17th to 19th Century Massachusetts town records
In-Reply-To: <001c01c6f775$f9d359d0$254ef4a9@ctg1104>
Message-ID: <00a901c6f779$3f0280f0$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
Please respond to me directly at:
tomm@cclib.org (signature file has been fixed - thanks John).

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of jmcman
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2006 10:09 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 17th to 19th Century Massachusetts town records

Tom,
Call me crazy or clueless but without knowing your email address, I have no
recourse but to reply "on-list". My apologies.
I would be interested in the title list.

John
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061024/
d6e6c1b9/attachment.html
From librarian at sgesjax.com Tue Oct 24 12:19:09 2006
From: librarian at sgesjax.com (librarian@sgesjax.com)
Date: Tue Oct 24 12:19:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] clarification of book orders
Message-ID: <5720d8dc7f074cd5bcfb9997371b9be5.librarian@sgesjax.com>
Hello All,
For those libraries interested in ordering the new publication of Pioneers of
Florida's First Coast Volume II, from Southern Genealogist's Exchange Society in
Jacksonville, FL, you may send a purchase order and we will mail the book with an
invoice to you.
Sent to SGES, INC.; PO Box 2801; Jacksonville, FL 32203
Thank you,
C. Mellott
librarian@sgesjax.com
www.sgesjax.com
From tomm at cclib.org

Tue Oct 24 13:16:05 2006

From: tomm at cclib.org (Tom Mueller)
Date: Tue Oct 24 13:16:13 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 17th to 19th Century Massachusetts town records
Message-ID: <00e601c6f790$17b00240$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
The following have been claimed:

Bangs, Jeremy.
Massachusetts:

The Seventeenth-Century Town Records of Scituate,
Volume Two.

NEHGS, 1999.

Vital Records of Weymouth Massachusetts to the year 1850: Volume I - Births.
NEGHS: 1910

Vital Records of Westport Massachsetts to the Year 1850.

Gurney, Judith (compiled by).
from

NEGHS: 1918.

Vital Records of Rochester Massachusetts:

1850 to
1910: Birth, Marriages and Deaths.
Society, Inc,

Rochester Historical

Rochester, MA: 2000.

Tom Mueller
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061024/9e31a56a/
attachment.html
From tomm at cclib.org Tue Oct 24 13:29:13 2006
From: tomm at cclib.org (Tom Mueller)
Date: Tue Oct 24 13:29:24 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 17th to 19th Century Massachusetts town records
Message-ID: <00ee01c6f791$efa51590$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
Following titles remain:

Thomas, Helen Gurney (compiled by). Vital Records of the Town of Freetown,
Massachusetts: 1686 Through 1890. Heritage Books, 1988.

[Following are spiral bound reprints]:

Sixteen Years' Preaching and Procedure at Wareham, MS by Rev. Samuel Nott,
Jr . . . . Boston: Charles Tappan, 1845.

Inscriptions of the Grave Stones in the Grave Yards of Northampton and the
Other Towns in the Valley of the Connecticut . . . Northampton, Mass,
Published by
Hopkins, Bridgman & Co. 1850.

Bliss, William. Colonial times on Buzzard's Bay.
(the Riverside Press, Cambridge): 1889.

Houghton, Mifflin and Co.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061024/3999822a/
attachment.html
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Tue Oct 24 15:20:04 2006
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Tue Oct 24 15:20:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Civil War Diaries
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF740341F542@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
ONe of my volunteers owns a family Civil War Diary and 80 letters from
the diarist to his wife. Her question is in transcribing how do you deal
with punctuation, spelling errors, grammar, etc.? His vocabulary, but
his spelling and grammar are atrocious. He has also made rare derogatory
remarks about companions and superiors and she has been advised against
including full text of those remarks.
She has checked Turabian and Chicago Manual of Style for ideas but they
weren't helpful. A google search has also not been very productive.
Can anyone recommend any guidelines or offer suggestions on how best to
approach this. She is leaning toward transcribing them as written but
wants to make them understandable.
Any information and ideas would be most welcome. I thank you.
Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061024/5396cf44/
attachment.html
From earlea at stjohns.edu Tue Oct 24 15:31:36 2006
From: earlea at stjohns.edu (April Earle)
Date: Tue Oct 24 15:31:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Civil War Diaries
Message-ID:
<FF0BFAC51CA2FB43BC92B94C2465AFD406641F0E@SQNEWMAIL.admin.ads.stjohns.edu>
I do not know if there is a right or wrong answer to this, but I have
dealt with some Civil War letters. I have a few that were photocopied
from my relative's pension file. I used those letters to work with a
fifth grade class in the same community that the Civil War soldier was
from. I showed the students the letter as it was written. I also
transcribed the letter exactly as the soldier had written it, spelling
mistakes and all. I did not interpret in writing what the soldier was
trying to say. We discussed that as a group in some instances.
Personally, I think that if you are going to transcribe the letters, a
true transcription should be letter by letter. I wouldn't correct
spelling or editorialize in anyway. I think that removes some of the
value of the letter. If I was not able to determine what word the
soldier wrote, I used "_" in place of the illegible letter or words.

-April

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Levy,
Suzanne S.
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2006 3:20 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists; Discussion of research and writing
about Virginia history
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Civil War Diaries

ONe of my volunteers owns a family Civil War Diary and 80 letters from
the diarist to his wife. Her question is in transcribing how do you deal
with punctuation, spelling errors, grammar, etc.? His vocabulary, but
his spelling and grammar are atrocious. He has also made rare derogatory
remarks about companions and superiors and she has been advised against
including full text of those remarks.

She has checked Turabian and Chicago Manual of Style for ideas but they
weren't helpful. A google search has also not been very productive.

Can anyone recommend any guidelines or offer suggestions on how best to
approach this. She is leaning toward transcribing them as written but
wants to make them understandable.

Any information and ideas would be most welcome. I thank you.

Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/

suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061024/7b762ea6/
attachment.html
From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Tue Oct 24 17:08:12 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Tue Oct 24 16:58:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Civil War Diaries
References:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF740341F542@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Message-ID: <004c01c6f7b0$a9f72910$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
It is generally good practice to not correcting factual errors or mistakes of
grammar or spelling in the original. -I <unclear> must </unclear> start home in the morning on furlow [sic] ...
<<
Because spelling was not important to early Americans, words were often
written the way they sounded or "phonetically" in local accents. The same word may
be spelled two or more different ways in the same document.
Transcribe documents exactly as they appear in the original. If you wish to
include a personal interpretation of a word or abbreviation in the transcription of
a document, brackets [ ] should be used. Indicate the omission of letters or words
which are hard to read by using the word "illegible" within brackets, [illegible],
or a question mark [?]. Use [sic], set in italics and inserted in brackets, to
indicate that the word has been transcribed exactly as written, or that the
original word was misspelled. >> (Kip Sperry)
Punctuation, spelling errors, grammar, etc. are not a sign of ignorance although
probably a lack of formal education. However, this is certainly not the only early
diaries or letters with the same problem .. and some by those considered to have
education in their day. To destroy their integrity in any manner whatsoever
destroys their real worth.

I take issue with the person who told your volunteer to delete 'derogatory
remarks.' Who are we to say that the remarks were derogatory --- maybe they were
the truth!
My preference for such material is to photocopy and add a preface or introduction.
This is not always possible so if a transcription must be made, my suggestion is to
do it 'as is.'
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Levy, Suzanne S.
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists ; Discussion of research and writing about
Virginia history
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2006 2:20 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Civil War Diaries
ONe of my volunteers owns a family Civil War Diary and 80 letters from the
diarist to his wife. Her question is in transcribing how do you deal with
punctuation, spelling errors, grammar, etc.? His vocabulary, but his spelling and
grammar are atrocious. He has also made rare derogatory remarks about companions
and superiors and she has been advised against including full text of those
remarks.
She has checked Turabian and Chicago Manual of Style for ideas but they weren't
helpful. A google search has also not been very productive.
Can anyone recommend any guidelines or offer suggestions on how best to approach
this. She is leaning toward transcribing them as written but wants to make them
understandable.
Any information and ideas would be most welcome. I thank you.
Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061024/
f12affe9/attachment.html
From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Tue Oct 24 16:59:16 2006

From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Tue Oct 24 16:59:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Civil War Diaries
In-Reply-To:
<FF0BFAC51CA2FB43BC92B94C2465AFD406641F0E@SQNEWMAIL.admin.ads.stjohns.edu>
References:
<FF0BFAC51CA2FB43BC92B94C2465AFD406641F0E@SQNEWMAIL.admin.ads.stjohns.edu>
Message-ID: <32c265400610241359u23725a2fhb1fb6cce9f716a42@mail.gmail.com>
>
>
>
>
>

as a group in some instances. Personally, I think that if you are going to
transcribe the letters, a true transcription should be letter by letter. I
wouldn't correct spelling or editorialize in anyway. I think that removes
some of the value of the letter. If I was not able to determine what word
the soldier wrote, I used "_" in place of the illegible letter or words.

I'd go with that, although if you're going to put it online you might
want to add correctly-spelled versions of place names etc. so that
researchers using those as search terms can find it.
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Oct 24 17:09:03 2006
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Oct 24 17:11:50 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Stumper
Message-ID: <45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B42C09D@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
I had some out-of-town patrons in today that have given me a stumper
question. The 1880 Federal Pop.Census shows their relatives in the 7th
District of Collin County. The Enumeration District is 28. They want to
find out what area of the county encompassed this district. Any
suggestions on where to find this information?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061024/

f9d831b0/attachment.html
From dplumer at tsl.state.tx.us Tue Oct 24 17:14:05 2006
From: dplumer at tsl.state.tx.us (Danielle Plumer)
Date: Tue Oct 24 17:14:13 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Civil War Diaries
Message-ID:
<45057232A4AC6444B0F9452131E7446E0410C5FA@exchange.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
This is a great time to make a plug for standard markup systems such as TEI and
EAD. They allow you to mark up the original text verbatim and then to add
additional information, including corrected or "normalized" spellings. You put the
resulting marked-up text through a stylesheet for display. You might suppress the
display of the normalized spellings, but they'd still be there underneath.
This is very useful, for example, with names -- if the diaries use variant names
(e.g., Johnson/Jonson), a standard search engine might not make the connection
between them. By marking up the text, you can ensure that researchers will find the
correct information.
See http://www.tei-c.org/ for more information and some online tutorials.
Danielle Cunniff Plumer, Coordinator
Texas Heritage Digitization Initiative
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
512.463.5852 (phone) / 512.936.2306 (fax)
dplumer@tsl.state.tx.us

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Robert
Sullivan
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2006 3:59 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Civil War Diaries
>
>
>
>
>

as a group in some instances. Personally, I think that if you are going to
transcribe the letters, a true transcription should be letter by letter. I
wouldn't correct spelling or editorialize in anyway. I think that removes
some of the value of the letter. If I was not able to determine what word
the soldier wrote, I used "_" in place of the illegible letter or words.

I'd go with that, although if you're going to put it online you might
want to add correctly-spelled versions of place names etc. so that
researchers using those as search terms can find it.
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From kdr at ckls.org Tue Oct 24 17:54:24 2006

From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Tue Oct 24 17:53:00 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Stumper
In-Reply-To: <45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B42C09D@mckmail1.ds.mckinne
ytexas.org>
References: <45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B42C09D@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061024163842.05c79c30@ckls.org>
This microfilm publication should give what you want:
T1224-6 : Descriptions of Census Enumeration Districts, 1830-1890 and
1910-1950 (146 rolls)
For more information, see pages 151-154 in Kathleen W. Hinckley's
Your guide to the federal census for genealogists, researchers, and
family historians. Betterway Books, c2002.
Kathy
>I had some out-of-town patrons in today that have given me a stumper
>question. The 1880 Federal Pop.Census shows their relatives in the
>7th District of Collin County. The Enumeration District is 28. They
>want to find out what area of the county encompassed this district.
>Any suggestions on where to find this information?
>
>Tracy E. Luscombe
>Genealogy Librarian
>McKinney Memorial Public Library
>101 E. Hunt Street
>McKinney, TX 75069
>972-547-7343
>tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
>
>
>
>The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
>individual to
>whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
>privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you
>are not the
>intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
>disclosure,
>duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
>information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail
>in error,
>please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic
>and paper
>copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
>that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
>viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any).
>Thank You._______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Kathy Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv,
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams

Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(800-362-2642) toll-free, KS
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
***********************************************************************************
*********
I'm currently reading: Villages and towns of yesteryear in Jefferson
County, Iowa, by William R. Baker
I'm currently listening to: The Jones Jinx: Finding the Origin of an
Ancestor with a Common Surname, by Thomas W.Jones

From Kleback at nwrls.lib.fl.us Wed Oct 25 11:11:57 2006
From: Kleback at nwrls.lib.fl.us (Kleback, Linda)
Date: Wed Oct 25 11:11:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Still have a problem with Ancestrybank reply
Message-ID: <864BE4BB9A0CE245A0AE1655D31A51D2013A00D1@NWRLSMAIL.nwrls.com>
I think there's always going to be a division in the genealogy committee about pay
versus free. A few years ago Pam Cooper and I gave a program for Florida
Archivists where we recommended having some money set aside to buy documents
pertinent to their area if they showed up on auction sites. They really only
wanted to talk about why these documents should all be freely donated to a
repository. Our point was that in a perfect world that would happen. In reality
we need to realize that documents can and will be on the market and that we should
buy them and preserve them as much as possible. My library's Local History
Department has bought some terrific items on eBay that would have been lost to this
area if not for their efforts.
Linda Pazics Kleback
Genealogy Specialist
Bay County Public Library
POB 59625
Panama City, FL 32412-0625

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of
ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 5:18 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Still have a problem with Ancestrybank reply
Dear Traci,
Very good comments. And Bill Cribb, thank you for yours...you summed
up a reply nicely. This site has to be recognized as just one more
option. Right now, because of the site, there are several thousand
documents (and many thousand more than have not been archived yet but
scanned) that simply would not be available otherwise. I admire

people that make their collections readily available...but not
everyone wants to donate to a library or repository. If people want
to make money from their documents, that is their choice...this site
is just one more option out there that they have that is not currently
available. I want to address each of your comments.
Why should the owner and the company benefit? Why not? Who are we to
say that all documents owned by individuals have to go to a library,
archive, museum or repository? You need to remember, there are a lot
of repositories out there charging for access to their images. How do
you think the US and British National Archives would respond? They
charge as do many libraries. So who makes the decision that a library
should make a "fast buck" versus the person who actually owns the
document and puts in all the work? Obviously, there are costs
attached to providing this information as Bill stated. Would more
visitors benefit if it went to a library? Someone can download a
document image they found on the site for $5 or they can drive to the
library/repository...or the library/repository could send the info to
them and charge a fee for copies like most do. Finding the census
document in many places is a good thing...what isn't a good thing is
having to subscribe to a bunch of different services and then find out
that all they have are the same databases. That is the point of this,
is that when someone visits the site, they know this will be a
completely new database that they haven't explored.
Second comment, yes we want to make money. It is a company.
Companies are not usually created with the intent to fail. I believe
it is okay to make a hopefully useful company and actually earn from
the idea. I'm not sure why Ancestrybank would be a target of this
question...you do realize how many companies are out there for the
field of genealogy...it's the second largest hobby in the world. I'm
not sure why people would think that a person would take an idea,
spend a great deal of time and money, and not hope to do well just
because the company is in the field of genealogy versus any other
industry.
Third comment about incentive to archive should be for love of history
and to educate and enlighten...that is correct. I love history as
well. The site is just another option. Sometimes people need more
than just a love to make it worth their time to share what they
have...doesn't make them bad.
Fourth comment about fast buck hardly creative or innovative. I go
back to there are going to be thousands of documents available to the
genealogy community that would never have been available otherwise.
It has taken a great deal of time and money to create this concept.
It is creative/innovative in that it taps into a large market of
people who can earn from documents that they own if they choose not to
donate their collection. It also pools people together to encourage
them to transcribe documents. Educating is great. Please continue to
do so. I beg to differ that a digital image is a preservation measure
for original documents. If it isn't that, then what is it? You are
right that it doesn't maintain or restore the integrity of the orginal
documents, but at least we will have people doing something versus
nothing.
Last comment about genealogy being a great community because they
share information without a price tag. That is absolutely true. I
won't bother to list the genealogy companies, national archives, and

libraries that do have a price tag though...I hope you are writing on
the message boards about them as well. If you need a list of these
libaries and national archives(for example
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline/), I will send
them. Again, it's just another option.
Before I close this email I would like to point out that the next
messages on this listserve are about the Ancestry Library Edition
Subscription. Are they trying to make a fast buck? I hope you write
messages about this because based on the premise of these messages,
the information in their databases should be free.
Thank you for taking the time to write.
Ryan
ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Wed Oct 25 11:32:30 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Wed Oct 25 11:37:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Annals of Portsmouth (NH)
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061025112602.040cbf08@archivecdbooksusa.com>
The following book is free to a good home:
- Nathaniel Adams, Annals of Portsmouth Comprising a Period of Two
Hundred Years from the First Settlement of the Town; with
Biographical Sketches of a Few of the Most Respectable Inhabitants
(Portsmouth, 1825).
NOT a reprint. Good condition.
For description and photo of the actual book, see:
http://www.archivecdbooksusa.com/find_acdb.mvc?refid=LIST&p=US0239
The book will be accompanied by a free copy of the digital book on
CD-ROM, a free on-site network license, and free shipping.
In order to share material with as many libraries and societies as
possible, those who have received a donation from Archive CD Books
USA are not eligible for another for 90 days. Interested parties
should please write on behalf of their genealogy library or society
to bvelke@archivecdbooksusa.com (NOT to the list).
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com
The Archive CD Books Project exists to make digital reproductions
of old books available to the public, to donate original publications
to libraries and other institutions, and to cooperate with these
repositories to preserve their existing collections for future generations.
Public libraries and qualified membership societies in the U.S. can get
33%-50% off every CD title and a free on-site network license.
-Internal Virus Database is out-of-date.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.

Version: 7.1.407 / Virus Database: 268.13.0/464 - Release Date: 10/5/2006
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Wed Oct 25 12:17:13 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Wed Oct 25 12:17:24 2006
Subject: [Genealib] TAKEN: Annals of Portsmouth (NH)
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20061025112602.040cbf08@archivecdbooksusa.com>
References: <7.0.1.0.2.20061025112602.040cbf08@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061025121646.0873f3f8@archivecdbooksusa.com>
This book is taken.
Thanks.
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
At 11:32 AM 10/25/2006, you wrote:
>The following book is free to a good home:
>
>- Nathaniel Adams, Annals of Portsmouth Comprising a Period of Two
>Hundred Years from the First Settlement of the Town; with
>Biographical Sketches of a Few of the Most Respectable Inhabitants
>(Portsmouth, 1825).
>
NOT a reprint. Good condition.
>
For description and photo of the actual book, see:
>
http://www.archivecdbooksusa.com/find_acdb.mvc?refid=LIST&p=US0239
>
>The book will be accompanied by a free copy of the digital book on
>CD-ROM, a free on-site network license, and free shipping.
>
>In order to share material with as many libraries and societies as
>possible, those who have received a donation from Archive CD Books
>USA are not eligible for another for 90 days. Interested parties
>should please write on behalf of their genealogy library or society
>to bvelke@archivecdbooksusa.com (NOT to the list).
>
>Bob Velke
>Archive CD Books USA
>www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com
>The Archive CD Books Project exists to make digital reproductions
>of old books available to the public, to donate original publications
>to libraries and other institutions, and to cooperate with these
>repositories to preserve their existing collections for future generations.
>Public libraries and qualified membership societies in the U.S. can get
>33%-50% off every CD title and a free on-site network license.
>
>
>->Internal Virus Database is out-of-date.
>Checked by AVG Free Edition.
>Version: 7.1.407 / Virus Database: 268.13.0/464 - Release Date: 10/5/2006
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Internal Virus Database is out-of-date.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.407 / Virus Database: 268.13.0/464 - Release Date: 10/5/2006
From demarestd at ecgrl.org Wed Oct 25 13:56:36 2006
From: demarestd at ecgrl.org (Dorothy Demarest)
Date: Wed Oct 25 13:53:55 2006
Subject: [Genealib] War Bride
Message-ID: <001601c6f85e$ea5c9c70$56c70da8@ecgrl.org>
Hello, I hope someone can help with this question. I am helping a patron
whose mother was a WW II German war bride. He mother told her she came over
on a troop transport ship after the war with 1 or 2 small children. She
married a US soldier in Germany. His military records were apparently
destroyed in St. Louis so that avenue appears to be blocked. Her mother
lived in Chicago but never became a US citizen. Where can she go for
information about her mother?

Thank you very much for any suggestions.

Dottie Demarest
East Central Georgia Reginal Library
demarestd@ecgrl.org
706 821-2600 Fax 706 821-2629

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061025/4c2ebf49/
attachment.html
From ellen at barrfinancial.com Wed Oct 25 14:29:59 2006
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (Ann Ellen Barr)
Date: Wed Oct 25 14:30:00 2006
Subject: [Genealib] War Bride
In-Reply-To: <001601c6f85e$ea5c9c70$56c70da8@ecgrl.org>
Message-ID: <0564DAA184A3FF438ADE091D9EC7CDC20CD72F@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
Best suggestion is to check phone books of the era and determine where
her mother lived in Chicago. Then try
Church records of the denomination she belonged to. That is a good
starting point.
ellen@BarrFinancial.com

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Dorothy
Demarest
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2006 12:57 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] War Bride

Hello, I hope someone can help with this question. I am helping a patron
whose mother was a WW II German war bride. He mother told her she came
over on a troop transport ship after the war with 1 or 2 small children.
She married a US soldier in Germany. His military records were
apparently destroyed in St. Louis so that avenue appears to be blocked.
Her mother lived in Chicago but never became a US citizen. Where can she
go for information about her mother?

Thank you very much for any suggestions.

Dottie Demarest
East Central Georgia Reginal Library
demarestd@ecgrl.org
706 821-2600 Fax 706 821-2629

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061025/5a678c7e/
attachment.html
From Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us Wed Oct 25 14:35:03 2006
From: Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us (Berger, Camilla)
Date: Wed Oct 25 14:35:09 2006
Subject: [Genealib] War Bride
Message-ID: <FADFA2DBC28296489DD3D7138FED85FA09EF8046@e_mail>
If her mother ever worked under social security, she might try to obtain her
application for a social security card or any other information that they
might have.
She can check the social security death index online. Also,
she might try an obituary in the Chicago papers. I assume that she already
has a death certificate.
Camilla Berger
Adult Services Librarian
Pomona Public Library
625 South Garey Avenue

P.O. Box 2271
Pomona, CA 91769-2271
(909) 620-2473
_____
From: Dorothy Demarest [mailto:demarestd@ecgrl.org]
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2006 10:57 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] War Bride

Hello, I hope someone can help with this question. I am helping a patron
whose mother was a WW II German war bride. He mother told her she came over
on a troop transport ship after the war with 1 or 2 small children. She
married a US soldier in Germany. His military records were apparently
destroyed in St. Louis so that avenue appears to be blocked. Her mother
lived in Chicago but never became a US citizen. Where can she go for
information about her mother?

Thank you very much for any suggestions.

Dottie Demarest
East Central Georgia Reginal Library
demarestd@ecgrl.org <mailto:demarestd@ecgrl.org>
706 821-2600 Fax 706 821-2629

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061025/
ccb9a96b/attachment.html
From demarestd at ecgrl.org Wed Oct 25 14:51:21 2006
From: demarestd at ecgrl.org (Dorothy Demarest)
Date: Wed Oct 25 14:48:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] War Bride
In-Reply-To: <FADFA2DBC28296489DD3D7138FED85FA09EF8046@e_mail>
Message-ID: <003201c6f866$9592db20$56c70da8@ecgrl.org>
I should have said that they have her obituary. What my patron wants is to
find out when she came to America, what ship she traveled on, any
information about where she came from in Germany, that sort of thing. Are
there any sources about war brides?

Dottie Demarest

East Central Georgia Regional Library

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061025/74c97caa/
attachment.html
From traci.thompson at gmail.com Wed Oct 25 14:54:38 2006
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Wed Oct 25 14:54:41 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Further musings regarding Ancestrybank
Message-ID: <efca8b2a0610251154g76b790edp530ea63b18147b56@mail.gmail.com>
Ryan,
Thank you for your reply - I love the opportunity for stimulating thoughts
and ideas!
Right now, because of the site, there are several thousand
> documents (and many thousand more than have not been archived yet but
> scanned) that simply would not be available otherwise.
This is certainly beneficial, although I don't agree with the idea behind
the access.
I admire
> people that make their collections readily available...but not
> everyone wants to donate to a library or repository.
This is why I educate the public on the benefits of doing so, and offer the
option of sharing the information without donating.
If people want
> to make money from their documents, that is their choice...
It is...I just don't agree.
Why should the owner and the company benefit? Why not? Who are we to
> say that all documents owned by individuals have to go to a library,
> archive, museum or repository?
Because the value of a historical document isn't a monetary value, and its
importance is larger than the owner or the company; it is everyone's
history, and its value lies in its ability to enlighten, educate, and be
useful to all people, even generations beyond this one.
We certainly can't force anyone to donate materials to a library or archive,
but if the owner understands and appreciates the real value of historical
documents, then the owner might understand why it is important to preserve
them for the future and make the documents available to all those who could
benefit by having access to them.

And who are we to say that people should have to pay to view documents
relating to the history of their country, their area, their family? To whom
does history "belong"?
You need to remember, there are a lot
> of repositories out there charging for access to their images. How do
> you think the US and British National Archives would respond? They
> charge as do many libraries. So who makes the decision that a library
> should make a "fast buck" versus the person who actually owns the
> document and puts in all the work? Obviously, there are costs
> attached to providing this information as Bill stated.
Certainly there are costs. I can't speak for all libraries, but most that I
know of (including, while we are throwing out names, the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, which has several outstanding digital collections
available online, such as the Documenting the American South collection
charge what is necessary to recoup costs, not make a profit. The wording on
the ancestrybank.com website - that owners can "earn" - implies making a
profit. The emphasis seems more on the money than on the importance of
accessibility, and there is no concern that I can see as to the preservation
of original documents.
Libraries generally charge for copies, and price may vary depending upon the
quality and type of copy, but most libraries make digital images available
for viewing on the web for free (or a patron can print the image for free
from his/her own printer.) Does Ancestrybank make its documents available
for viewing without charge?
Just FYI, my library does not charge remote patrons for copies of
genealogical material. We suggest that a donation can be made if the patron
wishes.
Would more
> visitors benefit if it went to a library? Someone can download a
> document image they found on the site for $5 or they can drive to the
> library/repository...or the library/repository could send the info to
> them and charge a fee for copies like most do.
Yes - because, besides the options of going to the library or getting a hard
copy from the library (at potentially no charge, depending) - many libraries
also digitize material and put it on the web for free viewing, or are able
to send the information to the patron electronically. For example, we scan
information from microfilm and send it to patrons at no charge.
Also, the primary benefit of placing material in an appropriate library or
repository is to ensure the long-term preservation of original documents,
which will benefit generations to come.
Finding the census
> document in many places is a good thing...what isn't a good thing is
> having to subscribe to a bunch of different services and then find out
> that all they have are the same databases. That is the point of this,
> is that when someone visits the site, they know this will be a
> completely new database that they haven't explored.
This is why evaluating online information and the sources it derives from is

essential (something librarians help people do)

:)

Second comment, yes we want to make money. It is a company.
> Companies are not usually created with the intent to fail. I believe
> it is okay to make a hopefully useful company and actually earn from
> the idea. I'm not sure why Ancestrybank would be a target of this
> question...you do realize how many companies are out there for the
> field of genealogy...it's the second largest hobby in the world. I'm
> not sure why people would think that a person would take an idea,
> spend a great deal of time and money, and not hope to do well just
> because the company is in the field of genealogy versus any other
> industry.
I'm all for capitalism, but not particularly for the selling of historical
information. Yes, I'm well aware of how many genealogical companies are out
there, and no, I'm not thrilled about their methods either. I've had plenty
of beefs with Ancestry Library/Ancestry.com; unfortunately, they've become
sort of a necessary evil to get access to information. Your company just
got the conversation about such companies rolling again.
Third comment about incentive to archive should be for love of history
> and to educate and enlighten...that is correct. I love history as
> well. The site is just another option. Sometimes people need more
> than just a love to make it worth their time to share what they
> have...doesn't make them bad.
Why would someone need more than a love of history? Sharing information
with a library is pretty easy - maybe easier than putting the information on
your site, if the person is technologically challenged - and I think
preserving a priceless historical document for all to enjoy would certainly
be worth someone's time, surely worth more than a check for $25.00!
If not, well...sorry, but sounds more like a love of profit to me than a
love of history. Just MHO.
Fourth comment about fast buck hardly creative or innovative. I go
> back to there are going to be thousands of documents available to the
> genealogy community that would never have been available otherwise.
> It has taken a great deal of time and money to create this concept.
> It is creative/innovative in that it taps into a large market of
> people who can earn from documents that they own if they choose not to
> donate their collection. It also pools people together to encourage
> them to transcribe documents.
I still don't see how appealing to the desire to make money is creative or
innovative, though I'm sure it has taken much time and money to get the
business up and running. Yes, the upside is that documents will be
available...but how much more accessible they would have been in the long
run had the owner shared the doucments with a library or other repository!
I beg to differ that a digital image is a preservation measure
> for original documents. If it isn't that, then what is it?
It is a widely accepted standard that, due to technological changes,
migration issues, accessibility issues, uncertain shelf-life of portable and
nonportable media, etc., digitization is not a preservation measure for

original documents. For more information see the 2005 Guidelines for
Digitization at www.ncecho.org (especially the "Preservation" chapter).
There are some organizations, however, that are moving toward accepting
digital products as an archival means of preservation, if the original is a
good candidate for "reformatting". Most libraries, however, hold the
view "expressed at the 1995 RLG digital selection symposium, that
"digitization appears to have a preservation role in reducing use of
originals ... but appears not to be suitable for preservation of information
that is preserved in no other form.".
(4)<http://www.rlg.org/preserv/joint/gertz.html#endnote4> The
consensus among most American preservation officers is that digitization
alone does not constitute preservation:.
(5)<http://www.rlg.org/preserv/joint/gertz.html#endnote5>" Quote from
http://www.rlg.org/preserv/joint/gertz.html
Since digitization what your company is about, and since you are digitizing
documents that are probably not going to be preserved in any other manner, I
would encourage you to learn about this topic and be informed on these
issues.
You are
> right that it doesn't maintain or restore the integrity of the orginal
> documents, but at least we will have people doing something versus
> nothing.
Perhaps, but better to educate them on the importance of preserving the
original documents and encourage them to share the information, IMO.
Last comment about genealogy being a great community because they
> share information without a price tag. That is absolutely true. I
> won't bother to list the genealogy companies, national archives, and
> libraries that do have a price tag though...I hope you are writing on
> the message boards about them as well. If you need a list of these
> libaries and national archives(for example
> http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline/ ), I will send
> them. Again, it's just another option.
Oh, I've posted on here about Ancestry Library and others before.

:)

Before I close this email I would like to point out that the next
> messages on this listserve are about the Ancestry Library Edition
> Subscription. Are they trying to make a fast buck? I hope you write
> messages about this because based on the premise of these messages,
> the information in their databases should be free.
IMO, at least some of the information should be free (and actually, some of
the information they provide *is* free). I wish the prices were just to
recover costs, and that access to historical information for its own sake
and not profit was the focus.
One of the big differences, though, as you point out, is that much of what
Ancestry Library offers is not unique, and what your company offers is.
Because of this, I can actually have more respect for Ancestry Library; the
sources of their data are generally (but not all - another can of worms!)
available in libraries, archives, and government repositories, and thus
giving more access points to the user and hopefully ensuring that the

original documents are being adequately cared for. However, I see
Ancestrybank as being deterimental to the preservation and (in the long run)
to the accessibility of documents, because if the owner is making money off
the document, what incentive is there for sharing it in any other way?
Thanks for taking the time to reply - this has made me think about a lot of
topics more in-depth than I would have otherwise. And as Julie, I believe
it was, stated, it is wonderful that this list allows for such discussions.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
BML
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061025/274b3c0c/
attachment.html
From genlib at srlsys.org Wed Oct 25 14:57:09 2006
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy Department)
Date: Wed Oct 25 14:55:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] War Bride
In-Reply-To: <003201c6f866$9592db20$56c70da8@ecgrl.org>
Message-ID: <000a01c6f867$62c0a4b0$7a00140a@ComputerC>
Maybe they can start in the book "Passengers To America"---Tepper

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Dorothy
Demarest
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2006 1:51 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] War Bride

I should have said that they have her obituary. What my patron wants is
to find out when she came to America, what ship she traveled on, any
information about where she came from in Germany, that sort of thing.
Are there any sources about war brides?

Dottie Demarest
East Central Georgia Regional Library

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061025/
eb37ce93/attachment.html
From diane_rogers at shaw.ca Wed Oct 25 15:02:37 2006
From: diane_rogers at shaw.ca (d rogers)
Date: Wed Oct 25 15:02:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] War Bride

References: <000a01c6f867$62c0a4b0$7a00140a@ComputerC>
Message-ID: <004201c6f868$234c7ba0$7e7d5418@aaf838stekvy2v>
Here is one website with information & links about war brides to the U.S.A.
including ship's names, & the War Brides Association, etc.
http://www.geocities.com/us_warbrides/
In Canada, in most provinces, we are celebrating 2006 as the Year of the War
Brides.
Diane Rogers
British Columbia, Canada
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061025/69f0c542/
attachment.html
From FamRSearch at aol.com Wed Oct 25 15:05:00 2006
From: FamRSearch at aol.com (FamRSearch@aol.com)
Date: Wed Oct 25 15:05:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] War Bride
Message-ID: <324.dea7cd6.32710f5c@aol.com>
You might try the American War Brides Association Web Page.
number of ships and when they sailed and from where.

The list

a

_http://www.geocities.com/us_warbrides/AmWarBrides/membership.html_
(http://www.geocities.com/us_warbrides/AmWarBrides/membership.html)
Julia Coldren-Walker
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061025/048f438c/
attachment.html
From traci.thompson at gmail.com Wed Oct 25 15:05:38 2006
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Wed Oct 25 15:05:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 37, Issue 23
In-Reply-To: <20061025160017.4B5013E7549@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20061025160017.4B5013E7549@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <efca8b2a0610251205p3ffc216fnfa5e51b4279835cf@mail.gmail.com>
I would agree - we've also procured some items from Ebay. It's important to
acquire documents any way we can, so that they will be housed appropriately,
be made available, and not be lost forever.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
BML
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I think there's always going to be a division in the genealogy committee
about pay versus free. A few years ago Pam Cooper and I gave a program for
Florida Archivists where we recommended having some money set aside to buy
documents pertinent to their area if they showed up on auction sites. They
really only wanted to talk about why these documents should all be freely
donated to a repository. Our point was that in a perfect world that would

> happen. In reality we need to realize that documents can and will be on the
> market and that we should buy them and preserve them as much as
> possible. My library's Local History Department has bought some terrific
> items on eBay that would have been lost to this area if not for their
> efforts.
>
> Linda Pazics Kleback
> Genealogy Specialist
> Bay County Public Library
> POB 59625
> Panama City, FL 32412-0625
>
>
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061025/
f6a434a4/attachment.html
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Wed Oct 25 15:08:08 2006
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Wed Oct 25 15:08:17 2006
Subject: [Genealib] War Bride
In-Reply-To: <003201c6f866$9592db20$56c70da8@ecgrl.org>
References: <003201c6f866$9592db20$56c70da8@ecgrl.org>
Message-ID: <453FB618.10903@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Dottie:
I found this site:
American War Brides Experience - GI Brides of World War II
http://www.geocities.com/US_warbrides/WW2warbrides/WBLINKS.html
Hope this helps!
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us

Dorothy Demarest wrote:
>
> I should have said that they have her obituary. What my patron wants
> is to find out when she came to America, what ship she traveled on,

> any information about where she came from in Germany, that sort of
> thing. Are there any sources about war brides?
>
>
>
> Dottie Demarest
>
> East Central Georgia Regional Library
>
>
>
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From vctinney at sbcglobal.net Wed Oct 25 15:10:57 2006
From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Wed Oct 25 15:13:22 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Full Text Genealogy Books Available on Google
In-Reply-To: <004201c6f868$234c7ba0$7e7d5418@aaf838stekvy2v>
References: <000a01c6f867$62c0a4b0$7a00140a@ComputerC>
<004201c6f868$234c7ba0$7e7d5418@aaf838stekvy2v>
Message-ID: <453FB6C1.9060902@sbcglobal.net>
RE: Full Text Genealogy Books Available on Google
http://blog.eogn.com/eastmans_online_genealogy/2006/10/full_text_genea.html
A more comprehensive site that includes Google,
the Family History Archive, etc.; side by side
for comparison, is:
EDUCATION PUBLICATIONS and ONLINE BOOKS
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/bookspublicationsgenealogical.htm#Edpub
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Wed Oct 25 16:06:27 2006
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Wed Oct 25 16:06:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] War Bride
In-Reply-To: <001601c6f85e$ea5c9c70$56c70da8@ecgrl.org>
References: <001601c6f85e$ea5c9c70$56c70da8@ecgrl.org>
Message-ID: <1DB1EE6A-65C3-490B-8AD7-29B551158FC0@yahoo.com>
Your patron should send a Freedom of Information Act request
(requesting "all records") to U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services (the former Immigration and Naturalization Service). If the
mother was born less than 100 years ago, the patron should send some
proof of death (the newspaper death notice should be fine). The INS
should have an A-file ("alien file") on the mother.
An A-file is:

An Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) case file containing all
records (except naturalization) relating to an individual immigrant
since
April 1, 1944, and including naturalization records since April 1,
1956. Any
immigrant who arrived or whose case was opened after April 1, 1944,
should
have records filed within the A-File system. A-Files were decentralized
between 1950 and 1955 and thereafter maintained by the various INS Files
Control Offices (FCO's). In 1999, INS began to re-centralize A-Files
at a
National INS Records Center. A-Files are identified by Alien
Registration
Number, are indexed by name, date of birth, and place of birth, and
remain
subject to INS Freedom of Information/Privacy Act restrictions.
Your patron can use the Form G-639 <http://www.uscis.gov/graphics/
formsfee/forms/files/g-639.pdf>
and send to
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Attn: FOIA/PA Office
425 Eye St. NW
Washington, DC 20536
Claire Kluskens
NARA
On Oct 25, 2006, at 1:56 PM, Dorothy Demarest wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello, I hope someone can help with this question. I am helping a
patron whose mother was a WW II German war bride. He mother told
her she came over on a troop transport ship after the war with 1 or
2 small children. She married a US soldier in Germany. His military
records were apparently destroyed in St. Louis so that avenue
appears to be blocked. Her mother lived in Chicago but never became
a US citizen. Where can she go for information about her mother?

Thank you very much for any suggestions.

Dottie Demarest
East Central Georgia Reginal Library
demarestd@ecgrl.org
706 821-2600 Fax 706 821-2629

-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061025/
e21b4308/attachment.html
From ancestrybank at ancestrybank.com Wed Oct 25 18:06:29 2006
From: ancestrybank at ancestrybank.com (ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com)
Date: Wed Oct 25 18:06:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Further musings regarding Ancestrybank reply
Message-ID: <20061025180629.3nkif1bbr4ws8s0w@www.ancestrybank.com>
Traci,
Your thoughts are excellent and help me recognize other views of the
site's potential impact.
I guess the basic factor that these
messages come down to is a difference of opinion about making a
business out of history. When I created the site, the main factor
that drove me was that someone out there has a document that answers
my genealogical brick wall (connecting Scotland McLemores with US
McLemores). I have exhausted resources over the past few years and
feel like there is some tiny piece missing. My thought was, what if
this piece were in someone's personal collection out there. How can I
motivate people to make their collections available. This is my
attempt at contributing to the field. I am glad to hear that this
debate has persisted well before my company...being fairly new I was
beginning to think I got targeted. Thank you and other librarians for
educating and getting people to make their resources available.
Whether it is to recoup costs or "earn" so that you can keep expanding
and growing, I appreciate any effort made to make historical
information made. The value of a historical document isn't monetary
(of course autograph dealers might disagree :)), I just hope that
adding this as an option helps those who might believe differently or
still might not live in the "perfect world" mentioned in a prior post.
When I say that owners can "earn", I mean that how it sounds.
Again, just our difference of opinion. Documents on this site are not
made to view without charging...searching the index is free like on
most sites...but like the two main national archives, you can't see
them before purchase, only their descriptions. When referencing the
"visitors benefiting from visiting the library" versus being able to
download off the internet, that was merely a reference to the cost of
offering the product (gas versus $5). Many libraries such as yours
can offer the microfilm scans free, and many offer free digitized
material on their sites...but just as many don't. It's all back to
the difference of opinion on how to operate. Why would someone need
more than a love...I guess because they are busy and it is the
opportunity cost of time.
I had to separate this to make sure it is clear...it can be well more
than $25.00. You earn indefinitely off your documents...we actually
cut a check and send it once the account has reached $25.00. There is
no limit to the amount "earned" - sorry for using the term.
When you state "I still don't see how appealing the desire to make
money is creative or innovative" pretty much highlights our
difference. Usually, when it is broken down, making money is what
drives innovation...capitalism! :)
Lastly, I know there is a great deal more to preservation. I was
solely referring to preservation of information...so I would disagree
with the quote "... but appears not to be suitable for preservation of
information

that is preserved in no other form" because I fail to understand how
the information is not preserved when it essentially has a permanent
copy that doesn't erode physically (plus a lot has happened since
1995). Plus every time a person purchases that document image, the
document information is preserved one more time since there is another
duplicated image out there - a mulitplying factor. Alone it isn't
full preservation as the second quote eludes to...that is
understandable. The quote isn't saying that it is not preservation
though.
Discussing these issues has been fun and educating. Thank you for
taking the time to write and thank you list for allowing me to clarify
the site in the beginning and debate in the end.
Sincerely,
Ryan McLemore
Ancestrybank.com

From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Wed Oct 25 18:13:25 2006
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Wed Oct 25 18:13:28 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Transcribing Civil War Diaries (Thanks to all)
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF740341F592@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
My volunteer, whose family diary will go to a proper repository in
Michigan, the home state of the diarist one day, sends her gracious
thanks to all of you who responded.
In her words:
I have copied all the responses and ordered the other suggested book.
Really gave me just the information I needed and the reasons as well
which helps a lot.
I told her we would get a fast response and I thank you for proving me
right. My best to all.
Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061025/
d7c11aa8/attachment.html
From Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us Wed Oct 25 18:37:35 2006
From: Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us (Berger, Camilla)
Date: Wed Oct 25 18:37:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Up for grabs! PERSI volume

Message-ID: <FADFA2DBC28296489DD3D7138FED85FA09EF80A3@e_mail>
We have a PERSI (Periodical Source Index) volume for 1990 which is a
duplicate. It is in very good condition.
Please contact me off the list
at Camilla_Berger@ci.pomona.ca.us <mailto:Camilla_Berger@ci.pomona.ca.us>
Camilla A. Berger
Adult Services
Pomona Public Library
625 South Garey Ave.
Pomona, CA 91769-2271
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061025/439ba4e5/
attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Thu Oct 26 09:38:46 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Thu Oct 26 09:39:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Civil War Diaries
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902871255@mail.wvculture.local>
Consenus of our staff is best expressed by Mary Johnson, historian on
our staff and editor of "From a 'whirlpool of death . . . to victory' :
Civil War Remembrances of Jesse Tyler Sturm, 14th West Virginia
Infantry", WV Div. of Cultural and History, 2002:
It probably depends on the use. When primary documents are published,
editors do make decisions about whether to retain the original spelling,
punctuation, etc., although I would think it less common these days to
omit passages unless the intent is to present extracts. (That wasn't
unheard of in the past - I seem to recall that one of the 19th-century
Adams descendants who published John Adams letters omitted some personal
stuff to and from Abigail that didn't fit Victorian sensibilities.)
However, if documents are not presented as is, it is very, very
important to provide an editorial note with the transcribed work
explaining exactly what alterations have been made. That way
readers/users have a sense of the editor's hand in the work.
This person probably should consult a reference book specific to editing
documents rather than a style manual. One title is Michael E. Stevens
and Steven B. Burg, Editing Historical Documents: A Handbook of Practice
(Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira Press, 1997).
If this person is not publishing the letters/diaries, but is perhaps
depositing a transcription with the library for other researchers to
use, I would think it best to transcribe them accurately and completely,
warts and all.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Levy,
Suzanne S.
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2006 2:20 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists; Discussion of research and
writing about Virginia history
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Civil War Diaries
Importance: Low
ONe of my volunteers owns a family Civil War Diary and 80
letters from the diarist to his wife. Her question is in transcribing
how do you deal with punctuation, spelling errors, grammar, etc.? His
vocabulary, but his spelling and grammar are atrocious. He has also made
rare derogatory remarks about companions and superiors and she has been
advised against including full text of those remarks.
She has checked Turabian and Chicago Manual of Style for ideas
but they weren't helpful. A google search has also not been very
productive.
Can anyone recommend any guidelines or offer suggestions on how
best to approach this. She is leaning toward transcribing them as
written but wants to make them understandable.
Any information and ideas would be most welcome. I thank you.
Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061026/
f6ac00d0/attachment.html
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Thu Oct 26 09:46:21 2006
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Thu Oct 26 09:48:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Publications available
Message-ID: <006101c6f905$1ee589b0$140ba8c0@Director>
We have some duplicate ex-library copies of "The Genealogical Helper"
periodical:
September/October and November/December 1987
July/August, September/October, November December 1989
May/June, July/August, September/October 1990
Available for postage reimbursement.
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System

Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org

From RRoberts at cslib.org Thu Oct 26 12:02:09 2006
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Thu Oct 26 12:01:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] CT State Library closings Nov. 10-13
Message-ID: <4540A3C1.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
All State Library facilities will be closed on Fri. Nov. 10 and Sat.
Nov. 11 in observance of Veterans Day.
Restoration/renovation of the Law Reading Room will require the Library
to be closed on Mon. Nov. 13. The Museum of Connecticut History will be
open on Nov. 13.
The Law Reading Room will also be closed to the public on Thurs. Nov. 9
and Tues. Nov. 14.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Thu Oct 26 14:15:50 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Thu Oct 26 14:16:24 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Old Westmoreland
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061026141334.04e9f308@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------Internal Virus Database is out-of-date.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.407 / Virus Database: 268.13.0/464 - Release Date: 10/5/2006
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Thu Oct 26 14:26:02 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Thu Oct 26 14:26:13 2006
Subject: [Genealib] TAKEN: Old Westmoreland
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20061026141334.04e9f308@archivecdbooksusa.com>
References: <7.0.1.0.2.20061026141334.04e9f308@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061026142519.04e8ce98@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
--------------

Internal Virus Database is out-of-date.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.407 / Virus Database: 268.13.0/464 - Release Date: 10/5/2006
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Thu Oct 26 14:01:53 2006
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (ABurrows@slv.vic.gov.au)
Date: Thu Oct 26 14:38:35 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Leave
Message-ID: <OF6A88D96E.76E8A10A-ONCA257213.00630CBECA257213.00630CBD@slv.vic.gov.au>

I will be out of the office starting
31/10/2006.

27/10/2006 and will not return until

This message and any attachment is intended only for the use of the
Addressee and may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please delete all copies of the
message and its attachments and notify the sender immediately. Thank you.
From pmcpatentlaw at iqmail.net Thu Oct 26 16:16:28 2006
From: pmcpatentlaw at iqmail.net (Pat Carpenter)
Date: Thu Oct 26 16:16:46 2006
Subject: [Genealib] W.P.A. Question
Message-ID: <20061026201644.D28823E759C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 2743 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061026/1d3457df/
attachment.jpe
From walters at alaweb.com Thu Oct 26 16:36:37 2006
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Thu Oct 26 16:36:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] W.P.A. Question
Message-ID: <380-2200610426203637298@alaweb.com>
Many, if not all, of the WPA projects in the south were run by state
commit4tees set up by WPA or sometimes by state agencies (i.e.
Highway Dept.) that may have personnel records. Check with the LA
State Archives.
David walters
---- Original Message ---From: pmcpatentlaw@iqmail.net
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Subject: RE: [Genealib] W.P.A. Question
Date: Thu, 26 Oct 2006 13:16:28 -0700
>
>
>Fellow GENEALIB-"ers,"
>
>In 1937, my maternal grandfather, Bernard Brennan, applied for Social
>Security and showed his "present employer" as W.P.A. OP 265-6902 with
>a work
>address of 2301 Tulane Avenue in New Orleans, LA.
>
>The N.O. Public Library only has records of some of the actual
>projects
>that W.P.A. worked on, not who was employed on the various projects.
>The
>Louisiana Digital Library site indicates that "WPA projects in New
>Orleans
>ranged from street paving and bridge building to bookbinding and
>adult
>education."
>
>I am curious to find out what kind of job he held with W.P.A., since
>he was
>a wealthy entrepreneur in N.O. prior to the Depression and ultimately
>lost
>everything.
>
>A search of the NARA website was daunting and unproductive.
Does
>anyone
>have any suggestions where I might find out what his job was?
>
>Thanks in advance! Pat
>
>
>
>
>
>Pat M. Carpenter, MLS
>
>Research Associate
>
>Law Offices of John W. Carpenter, Esq.
>
>
>
>This e-mail is confidential and is intended only for the named
>recipient(s)
>and may contain information that is privileged, attorney work product
>or
>exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received
>this
>message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please
>immediately
>notify the sender and delete this e-mail message from your computer.
>
>
>
>

From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Thu Oct 26 17:07:50 2006
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Oct 26 17:07:57 2006
Subject: [Genealib] W.P.A. Question
In-Reply-To: <20061026201644.D28823E759C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <NSTZzapQA8U6CuyzC0b00000456@ns.indian-river.lib.fl.us>
Pat:
I contacted NARA through their online "inquire forms" at
http://www.archives.gov/contact/inquire-form.html about the WPA records. I
specifically was looking for all Florida applications within all the
organizations before and after WPA such as PWA and FERA. I received an email
from Eugene Morris who is in Civil Records. His email is
Eugene.morris@nara.gov and phone number is 301-837-0348. He was very helpful
and I was able to obtain all the WPA records for Florida. He said they were
in RG 69.

Hopefully, this information may help you.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org

Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pat Carpenter
Sent: Thursday, October 26, 2006 4:16 PM
To: GENEALIB
Subject: [Genealib] W.P.A. Question

Fellow GENEALIB-"ers,"
In 1937, my maternal grandfather, Bernard Brennan, applied for Social
Security and showed his "present employer" as W.P.A. OP 265-6902 with a work
address of 2301 Tulane Avenue in New Orleans, LA.
The N.O. Public Library only has records of some of the actual projects
that W.P.A. worked on, not who was employed on the various projects. The
Louisiana Digital Library site indicates that "WPA projects in New Orleans
ranged from street paving and bridge building to bookbinding and adult
education."
I am curious to find out what kind of job he held with W.P.A., since he was
a wealthy entrepreneur in N.O. prior to the Depression and ultimately lost
everything.
A search of the NARA website was daunting and unproductive.
Does anyone
have any suggestions where I might find out what his job was?
Thanks in advance!

Pat

Pat M. Carpenter, MLS
Research Associate
Law Offices of John W. Carpenter, Esq.

This e-mail is confidential and is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, attorney work product or
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this
message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please immediately
notify the sender and delete this e-mail message from your computer.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061026/
cf0f7cb0/attachment.html
From traci.thompson at gmail.com Thu Oct 26 21:02:40 2006
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Thu Oct 26 21:02:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] More Ancestrybank
Message-ID: <efca8b2a0610261802o65fa2354m5010a941f2da0328@mail.gmail.com>
>
>
>
>
>

Your thoughts are excellent and help me recognize other views of the
site's potential impact.
I guess the basic factor that these
messages come down to is a difference of opinion about making a
business out of history.

Okay, I'll bow to that.

:)

because I fail to understand how
> the information is not preserved when it essentially has a permanent
> copy that doesn't erode physically (plus a lot has happened since
> 1995).
Not sure what doesn't erode physically - do you mean a digital version? If
so, that's a debatable issue as well. Please do note that the other example
(NCECHO guidelines) was more recent (2005).
Plus every time a person purchases that document image, the
> document information is preserved one more time since there is another
> duplicated image out there - a mulitplying factor.
This is true...although: 1.) if it's still a digital image, all the same
problems with digital images go along with it (migration issues, resolution
issues, is it a "lossy" format? etc.) and 2.) if it is printed, its
longevity is only as good as the paper it's printed on, and 3.) each of
those is a copy of a copy (lesser quality than the one that preceded it) and
still nothing is done to preserve the original using traditional means.
Another issue springs to mind...in some cases, "privately-owned" documents
are actually documents that have been stolen from courthouses, libraries,
and archives. Are there any liability issues there, if someone puts such a
document on your site? How do you verify ownership?
Thanks for any clarification.
Traci
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061026/06eea172/
attachment.html
From wundercapo at gmail.com Fri Oct 27 09:06:21 2006
From: wundercapo at gmail.com (Wundercapo)
Date: Fri Oct 27 09:06:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] LOC multi search
Message-ID: <4e8078f0610270606p74729415kdbafe318abfd3c9f@mail.gmail.com>
Not sure if everyone has seen this, but this federated search (beta) from
the Library of Congress could be a very good tool for genealogical related
searches. I just learned about it this morning.
http://www.loc.gov/search/new/
In one search box, you can search the LOC catalog, American Memory, Prints
and Photographs, and the LOC website.
Best,
James
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061027/
e2e68ebd/attachment.html

From ECole at oakville.ca Fri Oct 27 10:01:08 2006
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Fri Oct 27 10:01:16 2006
Subject: [Genealib] I am currently out of the office and will return at 1:00
p.m. on Tuesday, October 31st, 2006
Message-ID: <OF6CB2D831.261BB97E-ON85257214.004D0253-85257214.004D0253@oakville.ca>
I will be out of the office starting
10/31/2006.

10/27/2006 and will not return until

If you require more immediate assistance, please contact AskUs!, our e-mail
reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca or call our Information Desk
at 905-815-2044 during business hours.
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Fri Oct 27 12:00:44 2006
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Fri Oct 27 12:00:45 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.
Message-ID: <45422D2C.7070400@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
List:
Is there a single publisher/vendor who is selling the entire set of the/
Territorial Papers of the United States/, ed. by Clarence E. Carter?
I've only seen partial sets in the used book realm.
Thanks,
Nancy
-Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
From ancestrybank at ancestrybank.com Fri Oct 27 12:56:11 2006
From: ancestrybank at ancestrybank.com (ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com)
Date: Fri Oct 27 12:56:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] More Ancestrybank reply
Message-ID: <20061027125611.9p9kzc084kk8s488@www.ancestrybank.com>
Good question about verifying ownership. There is no real way to do
this on our end. If someone recognizes a document to fall under this
circumstance, they would need to let us know, we would remove the
documents from the database and contact the "owner" and let them know
to try to verify at that point whether or not it was stolen. We also

make a point to say that the person must own the document they are
making the image of...for obvious reasons - wouldn't want a person
using images of his neighbors collection without consent. Again,
others would have to recognize this on the site and inform us so that
we can remove them. It would be near impossible for us to track the
origin of each document archived. Thanks,
Ryan
From walters at alaweb.com Fri Oct 27 13:31:32 2006
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Fri Oct 27 13:31:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.
Message-ID: <380-2200610527173132748@alaweb.com>
Try the US Government Printing Office.
David
---- Original Message ---From: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 11:00:44 -0500
>List:
>
>Is there a single publisher/vendor who is selling the entire set of
>the/
>Territorial Papers of the United States/, ed. by Clarence E. Carter?
>
>I've only seen partial sets in the used book realm.
>
>Thanks,
>Nancy
>->
>Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
>
>Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
>
>Grapevine Public Library
>
>1201 Municipal Way
>
>Grapevine, TX 76051
>
>Voice: 817-410-3429
>
>Fax: 817-410-3084
>
>E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From cnienke at andoverlibrary.org

Fri Oct 27 15:04:52 2006

From: cnienke at andoverlibrary.org (Cheri Nienke)
Date: Fri Oct 27 14:59:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
Message-ID: <B30B5DE1680FDA43A18E310F0813E1A00C063C@SERVER2.andoverlibrary.local>
This is my first posting, so here goes. Our library has a generous
donor who has offered to purchase all of the equipment we need for our
new genealogy room, including fiche/film scanners, printers, copiers,
cabinets....if you had this situation, what would be the first top of
the line vendors/choices?
Thanks for the help and guidance, Cheri
Nienke

Cheri Nienke
Assistant Director
Andover Public Library
937 N. Andover Rd.
Andover, KS 67002
316-733-4599
cnienke@andoverlibrary.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061027/9fab3208/
attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Fri Oct 27 15:14:07 2006
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 27 15:14:30 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
References: <B30B5DE1680FDA43A18E310F0813E1A00C063C@SERVER2.andoverlibrary.local>
Message-ID: <000e01c6f9fc$13029910$ae01a8c0@Ohio>
Cheri
Wow, Christmas is coming early for your library!! Wish I had your "problem".
First off I would get the latest and greatest Canon Microfilm Scanner/printers for
your microfilm. We have 4 that are a few years old but are wonderful and
practically maintenance free! They are viewers and printers all in one machine.
Ours has an attachment for microfiche reading.
Have fun with this and I hope you get lots of advice.
Sandy Day
Local Historian/Genealogist
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: Cheri Nienke
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, October 27, 2006 3:04 PM

Subject: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
This is my first posting, so here goes. Our library has a generous donor who has
offered to purchase all of the equipment we need for our new genealogy room,
including fiche/film scanners, printers, copiers, cabinets..if you had this
situation, what would be the first top of the line vendors/choices?
Thanks for
the help and guidance, Cheri Nienke

Cheri Nienke
Assistant Director
Andover Public Library
937 N. Andover Rd.
Andover, KS 67002
316-733-4599
cnienke@andoverlibrary.org

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061027/2ccdd100/
attachment.html
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Fri Oct 27 16:33:03 2006
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Fri Oct 27 16:33:04 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.
In-Reply-To: <380-2200610527173132748@alaweb.com>
References: <380-2200610527173132748@alaweb.com>
Message-ID: <45426CFF.10000@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Thanks, David.

David Walters wrote:
> Try the US Government Printing Office.
>
> David

>
> ---- Original Message ---> From: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.
> Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 11:00:44 -0500
>
>
>> List:
>>
>> Is there a single publisher/vendor who is selling the entire set of
>> the/
>> Territorial Papers of the United States/, ed. by Clarence E. Carter?
>>
>> I've only seen partial sets in the used book realm.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Nancy
>> ->>
>> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
>>
>> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
>>
>> Grapevine Public Library
>>
>> 1201 Municipal Way
>>
>> Grapevine, TX 76051
>>
>> Voice: 817-410-3429
>>
>> Fax: 817-410-3084
>>
>> E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
From kdr at ckls.org Fri Oct 27 18:55:46 2006
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Fri Oct 27 18:58:53 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
In-Reply-To: <B30B5DE1680FDA43A18E310F0813E1A00C063C@SERVER2.andoverlibr
ary.local>
References: <B30B5DE1680FDA43A18E310F0813E1A00C063C@SERVER2.andoverlibrary.local>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061027175330.05ff8d60@ckls.org>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061027/97a29d36/
attachment.html
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Fri Oct 27 20:53:47 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Fri Oct 27 20:53:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20061027175330.05ff8d60@ckls.org>
References: <B30B5DE1680FDA43A18E310F0813E1A00C063C@SERVER2.andoverlibrary.local>
<7.0.1.0.2.20061027175330.05ff8d60@ckls.org>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061027205307.10f5e970@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Kathy said:
>If you have a lot of older books in your collection, and really want
>to go "high", a book photocopier that copies from the top (so you
>don't have to push down fragile items) would be great! I can't
>remember what they are called, because we've never come close to
>have the bucks!
They are called planetary scanners and they start at about $20k.
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
-No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.15/503 - Release Date: 10/27/2006
From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Fri Oct 27 23:22:48 2006
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 27 23:22:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.
In-Reply-To: <45422D2C.7070400@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
References: <45422D2C.7070400@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Message-ID: <27D0071B-8794-41F7-A933-E828310695EC@yahoo.com>
The Territorial Papers of the United States were published by the
National Archives / GPO / etc. in the 1930s-1970s, and would be
considered "out of print" by GPO and NARA.
However, there is a private publisher that appears to have reprinted
the set: follow this link to the specific page on the W. S. Hein
website <http://www.wshein.com/Catalog/Product.aspx?sku=5994>
Claire Kluskens
NARA
On Oct 27, 2006, at 12:00 PM, Nancy Maxwell wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

List:
Is there a single publisher/vendor who is selling the entire set of
the/ Territorial Papers of the United States/, ed. by Clarence E.
Carter? I've only seen partial sets in the used book realm.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thanks,
Nancy
-Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From boljace at and.lib.in.us Sat Oct 28 08:49:36 2006
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Sat Oct 28 08:49:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
In-Reply-To: <B30B5DE1680FDA43A18E310F0813E1A00C063C@SERVER2.andoverlibrary.local>
References: <B30B5DE1680FDA43A18E310F0813E1A00C063C@SERVER2.andoverlibrary.local>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200610280849.AA49360125@and.lib.in.us>
Cheri-Our latest wonderful toy is a Canon Microfilm Scanner 350, which not only
allows you to view and copy microfilm, but also to turn it into TIFF or
PDF files. (This has been a wonderful boon because we answer a lot of
email requests and we can now email someone an obituary in about 3
minutes.) You have to pair it with a PC because it's driven by a
software package called Capture Perfect. Also, the printer is a separate
piece of equipment. Our version isn't dual carriage (that is, it only
does film and not fiche), but we didn't need one and it's possibly
available; check with your Canon dealer.
It's not the easiest thing in the world to operate, but once you learn
how to work it its versatility is wonderful. I've never used a microfilm
copier which makes better copies because the software control allows you
to modify or filter out dark background.
I have no idea how much it costs because I didn't handle the purchase,
but I know it's expensive. I would, however, enthusiastically recommend
it, but only if you have someone who's fairly adept at teaching
themselves machinery and software or if your supplier also supplies a
good trainer.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian

Anderson Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Cheri Nienke" <cnienke@andoverlibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 14:04:52 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This is my first posting, so here goes. Our library has a generous
donor who has offered to purchase all of the equipment we need for our
new genealogy room, including fiche/film scanners, printers, copiers,
cabinets....if you had this situation, what would be the first top of
the line vendors/choices?
Thanks for the help and guidance, Cheri
Nienke

Cheri Nienke
Assistant Director
Andover Public Library
937 N. Andover Rd.
Andover, KS 67002
316-733-4599
cnienke@andoverlibrary.org

From bstahr at i-55.com Sat Oct 28 17:01:43 2006
From: bstahr at i-55.com (Beth Stahr)
Date: Sat Oct 28 17:01:50 2006
Subject: [Genealib] W.P.A. Question
In-Reply-To: <20061026201644.D28823E759C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20061026201644.D28823E759C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <6.0.1.1.0.20061028155414.01cc8e38@i-55.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 37a080b9.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 2743 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061028/975118c2/37a08
0b9.jpg
From howard_bybee at byu.edu Mon Oct 30 10:44:05 2006
From: howard_bybee at byu.edu (Howard Bybee)
Date: Mon Oct 30 12:05:53 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: genealib Digest, Vol 37, Issue 26

In-Reply-To: <20061028160014.6059E3E7680@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5F2F69090FA7B5428B8C60918047BB76073142EE@THORN.exch.ad.byu.edu>
We have Canon scanners and copiers. They are very user friendly and fast. We also
use three ST Imaging scanners for high quality digital scans, direct from film. The
image is unequaled because it is not reflective, lighting is evenly played across
the image, and the software allows editing. The Imager also does microfiche and
microcard. It is slower than the Canon because it scans at 2700 dpi from across the
film surface. The image displays on a computer monitor. We use 23 inch flat
screens. Users like the large display surface. A high resolution digital camera
sends the image to the computer screen.
Howard C. Bybee
Family History Librarian
2246 HBLL
Harold B. Lee Library
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602
801-422-7661
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Saturday, October 28, 2006 10:00 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 37, Issue 26
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific than "Re:
Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Territorial Papers of the U.S. (Nancy Maxwell)
More Ancestrybank reply (ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com)
RE: Territorial Papers of the U.S. (David Walters)
RE: fiche/film scanners (Cheri Nienke)
Re: RE: fiche/film scanners (Sandy Day)
Re: Territorial Papers of the U.S. (Nancy Maxwell)
Re: RE: fiche/film scanners (Kathy Rippel)
Re: RE: fiche/film scanners (Bob Velke)
Territorial Papers of the U.S. (Claire Kluskens)
Re: RE: fiche/film scanners (Beth Oljace)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Message: 1
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 11:00:44 -0500
From: Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Subject: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <45422D2C.7070400@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed
List:
Is there a single publisher/vendor who is selling the entire set of the/
Territorial Papers of the United States/, ed. by Clarence E. Carter?
I've only seen partial sets in the used book realm.
Thanks,
Nancy
-Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 12:56:11 -0400
From: ancestrybank@ancestrybank.com
Subject: [Genealib] More Ancestrybank reply
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <20061027125611.9p9kzc084kk8s488@www.ancestrybank.com>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset=ISO-8859-1;
DelSp="Yes";
format="flowed"
Good question about verifying ownership. There is no real way to do this on our
end. If someone recognizes a document to fall under this circumstance, they would
need to let us know, we would remove the documents from the database and contact
the "owner" and let them know to try to verify at that point whether or not it was
stolen. We also make a point to say that the person must own the document they are
making the image of...for obvious reasons - wouldn't want a person using images of
his neighbors collection without consent. Again, others would have to recognize
this on the site and inform us so that we can remove them. It would be near
impossible for us to track the origin of each document archived. Thanks,
Ryan

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 12:31:32 -0500
From: "David Walters" <walters@alaweb.com>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <380-2200610527173132748@alaweb.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Try the US Government Printing Office.
David
---- Original Message ---From: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 11:00:44 -0500
>List:
>
>Is there a single publisher/vendor who is selling the entire set of
>the/ Territorial Papers of the United States/, ed. by Clarence E.
>Carter?
>
>I've only seen partial sets in the used book realm.
>
>Thanks,
>Nancy
>->
>Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
>
>Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
>
>Grapevine Public Library
>
>1201 Municipal Way
>
>Grapevine, TX 76051
>
>Voice: 817-410-3429
>
>Fax: 817-410-3084
>
>E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

------------------------------

Message: 4
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 14:04:52 -0500
From: "Cheri Nienke" <cnienke@andoverlibrary.org>
Subject: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<B30B5DE1680FDA43A18E310F0813E1A00C063C@SERVER2.andoverlibrary.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
This is my first posting, so here goes. Our library has a generous donor who has
offered to purchase all of the equipment we need for our new genealogy room,
including fiche/film scanners, printers, copiers, cabinets....if you had this
situation, what would be the first top of
the line vendors/choices?
Thanks for the help and guidance, Cheri
Nienke

Cheri Nienke
Assistant Director
Andover Public Library
937 N. Andover Rd.
Andover, KS 67002
316-733-4599
cnienke@andoverlibrary.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061027/9fab3208/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 15:14:07 -0400
From: "Sandy Day" <daysa@oplin.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000e01c6f9fc$13029910$ae01a8c0@Ohio>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Cheri
Wow, Christmas is coming early for your library!! Wish I had your "problem".
First off I would get the latest and greatest Canon Microfilm Scanner/printers for
your microfilm. We have 4 that are a few years old but are wonderful and
practically maintenance free! They are viewers and printers all in one machine.
Ours has an attachment for microfiche reading.

Have fun with this and I hope you get lots of advice.
Sandy Day
Local Historian/Genealogist
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: Cheri Nienke
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, October 27, 2006 3:04 PM
Subject: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
This is my first posting, so here goes. Our library has a generous donor who has
offered to purchase all of the equipment we need for our new genealogy room,
including fiche/film scanners, printers, copiers, cabinets..if you had this
situation, what would be the first top of the line vendors/choices?
Thanks for
the help and guidance, Cheri Nienke

Cheri Nienke
Assistant Director
Andover Public Library
937 N. Andover Rd.
Andover, KS 67002
316-733-4599
cnienke@andoverlibrary.org

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061027/2ccdd100/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 15:33:03 -0500
From: Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <45426CFF.10000@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed
Thanks, David.

David Walters wrote:
> Try the US Government Printing Office.
>
> David
>
> ---- Original Message ---> From: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.
> Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 11:00:44 -0500
>
>
>> List:
>>
>> Is there a single publisher/vendor who is selling the entire set of
>> the/ Territorial Papers of the United States/, ed. by Clarence E.
>> Carter?
>>
>> I've only seen partial sets in the used book realm.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Nancy
>> ->>
>> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
>>
>> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
>>
>> Grapevine Public Library
>>
>> 1201 Municipal Way
>>
>> Grapevine, TX 76051
>>
>> Voice: 817-410-3429
>>
>> Fax: 817-410-3084
>>
>> E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>
>
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 17:55:46 -0500
From: Kathy Rippel <kdr@ckls.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061027175330.05ff8d60@ckls.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061027/97a29d36/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 20:53:47 -0400
From: Bob Velke <bvelke@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061027205307.10f5e970@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed;
x-avg-checked=avg-ok-FDA2DE8
Kathy said:
>If you have a lot of older books in your collection, and really want to
>go "high", a book photocopier that copies from the top (so you don't
>have to push down fragile items) would be great! I can't remember what
>they are called, because we've never come close to have the bucks!
They are called planetary scanners and they start at about $20k.
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
-No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.15/503 - Release Date: 10/27/2006

-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 23:22:48 -0400
From: Claire Kluskens <cpklus-genelib@yahoo.com>
Subject: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <27D0071B-8794-41F7-A933-E828310695EC@yahoo.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII; delsp=yes; format=flowed
The Territorial Papers of the United States were published by the
National Archives / GPO / etc. in the 1930s-1970s, and would be
considered "out of print" by GPO and NARA.
However, there is a private publisher that appears to have reprinted
the set: follow this link to the specific page on the W. S. Hein
website <http://www.wshein.com/Catalog/Product.aspx?sku=5994>
Claire Kluskens
NARA
On Oct 27, 2006, at 12:00 PM, Nancy Maxwell wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

List:
Is there a single publisher/vendor who is selling the entire set of
the/ Territorial Papers of the United States/, ed. by Clarence E.
Carter? I've only seen partial sets in the used book realm.
Thanks,
Nancy
-Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-----------------------------Message: 10
Date: Sat, 28 Oct 2006 08:49:36 -0400
From: "Beth Oljace" <boljace@and.lib.in.us>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200610280849.AA49360125@and.lib.in.us>
Cheri--

Our latest wonderful toy is a Canon Microfilm Scanner 350, which not only
allows you to view and copy microfilm, but also to turn it into TIFF or
PDF files. (This has been a wonderful boon because we answer a lot of
email requests and we can now email someone an obituary in about 3
minutes.) You have to pair it with a PC because it's driven by a
software package called Capture Perfect. Also, the printer is a separate
piece of equipment. Our version isn't dual carriage (that is, it only
does film and not fiche), but we didn't need one and it's possibly
available; check with your Canon dealer.
It's not the easiest thing in the world to operate, but once you learn
how to work it its versatility is wonderful. I've never used a microfilm
copier which makes better copies because the software control allows you
to modify or filter out dark background.
I have no idea how much it costs because I didn't handle the purchase,
but I know it's expensive. I would, however, enthusiastically recommend
it, but only if you have someone who's fairly adept at teaching
themselves machinery and software or if your supplier also supplies a
good trainer.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Cheri Nienke" <cnienke@andoverlibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Fri, 27 Oct 2006 14:04:52 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] RE: fiche/film scanners
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This is my first posting, so here goes. Our library has a generous
donor who has offered to purchase all of the equipment we need for our
new genealogy room, including fiche/film scanners, printers, copiers,
cabinets....if you had this situation, what would be the first top of
the line vendors/choices?
Thanks for the help and guidance, Cheri
Nienke

Cheri Nienke
Assistant Director
Andover Public Library
937 N. Andover Rd.
Andover, KS 67002
316-733-4599
cnienke@andoverlibrary.org

>

-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 37, Issue 26
****************************************
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Mon Oct 30 10:58:57 2006
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon Oct 30 12:37:03 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Territorial Papers of the U.S.
In-Reply-To: <27D0071B-8794-41F7-A933-E828310695EC@yahoo.com>
References: <45422D2C.7070400@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
<27D0071B-8794-41F7-A933-E828310695EC@yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <45462141.9030703@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Thanks, Claire!
Nancy
Claire Kluskens wrote:
> The Territorial Papers of the United States were published by the
> National Archives / GPO / etc. in the 1930s-1970s, and would be
> considered "out of print" by GPO and NARA.
>
> However, there is a private publisher that appears to have reprinted
> the set: follow this link to the specific page on the W. S. Hein
> website <http://www.wshein.com/Catalog/Product.aspx?sku=5994>
>
> Claire Kluskens
> NARA
>
>
> On Oct 27, 2006, at 12:00 PM, Nancy Maxwell wrote:
>
>> List:
>>
>> Is there a single publisher/vendor who is selling the entire set of
>> the/ Territorial Papers of the United States/, ed. by Clarence E.
>> Carter? I've only seen partial sets in the used book realm.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Nancy
>> ->> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
>>
>> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
>>
>> Grapevine Public Library
>>
>> 1201 Municipal Way
>>

>> Grapevine, TX 76051
>>
>> Voice: 817-410-3429
>>
>> Fax: 817-410-3084
>>
>> E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From traci.thompson at gmail.com Mon Oct 30 12:28:22 2006
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Mon Oct 30 12:37:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestrybank etc.
Message-ID: <efca8b2a0610300928j3da91261r59fc91c86f66a723@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks for the information on your "ownership" policies.
A little more
about digital preservation...just this past Friday I took on online class
concerning digitization and metadata, and a link was provided to a report
outlining the Association of Research Libraries' new stance recommending
digitization as a form of preservation. They acknowledge the many problems
of doing so, however, as well as the standards that need to be followed if
digitization is truly to be perservation, such as capturing "preservation
metadata", i.e. technical data such as the scanning software used to create
the digital product, documentation of the physical condition of the
original, etc. The instructor's opinion was that digitization is only truly
preservation if the document is "born digital."
If anyone is interested,
the link is:
*http://www.arl.org/preserv/digit_final.html*<http://www.arl.org/preserv/
digit_final.html>
Traci Thompson
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061030/
d82c26f2/attachment.html
From traci.thompson at gmail.com Mon Oct 30 12:32:27 2006
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Mon Oct 30 12:37:59 2006
Subject: [Genealib] The Magazine of American Genealogy/Institute of American
Genealogy
Message-ID: <efca8b2a0610300932s75b69852s330ebc4832946166@mail.gmail.com>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have two issues of the Magazine of American Genealogy, published by the
Institute of American Genealogy, Chicago, IL, dated 1930. They are not in
wonderful shape. Does anyone know if the information contained in them has
been reprinted or issued in any other form (book, etc.)? The magazine is
apparently not indexed in PERSI. I am wondering if I should keep or toss.
Any suggestions welcome, TIA.

Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061030/
f7b628a2/attachment.html
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Mon Oct 30 12:49:28 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Mon Oct 30 12:49:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Soldiers in King Philip's War
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061030124111.089f3970@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.15/503 - Release Date: 10/27/2006
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Mon Oct 30 13:11:06 2006
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Mon Oct 30 13:11:35 2006
Subject: [Genealib] The Magazine of American Genealogy/Institute of
AmericanGenealogy
References: <efca8b2a0610300932s75b69852s330ebc4832946166@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF7402453432@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Suggest you send them to Allen Co. PL in Fort Wayne for inclusion in PERSI....
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Traci Thompson
Sent: Mon 10/30/2006 12:32 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] The Magazine of American Genealogy/Institute of
AmericanGenealogy

I have two issues of the Magazine of American Genealogy, published by the
Institute of American Genealogy, Chicago, IL, dated 1930. They are not in
wonderful shape. Does anyone know if the information contained in them has been
reprinted or issued in any other form (book, etc.)? The magazine is apparently not
indexed in PERSI. I am wondering if I should keep or toss. Any suggestions
welcome, TIA.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4249 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20061030/21a45564/
attachment.bin
From espear at shareinet.net Mon Oct 30 14:16:42 2006
From: espear at shareinet.net (espear@shareinet.net)
Date: Mon Oct 30 14:18:02 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Soldiers in King Philip's War
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20061026141334.04e9f308@archivecdbooksusa.com>
References: <7.0.1.0.2.20061026141334.04e9f308@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Message-ID: <1214.4.235.185.235.1162235802.squirrel@webmail.safepages.com>
> Our library would love this book if it is still available. Elmer's
Genealogy Library, Madison, Florida
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Mon Oct 30 14:31:23 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Mon Oct 30 14:32:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] TAKEN: Soldiers in King Philip's War
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20061030143100.08e21e48@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.15/503 - Release Date: 10/27/2006

